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BUSINESS
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Lime,

Advertising.—One inch oi space tn
*
length ot column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week. 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or
less, $1.00; continual? every other day alter first
50 cents

week, $1.00, 50
Umle'-head of

per week alter.

15 cents:

May

insertions

Wo. 91

insertion, and 25 cents per square lor each subsequent insertion,
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
1 RES8
(which has a large circulation in every part
ol the State) lor $1.00
pei square lor first insertion
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent inser
tion.

D>'y (Joods, Woolens,

M.

Attorney

Wares,

middle and Pearl Streets,

s latent Steam Fire Proof
Sates
April 4th-dim

Dress

Merchants,

I.ONDOIV and EAKI8.
TBAVELEB8’ CBEDITN issued on London and Paris, available in all parts ol
Europe.
EOAK8 OP STKBIilNCi made to tnerciiauta upon favorable terms.

No.

EASTERN

ORDWAY.
April 23,1808. d6w

FITZ,

St,, Boston,

PORTLAND. ME.
Agency for Paying U. 8. Pensions.

Be*: Refined Bar Iron,

Tin Plates,
Hoops, Bands and Scrolls, Terne Plates for Roofing,
Plate, Angle and T Iron, Eng. and American Sheet
Rivet Iron, Swarf Iron,
Iron,
B jit Iron, Spike Iron,
Russia and R G Sheet Iron
Ship and,Kailroad Spikes, Imitation and French Pol-

A

Oval and hall round

Iron,
iahed Sheet Iron,
Shoe Shapes, Horse Nads, Galvanized Sheet Iron,
Norway and Swedes iron Sheet Copper and Zinc,
auu Shapes,
Banca, Straits & Eng Tin.
Norway Nail Hods,
Copper Bottoms and Brass
ot

description,

every

L

Also

_.

communications will receive prompt attention, and should be addressed to
M. A. BLANCHARD,
Pension Agent,

-2 April 28-d&wlm

Kettles,
Wire, &c., &c.

Cod-Liver OIL

Jewelry,

---

Imperial Medical
Council of fit Petersburg.
Used in Engliah Hospitals.
Now in use in Belle™, 84
Luke’s and City Hospitala,

the Eclectic Medical College
and Dispensary and the Homcepathk Dispensary, &c..
A®., Ac-.
City.
rnees; Box of 60 Drag^ee, equal to l)f pints best
Cod-Liver Oil, 75 cents; box
of 190 Dragfoa, equal to S
pints of OR, $1.28; box of
MO DregOee, equal to • pints
•f Oil, $2.00,
Send for Circular.

Silver Plated Ware, die.,
IV t

IVtNHUVGION STREf.T,

i»3

(UP STAlltS,) BOSTON.
C^"The best [dace in the city to buy Plated and
Oroide Jewelry.
April G, 18G8. d2ru

DEERINO,

BOORS,

wooiJEisrs,
spacious
and
erected for them
new

ALBION F.

store

58 and (50 Middle St.,
Old Site occupied by them previous to the
tf

SIMONTON & MERRILL,

and

CREAM

executed and satisiaction
dlt

31, 1808.

JOHN E.

Counsellor and Attorney
And Solicitor in

Jan. 29 dtf

W. H. PHILLIPS,

CARPENTER, BUILDER,
And Ship Joiner.
Mrcular and Jig Sawing done with despatch.
Mouldings ot all kinds, Doors, Sasli and Blinds made
furnished to order.

ILW (oauuicrcial

Hi, fool of l’aik M.,)
au28dtt
Portland, Maink,

is

BATH, ME.,

Mar

Cordage Manufacturers,

The

Including Full Gangs, Fishermen’s Hawsers, BoltRope, Point Rope, Trawl Warp, Lath Yarn,&c.
Orders solicited.
janHdtim

C,

Leaves the entire house free from offensive odors in
Its results astonish all who try it.
pyScnd tor a Circular.
For Male) a* aUo Town and County
Bights in the Slate, by

cooking.

JIOWAMD A CLEAVES,

Law,

PORTLAND, M TNE.
Office No. SO Exchange Street,
•Joseph Howard, jyy’67-ly

Town of Dexter

S. FREEMAN & CO.,

Commission
Samuel Freeman, »
f
E. D. Appleton,

{■^’Particular

of

NEW

attention

Flour and Grain.

given

o

the

These Bonds ofl'er

YORK.

_junelldtf

I

A. N. NOYES AL SON,
Manufacturer# and dealer# in

Stoves, Ranges

&

Furnaces,

Can be found in their
NKW HlllI.UINii Oft I/'Mlt S».,

(Opposite the Market.)
Where they Will t>e plcaBed to see all
Customers and receive order# as usual.

their former

augl7dtf

n

Coffins, Caskets, Desks,

Show Cases and Office Furniture,
Of Every
DeBcription,
Made trom the best material and

WOLiK&lKN,
IX.

C.

by EXPERIENCED
at

BLAKE’S,

BeptlSdtl_No. 10 Cross St., Portland, Me.
Free Street.

i*l

JNo.

Upholstering, Furniture, Repairing,
PACKING AND SHIPPING

FURNITURE,

Varnishing nud Polishing done

nt

short

notice, by

W.

V.

EM EE MAN.
_

P LA

&

(IROtKEB,

BTEREBS,

PLAIN

investment in the market.

AND ORNAMENTAL

Stucco cold Mastic Workers,
•.Portland, Me*
[Job Work prompt-

»pr3dfm

STOCK & EXCHANGE BROKER
d3w
33 Exchange Street*
apr27
JOSEPH CURRIER,

COMMON

a

bell hanger,
,

Manufacturer and Proprietor of

Carrier's Patent Bell lor Hotels,
Bell is made to answer for any number
Also Speaking Tubes, Door Bells, Gong
Bells, Dining Boom Bells to ring with the loot, and
Bells tubed back of plastering. Agent for
Tnylar’s Patent ( rank Door Bell,

one
ot rooms.

ore used.
Houses, Hotels and
at short notice.
Specimens ot my
work can be seen in some of
principal Hotels in
Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont.

Where no wires
Steamboats fitted

Mar 26-dlwthen eoil.'ni

BEAL GERMAN CANARIES,
splendid singers,

Nq uare.

Board

rooms can
or

be

obtained for gentlemen

single gentlemen,

at No 57

inarAkltf

Haskell,
Street,

connected OAS FIXTURES with
ness of

Steam and Gas

our

ALPACAS,

AGENTS FOR

Foam

C. M. & H. T.
PLUMMER,
Nos. 9,11 and 13 Union Street, Portland, Me.
dt.f
12.
September

SUITS,

Spring lied, and Hcdding
Lmuuir.
Manilla.tured to order at short notice.
No. 31 Free Street.
NfcriM-dlf

TIBBETS & TENNEY,

of

At Corner of Congress

Mar 2-dtl

Millinery

Hat

Frames,

and

very

Selling Cheap

at

BONNET

Tea

Japanese

on

Horses I

Stable,

LET !
FEET,

RUFUS RAND.

85 Federal St.
WM.

29-dtf__

J. &C. J.

L. WILSON.

BARBOUll,

No. 8 Exchange st,
Have,

for

retail

a

a

Sets,

and Washington sts.

fe!9dtf

TO

pocketbook,

morocco

liberally

byieaving

it with
rewarded
A. M. DlNSMORE,
Commercial St.

M. & A. P. DARLING
Have resumed business at

LARGE STOCK of

wear.

the

Apothecary Store

They have just received from
didjasBortment of

Satins

of H.

New

and Rich

H. Hay.

York

a

splen-

Silks,

In every variety of color for Trimmings.
New Styles of Gimps and Fringes,

Bich

Guipure

and Thread Laces,

Silk Velvets in All Colors,
Scarfit, Collars and Glorea.
ALSO, A VARIETY OF FANCY GOODS.

Rubber

Goods.

Belting, Packing, Hose,Clothing,Springs,
Mab. Spittoons, Tubing, Cushions,
Gloves, with a variety ofother
Goods.
gfp*White Rubber Cloth for family purpoces.«<®J
HEAVY RUBBER APRONS FOR CURRIERS
AND BRICK-MAKERS.
E37~Orders received for all descriptions of Rubber
Goods, and promptly executed
^
Rubber

OAK

LEATHER BELTS.

Hoyt’s Premium Oak Leather Belts—the most perfect article in the market.
Page’s Patent Lace Leather.
Black’s Belt Studs.
Srlf-Lubricating Steam Engine Packing, &c, &c.
May 2-eod3m

and Horse Owners!

attention is called to the Patent Rubber-

Lined Horse Collar, which is fast coming into
general use. It has never failed to cure any chaied
or galled horses.
It ^s warranted to cure any galled

or no pay.
It is superior to the common collar iu every respect. Call aiul see the testimonials
and examine the Collar at the store ot
BASSETT & BKAKSE,
No 23C Congress St.
raayTtf

Leather Cavalry Saddles

Complete with Bridle with Curb Bit, and leather
Halter; price lor complete sett
Saddle, Bridle and Halter $10.
As these are all in prime condition and suitable lor
private use, aud are offered at, about one third their
original cost, a rare opportunity is offered to every
Farmer, or io any one owning a horse.
A discount will be made to dealers purchasing a
quantity.
WILLIAM HEAD & SONS,
13 Fanueil Hall Square,
21-eod2m

Boston, Mbm.

Hommen!

To

Partner Wanted l
wishing to go into the Hack and
Livery business, under the most advantageous
circumstances, and with a most decided certainty
ot making money, either as an active or silent partner, would do well to confer with the undersigned.
No party need apply unless they meau business and
have got means to go ahead, and 1 think such inducements can be offered as would be satisfactory.
Address M. F. W., Press Office.
aplldtf
persou

ANY

NOVELTY PAPER BOX CO.
MANUFA

TUBERS

All kinds of Plain and Fancy Boxes.
170 Washington St., Bouton.
Orders respectfully solicited.
Promptness and Satisfaction Warranted.

E. W, WRIGHT.
May

11-dlm

Tilton
Desire

A

mbs.
colry
has at her Rooms, No. 4 Cotton
Street, a good assortment of

Millinery,

May

12.

Straw Goods, &c.

dtf

Peruvian Guano Substitute.
<& SONS’ Raw Bone Super Phosphate of
Lime in Barrels and Sacks, for sale by

BAUGH

J. G. LOVEJOY,
May 2,

1868,-d3w

33 Commercial st.

the fact that more than

40
Of their Safes gave AMPLE PROTECTION inth.
late fire. Parties desiring a

FIRST

RATE

SAFE,

Ata MODERATE PRICE, will please call on
EMERV & WATERHOUSE.
Middle Street, Portland.
Or at HO Sudbury Hired, Bouton.
.^•Second-hand Safes taken in exchange for sale.
Parties desiring Sanborn’s Steam improvement attached to Tilton & McFarland’s Safes, can order ol
Fmery, Waterhouso & Co.
Jan 15—sn lstw iu each mo&adv remainder of time

•Tents.
supply of Tents, of all sizes, for nale
Commercial Street, head ol Widgery’a
lor"**4B

FULL

A store

Whirl.

bots.

little

A

into life?

mother

instinctively know where to deposit
they may be conveyed to their
proper place to be hatched into life? Does
she not fasten them

upon a horses forelegs
where he can reach
parts
them with his mouth and swallow them ?
and

other

But it may be asked, why do these worms
thus riudlc the stomach of the horse? Another

question,

before

or

do

they

the stomach

eat

This

after death ?

is

question

and

point

at issue.

The writer above

one

ing House or

temptible

It is

sinking; ship.

a

preposter-

an

insect.”

Did ever any one see a bot-fly hovering
abont a dead horse and attempting to deposit

I

H 6

v

**-v

her oggi

The
mother of the hot knows better than thus to
deposit her eggs. She instinctively knows
that

a

such a

one ever saw

no

<c

dead stomach is no

ach of a dead

horse,

hatching place

and

knows this better than

for

we

the

mother

fly

Insect life is

do.

There is a place,
yery interesting study.
and a proper place, lor every thing in nature,

a

and every “nook and corner” of creation are
full ot animal life.
The home of one k.nd of
worm

is the tobacco

and litttle maggots

plant,

found in the young plant of the onion.—
Another insect builds a little ark of bits ot

are

wood in which she deposits her eggs, and
floats it upon the waters where the egg
hatches

swims

into

on

a

that

worm

the surface until

feeds ou
his

wings

what
grow

and he is able to leave his house on the

ters, and mount into the air.
Such

creatures many

wa-

We have

seen

Then

why

times.

incredible that the
stomach of a live horse is the natural home
of the worm that grows into a bott-fly ? And
why should these worms bore, riddle and deshould it be strange

or

These are questions
stroy their own home?
we cannot here discuss at length.
We are aware that these notions in rela-

pounds, has

tions to bots may surprise many and actually
astound horse doctors; but, nevertheless, our

positions inay be correct alter all. We know
it is generally believed that lioises often “die
ot the bots,” but we must remember that
many things are received as truths for generations and yet aie proved to be false at
last. And may it not be so w ith the belief,
almost universal as it is, that bots kill horses?
Agkicola.
Varieties.
—The British Colonial Office has information going to show quite conclusively that tho
attempted assassination of the Duke of Edinburgh was planned in England.
—Anna Dickinson is going to Eugland to
lecture.

11,000,000 to the
one of $10,000 to

ot Kome.
—“1 wish,” said an irate lawyer, “you would
pay a little attention to what I say.” “I am,”
answered the witness, “paying as little A I
can.”
—Professor Agassiz says there are in Europe

sages from her English lover, who to her at
least was never harsh or wayward.
The transition from spiritual affininties to
the fearful crime of the beautiful Hungarian
the baroness Julia Ebergenyi is easy. Since the

disgusting drama of the woman Frigaro, no
history of passion, intrigue and murder, has
more disturbed the imagination o(
quiet folk.

such facilities for building up an instructive museum as there are in Massachusetts,
and that it the people ot that State avail
themselves of the chance it will plaoe science
fifty years in advance of the old world.
Wendell Phillips
calls
—The Tribune

no

Certain features in the defence were similar—
the Frigaro had a mysterious William for a
scapegoat and the barones s talked of a MadHowarth upon whom she wished to throw
the odium of the affair ot the poisoning of the
Countess Chorinsky. The barroness Ebergen-

“America’s most gifted son.” There are probably many whose estimate of Mr. Phillips
would differ somewhat from this. The Commercial Advertiser thinks that the orator s
character would be improved if to the mauiwhich his admirers claim he posfold

ame

yi, who is only twenty years old, belonged to
the high nobility of Hungary. For some years,
she had been living a bold adventurous life
at Vienna. She brought under her enthralment the Comte Chorinsky, an Austrian of-

gilts

sesses were

—Kev. Charles H. Brigham, of Ann Arbor
an article on the “Timber Lands of
Michigan,” which will appear in the July
number of the North American Keview.
—The best thing to stop the bleeding of a
moderate cut instantly, is to cover it profuse-

ly with cob-web,
half.
—A

project of getting
at

Horses.

the poor horse when be is suffering extreme
How
pain and about to draw his last breath.
noble annual
this
seen
times
have
we
many
to see a
in such struggles. It is paintul
let go Uts
horse die; tor he does net easily
those who
upon
and
gazes
bold upon life,
around him as if he expectmay be standing
a horse bites his sif es,
ed some relief. When
lies down, rolls over, thrashes his head upon
the
gets up again, moves about and

is

is writing

that they sent
She wandered from
his wife from the house.
city to city, and finally fixed in 1867 her residence in Munich, where she met her sad fate.
The Comte became enamored with the beautP
ful Hungarian, who was coquettish and made
She appears to have
bold piquant toilettes.
returned his passion.
They conceived the

Wandkkek.

tired, rest; if the brain

is

tired, sleep.

paternal roof ou the condition

rights

..

—If the body

of the governor of lower Austria.—
The Comte had married at Rome, against his
family’s wishes, an actress of Baden, but, while
they became reconciled to her, he conceived
disgust and hate for her, and in I860, when
wounded in service, he would only enter the

trial. In the meanwhile the Austrian officer,
Count Chorinsky is imprisoned in one ot the
jails of Munich awaiting his trial.
Certainly the Count has not loved wisely.

added the little giltie mentioned

by Burns.

sou

The court
rid of the wife.
Vienna have just convicted the Hungarian
of the poisoning ot the Countess and condemned her to twenty-years hard labor, the loss of
her
of nobility, and the expenses of the

recent reported gilt of
pope turns out to have been
the educational institutions

—George Peabody's

was

Many think that the bots is “the worm
that never dies;” at least it would seem so
from the display that is frequently made over

sight.

her eggs. Those eggs can never be hatched
into worms, nor live if they were in the stom-

Lord Byron’s friend and
mistress. Her beautiinl apartments in Paris
she believes often cheered by pleasant mes-

ground,

■*>

to suppose that one of Nature’s noblest
creations should be at the mercy of so con-

Spiritualism has a firm believer in the
Boissy’s widow, she wh as Ma-

Boll in

the

alluded

ous

Marquis do

The

impor-

says: “If the horse dies, the worm bores
through the stomach in the attempt to escape trem a place no lunger suited to its
wants, precisely as a rat will abandon a fall-

scales have fallen from her eyes, and she believes that she was tbe dupe of a knave and
asks a favorable verdict from the twelve men
before whom she wishes her case to be pondered. Imitations are generally fatal. Why
should a modern Daniel suppose only gold
was to lie gathered in a Lyon s den?
By the

ficer,

au

that involves

tant

believed.

dame Guiccioli

natural

Is it not the
Does not the

recovered from her morbid condition, the

way,

the

her nits that

writhing

McFarland,

to call the attention to

April lb-d2w&eod4w

M I LL INER Y !

AND DEALERS IN

the

to be hatched

are

incident to

the tune of the above mentioned

of

by

claimed that these ani-

one

natural habitat of the insect ?

jokes perpetrated against Home, who once occupied a large share ot public attention. Mrs.
Lyon, from whom Home, the Spiritualist, abstracted the sum of thirty thousand pounds
by persuading the old lady that her deceased
husband, a wealthy tradesman, had adopted
him as a spiritual son, and wished her to, also,
to

no

philosophy may throw some light on this
subject. Is it not true that the stomach of
the horse is the very place where these eggs

The Spiritualists on this side of the water
being not a little annoyed at the rough

IMPORTANT

mar

mals died

are

The subscribers offer for sale

\V. Allen, and containing about
$20 in money and notes for $215. Any one finding

Opopsite

currently

all of them were

less eaten into and riddled

bots, ; nd yet

a

was

and the stomachs ol

more or

the Kussiaus have seized the occasion of the
withdrawal of English troops from Iudia to
raise serious disturbances iu British India is

A good Gentleman’s driving Horse.
Seven years old this spring, and can road
^twelve miles au hour. Stands 14 hands
1
rJ r
3 high; weighs about nine hundred and titty. Color, Sorrel. A very handsome and proud
driver. Enquire of
J. W. McDUFFEE*
Cor. Union and Middle St, Portland.
May 1-dtf

600 Black

ed,

some compassion as a little sovereign that the
pertinacious English bulldogs have run down
jn his native fastnesses, much as their terriers
give chase to a rat; and the report that tbe

Horse for Sale.

YOUR

This writer also refers a discussion among
artillery officers on this subject, in the
month of March—just before the evacuation
of G’entreville. Several dead horses were opi nsome

was icceivcd while the
afresh under the Fenian
attempt on the life ot their sailor-prince.
The French look upon the poor King with

Building, Saddles and Bridles !

febl7dtf

NEAR
marked G.

slightest degree, and in this opinion we are
sustained by Youatt, the very highest veterinary authority.”

pounder Armstrongs,

48 feet Hisli,

Lost!
Portland Bridge, a

him with all kinds ot nostrums—all more or

The news of the English success over the
poor Abyssinian hero Theodore, whose artillery was so soon quenched by the twelvenation

is an

less injurious and absurd. The truth is, we
have not great confidence in ail horse doctors
and we are not sure but “The Turf, Field and
Farm’’is right on this question. Hear what
this journal says: “For our part we do not
believe that this worm injures a horse in the

the flowers were massed in the breast and
pocket-slits and button-holes of M. Forcade. He strutted and was laughing joyfully
over these things of beauty, when the garden
er arrived and scolded him.
He burst iuto
tears and returned to him all the flowers!

horse,

To JLet.
Rooms, with Board, for gentlemen
wives. Enquire at No. 12 Clapp’s

will be

at

84 Federal St.

mayll-dlw

passing episode.

one

gathered

VELVETS.

Smooth and

a

following

question

important
deeply interested. Is it a tact, well established, that
these worms do kill horses? It surely wouid
be wise and prudent to ascertain whether the
bots do injure the horse before drenching

flower which he put into the button-hole of his coat. The cheery picture
pleasing Jiis fancy he plucked another; then he
made a bouquet which he placed at his neck.
In an hour every border was colorless, and all

HORSES, HORSES, HORSES!

Sale

relate the

M. Forof his morning walks entered the
garden of the Mayor of Trouville.
After
having taken a turn or two he stopped and
cade in

Flowers,

Twenty Country
Young,
Sound,

to

show how exactly Shakespeare
oepnniug Ophelia is insanity.

Styles and Shapes!

SILKS AND

going

--—

New York Branch, 333 Congress Wireet,
Between Casco and Oak sta, Portland, Me.
F. Latner.
M. M. Kridrl.
May 11-dtm

Mo. 165 Middle St.,
Store,

physicians say it is only
am

A. full line ot black and colored Velvet Ribbons of
(he best brands. Black and colored Dotted Laces.
Ditto. Plain and Frosted Silk Illusions,<Jfec.
As we are connected with a large Jobbing House,
it Canal st in New York, and as we purchase all our
goods either at the large auction sales or direct of
importers and manufacturers, thus we will be enabled to sell them at the Lowest New York Wholesale Prices. Milliners and Merchants will find it
to their own advantage, by purchasing their goods of
us. As we will sell to them by the yard or
any
length of a piece, and by the single Hat at the same
price as jobbers would have charged by the DOZEN
or FULL PIECES.
SafRemember the place:

LOST AND FOUND.

Teas,

the

of health of Monsieur Forcade, the editor
of the Semaine Financiire. M.
Eugene Forcade is suffering from mental alieniation; the

Goods !

French

l

JUST
Some

1*0, in

Trouville,
place where invalids resort, telling of the

The

in which owners of horses are

one

are

state

IH great variety.
All Leading

mar24dtf

THE
For

and their
PLFASANT

Teas.

a

ARRIVED THIS DAY,

piemises.

May 12-dlw*

RECEIVED
Choice New Crop

Bounet

Straw

For Sale or To Let.
first-class, thiee story brick house, with freestone trimmings, number thirty- five High street.

same

grown in gardens; the more delicate ones in conservatories near Paris.
They
are brought into tbe
city with the prepared
earth suited to their habits.
During all tbe
flue season these generous incense-bearers
lend their rich perfume to this
gayest of promenades. Speaking of flowers reminds me of
the chronicles that come up from

AND

FOR
SALE
Or TO LET.

the

Good* l
3 to

Block, over
occupied by

particulars inquire at the house

d

Crop

great bargains for the TRADE in

insisting of Ribbon*, from No.
Plain; Roiled and Watered.

mar23dlw*tlientt

Block.

Dentifrice

TUB—

York

Branch I
F. LATHER & CO.,

OVER MERCHANTS* EXCHANCE.
For particulars, &c, apply to
W. W. THOMAS, JR..
marl2dtf
On the premises

Preparation is recommended by eminent
Dentists, Physicians and Chemists, as being second to none in use, for cleansing, polishing and
preserving the teeth hardening the gums, and imparting a pleasant odor to the breath; in tact it cannot be excelled. It a<;ts not only as a powder, but as
a soap and wash, three in one.
Contains no injurious grit 01 acid.
Try it. For sale by all druggists.
M. D JOHNSON, Dentist.

Kew

—AT

--—

New

To Let,
Lodging Room to let at 21 Brown

aud

OR. JOHNSON’S

flowers

TO

Makers and
Country Merc.h ants,

Savings Bank.

A HALL 43 BY 73

For Men’s, Women’s, Misses, Boy’s and Children’s

prepared to furnish them as low as they
can be purchased in Boston.
Our stock is entirely new, and is selected from the
latest and most fashionable styles.
We invite persons who intend to purchase fixtures
to give us a call before purchasing elsewhere.

Chamber

the

on

Will Sell at the

April 21—dim

this matter.
The recent copious rains have been favorable to the transplanting of the loveliest flowers to their beds in the little
groves and platbands or borders iu Champs
Elysdes. These

Milliner8,Dress

THE

TO

THE BEST IN THE MARKET.

leading ofl'iu

Inducements!
OFFERED

Possession given April 1st. Enquire of
marSldMCHARLES PERRY.

Collars and Cuffs,

a Professional school lor
girls. I will
procure at the fountain-head all necessary information should your plucky State decide on

NEW/IDEAI

Store No. 3 Galt Block. Teamsters

PHIL. SHERIDAN

ing

GEO. W. DREW, Agent,
135 1-2, Middle street, Portlaud Me.

Great

For Sale or to Let.
first-class, three-story brick house,with freestone trimmings, number 35 High street.
For particulars inquire at No 30 Exchange street,
Spanish Consulate’s, between 10 A. M, and 3P. M.

PLEASANT
street.

THE STATE OF MAINE

accorded to the scholars. I wish
Maine, remembering her motto, would begin by found-

see us.

2

A

Charles McCarthy,
No. 99 Middle Street.

ONArchitect

Gratings, Dumps, Ac., Ac.,

up

at Maine

Full Liue oi

For the celebrated

are now

Large

d3w

Lowest Market Prices In Thomas

busi-

Fittings,

finishing

May

Tenement to Let.
Lafayette st, Mujoy. Enqire of H. ROWE,

Complete Stock ot

they

Call and

April 21-dtf

SHEETINGS,
SHIRTINGS,
TICKS,
DENIMS,
STRIPES,
FLANNELS, &c„ &c„
Which

to let

To be Let.
Brick store on Exchange Street, being the seTHEcond store from the
corner ol M ddle St.
ApNATR’L. F. DEERING,
ply to

BRILLIANTS,
BOSOMS, HDKFS., and CRASH.
a

Lodging Rooms

Enquire at 38 Centre street.

ma>ll-d2w*

apr25dtt

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,

Lot

Lodging Rooms to Let.
FEW well furnish ?d

BISHOP LAWN,

Also,

see

TCo Let*

IRON BAILINGS, WINDOW SHUTTERS,

PARLOR

•Dealers in Real Estate,
Argus copy.

dlw

A reasonable terms.

DAMASK CLOTHS and NAPKINS,
PLAIN, CHEKED and STRIPED CAMBRICS,
SWISS MUSLIN,

Feb

Gas Fixtures!

Gas Fixtures!

HOUSE

WHITE GOODS,
MARSEILLES QUILTS,
PIQUE CLOTHS,

found at No. 'J9 market

C. C. TOI.mAN, Agent.

May 14, dim

To Rent.

ASSORTMENT

a

them to all who may
we earnestly invite all to
call,
them in operation before
purchasing. A
jewing Machine is to last a iilfe time, and hence the
me that will do the
greatest range of work, and do
it the best, is the one to buy.
We have sold nearly a hundred of these Machines
in'Concord, N. H., and vicinity, and eVervone speaks
in the highest praise of them.
Call and get a circular of recommendations.
All kinds ot silk and cotton
thread, and the best
Machine oil for sale.
Instructions given on the Machine gratuitously to
ill who purchase Machines.
All kinds ot plain and fancy
stitching done to orier.

jail and

by girls
gaged in sewing, cutting and fitting garments,
and one class was at work on wood
engraving
and another was painting on porcelain. Tuition, I believe, is tree, but the result of their
labors goes towards tbe
support of the school
till the last year when a small
percentage is

Edgings

with stable attached to rent, corner ot
Clark and Pine Streets.
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO..
Apply to

TAKKO CLOTHS,
MOUSSELINE DE LAINES, &c, &c.,

October 30.

Schoolev & Winshijus patent, upright and chest
form, Water Coolers, Ice Cream Freezers and Moulds.
Also a large assortment of Tin, Japan and Wo den
Ware.

Are now

Danlorth street.

CARRIAGES!

large assortment just received.

be

mTbe

A

Together with

iu showing and explaining
ure
tavor her with a
and

For Lease.
new two and a
bait story dwelling
House opposite and commanding a front view
ot the Park, containing 13 finished rooms,
with hard ami solt water to the second story; good
cellar; all conveniently a!ranged.
Will be leased tor a term of three years.
Possession giveu on the 1st of June.
J. P. RUGG,
No. 30 Franklin street, Portland.

Beater ! THIS

Egg

can

ONE-HALF

may 11

mistaken?

dispute

have largely invested in this charity. Some
months since I visited this Professional school
and passed through the different rooms.—
Some I found engaged in learning book-keeping, another studying the English language,
while another room was occupied
en-

That has made its advent in this or any other county.
This Machine is warranted to execute to the
highest degree ot perfection all kinds ot
Stitching, Hemming, Felling, Tucking, Braiding, Quilting, Gathvnng and Sewing, etc., and all kinds of work done
m any other Machine.
It also works a beautiful
Button-hole. embroiders over the edge of fabrics,
Eye-let holes and makes the over-seaming
mtcn, by which sheets and pillow-cases are made as
by hand, feats which no other machine can do, hence
is we can do
every kind of sewing all others can do
mu several kinds none others can, ours is
unquesiion
ibly far in advance of any other Machine in the market, and is the best to buv.
e^'blishd a permanent agency at 1351-2
»JYf.have
Mi Idle street (up stairs) and we are desirous to have
everybody in the city and vicinity call an 1 see these
wonderful Machines. Examine into their merits—
fee what beautiiul work
they will do—and get a sample of the work.
The lady in charge ot the Machines will take
pleas-

To Rent,

FRONT OFFICE in McCarthy’s
Stora No. 181 Fore Street, recently
W. J. McDonald. Enquire of

GOOD

Sea

SENSE

and best, easiest cleaned, costs less, works
and is the best EGG BEATER ever offer-

CHILDREN’S

and

ANDandgood
their wives

IM-

PROVED COMBINATION CUSHIONS, patented November 26, 1867.
Old Tables recusnioned
with the above New Combination Cushions for $75
per set. These New Cushions have proved, by actual use, to excel all other styles ever made.
Tables of all sty les and finish constantly on hand.
Also. Phelan & Collender’s Combined DIN J NO and
BILLIARD TABLES.
J. E. CAUIE & CO.,
174 Sudbury Street, Boston.
March 31, 1868. eod3w

We have

No. 313 Congress st

A

Machine Combined.

EXCHANGE STREET,

REFRIGERATORS,

PAYSON,

M.

BY

PHELAN & CULLENDER’S NEW

LATEST

The whole amount of the loan is $lil5.0©0)
which is secured as iollows:
1—By a mortgage of the Dexter & Corinna Railroad to the Town of Dexter, which is ample security
of itself.
2—By the Town of Dexter itselt, with a marketable valuation ot a million and a halt dollars.
3—By a lease to the Maine Central Railroad Company for thirty years, at $1H,000 a year, which is $7,500 more than enough to pay the interest on all the
bonds issued by the Towns of Dexter and Corinna.
The Coupons arc payable semi-annually in Portland or Boston.
These l>onds are now offered at a lower rate than
any other equally good security. For sale by

//.

as

easier,
ed to the public.

of the

Where

Mar M -d li

HKOWN

for

1

TABLES,

MANUFACTURED

&

Button-Hole Making and Sewing

not this horse doctor, his assistants and
on the occasion, all be

the crowd gathered

Government Academy of instrumental music and singing. The grand orchestral band of
the Academy is to play some of the choicest
pieces of classical music. American ladies

THE FIRST AND ONLY

ire ready to offer
;he line ot

of a two and a halt story double
bouse in the western part ot the city, containing
ten rooms, gas, hard and soft water and good cellar.
To be let with the furniture for six months.
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Apply to
Dealers in Real Estate, No. 1 Morton Block.
May 15. dlw*
[Argus copy,

sand and

BLACK and COLORED
CIIENE POPLINS,

«J. E. CAME & CO.,

Best and Cheapest Securities

purchasing

References—David Keazer, Esq E. McKenney &
Co W S: C. R. MJlliken, J. B. Carroll, Esq., T. H.
Weston & Co.

one

Norway Savings Bank,

BILLIARD

WITH

TO LET.

prices:

May

seed-bed of infidel-

Conservatory,

a

OF

CHAS. STAPLES & SON,

Spiral

BONDS !

Merchants t

Bro:id street,

Cil

John cousens,
Kennebunk, Me.

fan 3-dtf

Cleaves.

Nathan

Apparatus.

ages
countries. Women as well as Men. A
handsome octavo book ot over 600
pages, illustrated
with 12 beautiful Steel
Engravings. No competition.
Agents say it sells faster than any book they ever
sold. Terms liberal. Send for
circular
desciiptive
—i.^.vxjYjwar:
A S. qiTp *>aSwSvv 18
Ap.H sjo.

KENTUCKY JEANS, and
COTTONADES.

Under the superintendence of MR. GEO. L. DAMON, junior momber ot the firm, formerly Superintendent of the Tremont Safe and Machine Company, Boston,
Works 215 Commercial Street, Portland, Haine.
EPWe would reter to the Sales n the First National Bank, Portland Savings Bank, Hon. Geo. W.
and

“Orchilla,”

Agents Wanted
For "PEOPLE'S BOOK OF BIO&BAPHY.”
^4^®^ PARTON, the “Prince o' Biographers, containing lives o' distinguished persons of
all
and

TWEEDS,
ALSO

by letter, enclosing stamp,

to load
“Guano” at
“Sombrero,” “Swan Island,” “Rodonand
for Ports North ol
“Hatteras.” Also vessels lor coal from
New York to Aspinwall and Deals
Johns NB, to Ports in the United Kingdom.
to
INGRAHAM & WHITCOMB,
85 Commercial Street, Portland, Me.

Street,

and the horse might have been saved.”
Now every looker on has no doubt that
these worms killed the horse. But is that so?

brained and largest hearted women of France.
This year they have achieved a great
triumph.
They have extorted from the Emperor permission to hold a concert in the
the

Book

DOUBLE AND TWIST CASSIMERES,

Safes 1

n or

Dana & knight,
Wholesale Druggists, 153 Middle Ht„
PORTLAND.
11-dlw_

Apply

OF

purchasers by

Block,

in pers.

dollars profit per day

VESSELS

BROADCLOTHS,
FANCY CASSI MERES,
COATINGS,
CASHMEKETTS,

THIS

Woodman’s

APi*iy

Attractive Stock

THE BEST IN THE WORLD.

specimens ot our work.
March 2, 1867. d3m

article that will pay 3 to 5

good salesmen.

,do,”

186 Fore

can

STEAM FljRE-FKOOF SAFES !

Age

to

May 5.

Steel Chests. Vault Doors, Shatters and
Honey Dozes.

S. A.

an

Company

51 & 53 Middle

HOUSE

Apply at

mayMtl

NOTICE.

OFFER TO THE TRADE AVERY LARGE AND

-AND

Brass Work.

May 13-d4t»

Davis, Chapman

Safe lias been tested with safes of every other maiuti'aclnre, and the result has been total
destruction to contents of all save the Steam FireProof Safes, whose contents were Not Injured.
Manufactured to order of any size, with or without Steel Burglar Proof Boxes, and fitted up to suit

to do
street.

men

A GENTS, Male and Female, Wanted in every
XT town in the State, with a
capital of $ >5.00 to sell

supply dry painters’
ground
slate for patent roofing.
C. €. WHITNEY, Agent.
April 30. dim

Goods!

Froot

184 and

G3F"They

NO. 146 MIDDLE ST., OVER LANE & LITTLE
mar6dtf
PORTLAND, me.

Fire

tour

or

THNo. 4 Exchange

manufacturing and selling

low

Gloves, Hosiery, Corsets, Yarns, Small
Wares, Trimmings, Ac.

A

Co.,

Nos.

rit.liu:

BANK,

Wanted.

AT

system, and sell at

Dry

gentlemen boarders, and a gentleman and
be accommodated at No. 4 Locust St.

RE E

Paints ot all Kinds,

Jobbers and Wholesale Dealers in

Fancy

Lead

City

are

MERRILL, PRINCE & CO.,

DINNER COOKED for twenty persons over
ONE hole of the Stove. Can be put on any
Stove or Range ready for instant use.
Water changed to a delicious Soup by distillation.

;{0I{ Congress St, Portland, Ifle,
One door above Brown.
Jal2dtf

at

Miracle of the

Forest

1517, Portland, Mo.

May 12. d4w*

THE

SJRMIJyOF

Cheap, Simple, Economical!

Oflee at the Drug Store of Messrs. A. G. Sclilotter-

Attorneys k Counsellors

Cooking

Steam Cooking

painter.

beck &

6—tilljune

U.

LEAVITT,
NOYEL
CHADWICK,

Box

can

MANUFACTORY.

April 28-dtf

ZIMMERMAN’S

J. SO HUMACUEK,

fsi mmm

st.

Surgeon General,

‘MART,’

FITZGERALD,

BLOCK.

a

opening, by addressing

an

Wanted to charter.

PAINT

*
Proprietor of ‘The Mart.

St.,

J. K. BARNES,

G. & J. T. DONNELL.

dlw

Boarders Wanted.
FEW

A Wile,

Lading Out
New
l
Street*

May 9-dtd_

Street.

Congress

ures;—we ignore the Jew
ONE PRICE.

Department,

thirty-nine.

‘Household Words’

with light expenses enables him'to undersell any
store in the State. Alll goods marked in plain fig-

AN

Ft Wall (Street,
New Fork City.
^^'‘Commissioner for Maine and Massachusetts.

I

doctor.
“The bots had eaten
before I was called. A few hours

soouer

upturned like Mr. Dickens’s Oliver Twist, to
the Beadledom of authority,
asking for more.
The school is supported by some of the best

yards
wall.
tons stone ballast.

learn of such

can

f

JACOB McLELLAN, j
Committee on
ALBERT MARWICK
EZRA CARTER, Jr.,
T lvint? out
J F. LEAVITT,
\ ^ayIng
JAMES NOYES.
\ New c.
Streets*
GEO. H. CHADWICK, J

Buys bis goods from importers and manufacturei s, thereby saying one profit.
This coupled

geon H. R. Wirtz, Brevt Lieut. Col. U. S. A., Surgeon John Moore, Brevet Col. U. S. A. and Assistant Surgeon A. A. Woodhull, Brevet Lieut. Col.,
U. S. A., will meet in New York City on the 1st ot
May next, lor the examination ot A ssistant Surgeons,
U. S. Army, tor promotion, and ol candidates lor
admission into the Medical Staff of the U. S. Army.
Applicants must be between 21 and 30 years of age,
physically sound, and graduates of a regular medical college
Applications tor permission to appear before tbe
Board should be addressed to the Surgeon General,
U. S. Army, and must state the lull name, residence,
and date and place of birth ot the candidate.
Testimonials as to character and qualifications
must l>e furnished. If tbe applicant has been in the
medical service of the Army during the late War,
the fact should be 6tated, together with his former
rank, and date and place of service, and testimonials from officers with whom he has served should
also be forwarded.
No allowance is made for the expenses of persons
undergoing examination, as it is an indispensible
prerequisite to appointment. The number of vacancies now existing in the Medical Corps of the Army

Bankruptcy,

fitly

Plans and specifications may be seen at the office
of
C. H. Howe, 2331 Congress Street.
Per Order of the Directors.
H‘ U0WF'’ C" E-

0n

for them to consider and act upon,
therefore
Notice is hereby given to all parties
interested, that
the Joint Standing Committee of the
City Council
on laying out new
streets, will meet to hear the parties and view the proposed way on the sixteenth
day ol May 1868, at five o’clock in tlie afternoon, at the corner of Congress and Forest streets,
and will then and there proceed to* determine and
adjudge whether the public convenience requires said
street or way to be laid
out.
Given under our nanus on this ninth day oi
May, A. D., 1868.

FITZGERALD

Army Medica1 Board, to consist of Surgeon
J. B. Brown, Brevet Brig. Gen’l U. S. A., Sur-

.IAUNCEV COURT,

»r

270

Advertisement.

Law,

at

are

STORE IS IN THE

GENERAL’S OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., March 2,1868.

DOW, Jr.,

to

gem‘te™ta-

may

undersigned,

Remember,

SURGEON

guaranteed.

Address

I'OGN, twenty-five

Portland, May 11,1868.

meie

wise

through

was carried before the Emperor.
honor Napoleon decided iu favor of
those pale auiuial laces that indicate
plainly
as faces could tel', the
small, cold, hard, inadequate moral food that was doled out to them,
those faces, that iu every generation have been

For the completion of Fianklin
Wharl, Portland.
received lot portions or the whole of
Also for building the cribs and idle

own,

TTTHEREAS, Joseph Walker, jr. and 12 others have
▼
petitioned the
Council to lay out a new
Street or PubiicWay inCity
said city,—-beginning at Congress street, west of Forest street, and running to
Portland Street, and whereas said
petition was rolered by the City Council, May 4th,
1868, to the

Laces & Embroideries.

Keeps

Portland, April 1st, i868.-dtf
War

or more

was a

the

lo bis

Oners will be

City of Portland.

FITZGERALD

Provisions,

THOMAS

5000

After such dosing the animal dies and perthat day, or the next, a post mortem examinat'on is had. and sure enough, the
worms have bored through the stomach
and
made their way to other parts of the body.—
“My remedy was administered too late,” says

haps

the bullying of the fiery bishop with that calm
philosophy which the bishop of Orleans has

less- 40 to 60 feet,long.
222 nile8i
"eal !noro,or
,ec' timber, 12 by 12 inches.
.>222
•060 or more cubic
s a

Committee

[

that the school

d3t*

200 h^t’hmg’*

in!

the stomach of the horse.

given him ample opportunities to cultivate.—

WANTED,

1

JAMES
GEO. H.

Remember !

IN

92 Commercial

die.,

Orders received from all parts of the State will be

March

DEALER

Flour and

TARTAR,

B,—Our Coffee is prepared by the oldest and
experienced Roaster in the city.

promptly

to see his friends and customers
at the store of

AND

Cor, Commercial and Park Streets.
N.
most

McLELLAN,
£LBERT MARWICK,
EZRA CARTER,
Jr.,
J. F.

Remember,

HABHIS,

1868.
JACOB

May 9-dtd

WHOLESALE GROCERS,

Spices,

SALE11A TUS,

May,

Keeps Parasols and Sun Umbrellas.

Briggs & Co,

L. C.

Manulacturers of and Dealers in

Coflces

happy

Will be

13.

exnenses

and New Brunswick.

FITZGERALD

FITZGERALD’S

BROTHERS,

HARRIS

great fire.

16.

Remember !

{

Senior partner of the late firm ot

On the

Portland, March

Hood Skirts & Corsets.

Keeps

Remember,

NOTICE.

AND

Bavo this day removed to the

FITZGERALD

ity. The Minister of Public instructiou stood

!

To Lumber Dealers & Contractors.

WHEREAS,

Remember !

Sewing Machine

AMERICAN

The

May 12-dlw&wlt*

Keeps fail lines of Hosiery & Gloves

Prices

F. PHILLIPS & CU., Agents,Portland,Me.
Ward. Southerland & Co, Wholesale Agents,
128 & 130 William St, New York.
ap25d&wlm

JOBBERS OE

May

poured down to give the worms a more dainty food and stop their boring through

to

Button-Hole, Over-Seaming

THE

m*ht.

»p

a

prepare women to support themselves in some
houest calling. From the earliest hour of its
conception M. Dupanloup rushed at it and
hying to stamp it down groaned out, “What
do women waut more than is given them
by
the Catholic Church?” and he declared iu
that gorgeous invective that he loves to use,

Wonderful Invention.

SMALL room suitable for an office.
G. H.,” Press Office.
stating rent,

A

Members.
therefor!

Insure

**•>

Eaton’s,

Wanted!

ot Portland
Mrs. Mary J.
Ravmond, lias petitioned the City Council to discontinue Chadwick street from Bramhall
to.^Brackott streets, and
whereas said petition was
referred by the City Council, May 4th, 1868, to the undersigned, for them to
consider and act upon, therefore
Notice is hereby given to all parties interest'd,
that the Joint Standing Committee of the
City Council on laying out new streets, will meet to hear the
parties and view the proposed wayon the sixteenth
at 4 1-2 o’clock in the alt-ernoon.
°f May, 1868,
Junction ol Bramhall and Brackett streets, anu
will then and there proceed to determine and
adjudge
whether the public convenience
requires said slicet
or way to be discontinued.
Given under our hands on this ninth
ol
day
J
A. D.

FITZGERALD’S

WM.

MILLIKEN & CO.,

DRY

——

to

KEEP,

are

be paid over to what M. Oupanloup,
Bishop of Orleans, regards as a very “odd
branch of learning”—the Prolessional school
for girls. The object of this institution is to
are

Exchange Street, Portland.

Novelty Co.,

May 13-dlw

&

gatherings of

very mixed nature. Any one goes who pays for the ticket
which averages from ten to twenty francs.—
The Protestant French ladies have been interesting themselves for sometime in the getting
up of a concert the pecuniary proceeds of which

nr i n.li paid for second-hand Furniture
Ac.
Aprl3eodtf

Energetic Agents,

iw

charity-balls

entendu,

Carpetings, Stares, Ac.,

an article which
everybody needs, by which
can realize llrom $5 to $10
protit per day.
or
to

City

FITZGERALD

♦

and the

Successors to William H. Elliott wholesale dealers In

Si

Hampshire

FITZGERALD

Approved by the Imperial
Medical Academy, Park,

L. DltKSSER &■ CO.j

Watches

New

Cod-Liver EXTRACT, not OIL. Keeps all kinds of Yankee Notions.
Not objectionable to thi moat delicate stomach,
More Economical, AgreeRemember,
able and Efficient, than

ageuts for the sale ot

d6m

18.

Maine,

April 23-(ltf

BUGAK-COATEDIPILLS

Naylor <£■ Co. ’s Cast Steel,
Muntz’s Yellow Metal Sheathing,
February

Office Merchants’ National Bank Building, I
Exchange St, dp stairs. )
LL

Iron

Company

Remember!

_june26dtt

OFFER FOR SALS

For

V. BOSWORTH.
[Transcript copy.

,,

iol.es & Co.

Cheapest

for tbe Season. For farther
at DENNING & NASON’S
corner, or of the Subscriber

apply
N. E

Shades !

aad Woodea Ware!

Hooper

Sell
TOthey

Address

all kinds,

every namea'ole thing in the house t'urnishinv
line at

130

Office 72 Exchange Street, Boyd's Block.
Wanted.
YOUNG
in each County in this State, havA
WARREN
two
ing
Dollars to invest, in
SPARROW, STATE AGENT Pleasant, Permanent,hundred
and Profitable business ol his

C.

WILLARD T. BltOWN, 1
POBTLAND.
WiLTIiH H. BBOWN, )
Sole Wholesale Agents for the Boston Match Co.
.or Maine.
By permission refer to Dana & Co., J.
erkms & Co., Josiali H.
*,
Drummond, Burgess.

METALS!

to its

Security

In iact

1>

man
one or

1-9 Commercial Nlreel,
(Thomas Block,)

Wo. 90

Ten

To every man who invests his money in Life
Insurapce-be it much
or little—these considerations are of paramount and vital
importance
and no where else but in Life Insurance would they ever be
disregarded!
All persons desiring reliable and accurate information
concerning
the standing and condition of the various Life I nsurance
Companies m
this Country, are invited to call at my Office, where access to all the
Reports of the Insurance Commissioners, and every possible facility for obtaining such information as will stand the test of coming years will lie
cheerfully and freely furnished.

stock

W. T. BROWN & CO„
General Commission Merchants,

OF

TIN PLATES,
SHEET IRON,

Tinmen’siuruish’ggoods,

oar

as

The

CUSTOMERS

T- T.

IRON, STEEL,

Steel

Street,

and

Safety

it consumes the least of its income in running
IT HAS THE MOST LEFT FOR ITS
MEMBERS, and is

ST’ Orders carefully and promptly filled.

marztklti

HO north

MaIIc

RPill find it to their advantage to examine
belore purchasing elsewhere.

Buck & Co., New York;
& Davis,

AND

IS

BOSTON.

Mctilivery. Esq., Searsport; Ryan

IHIPORTtBH

Straw

and

GOODS!

Timber aud Bbip
y

&

—d—That

BROTHERS & 00.

Millinery

can

advantageous feature, new or old, has turner
either
adopted by this Company.
remain with the Company to accumulate and be naid
or

or

Tbe Greatest

JOBBERS OF

WRIGHT <Sfc BUCK,
Proprietors of Greenwood Mill,
I
|KELK8VILLE,8.C.

DULLER, 1)ANA

Malting,

dtf

|ORDWAY

DEPOSITS of BOLD aud I CRBEKOf
received, subject to draft at sight, aud interest
allowed.
ABVANCKM made on Consignments to Liverpool and London.
Ieb2jd6m

foillami._

Millinery

Wo. 163 middle Street,
Portland, me#
March 9, 1868.

on

Rl:keuknoe8—K. P.

Dividends

Glass, Tia

Spiritualism—

Paris, April 28,1868.

ALSO,

13-dlw»_J.
Wanted Immediately,

the

Albion—

Perfidious

To the Editor of the Press:
Charity balls for workmen without employment, the English annual charity-ball, ami
concerts for divers charities have for many
weeks occupied the young, the
fashiouable,
and the benevolent. These
bien

WARE !

Nice Gilt Shades at 75 cts.
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admirable record of scientific exploration, geami personal adventure’—.N.
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Street.

FURNITURE

Women in
lor a spien-

or

City,

Exchange

tertammg

with the policy. After a few years it will thus become self
sustaining..
It has always made Annual Dividends.
ft never hazards principal for interests, and has never lost a
dollar
from investments.
It expenses of management have been for a series of
years lower, while
its ratio oi surplus has been and still is, proportion
ably larger, than anv
oilier Company; from which it necessarily and
mathematical!y follows:
1st—That this Company having the largest ratio of surplus affords

-AND-

M14 Miate Street, Boston.

Wm.

been introduced

Law,

and

°y! Yriiini8covery»

MUTUAL,—It has no “Leecli-like
officers, nor immoderate commissions

no bonuses to

uST'Every desirable
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& Co., Fashionable
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over

STRICTLY

Stockholders’’—pays

FRANK,

and Counsellor at

Charter Perpetual.

to Agents.
Care in the selection of risks, and economy in expenditure,
distinguishing features of its management.

Next Door above Casoo Bank.
.MAINE-

Sanborn

in Yellow Pine
DEALERS
Mock. Orders solicited.

This Company is

NO. 99 MIDDLE STREET,

PORTLAND.
B5P""Agents /or Maine for the Washington Manufacturmg (Jo s Cloth Button Hole Paper Collars and
Cups.
Also Agents for
Singers' Sewing Machines, and

EXIHAIVUE

1*.

JT.

Dividends Declared to Members, over $7,000,000.

No. 1 Nturdi vaut 11 lock, (IOO
Exchange St.)
S3?“0ffice Hours 11 to 12 A. M. and 3 to 4 P. M.
April 3-dswtf

Importers and Dealers in

Bankers and

Agent

Union Mutual Life Insurance Co.,
HAS REMOVED TO

Brown Street.
may 14-dlw*

Saturday Morning, May 16, 1868.

OPEN !

AT

work, brim trill of entertainment and instruction
anu ihe best
selling book in the held— Baker’s Exploration of the Nile Tributaries of Abyssinia.
The Nile mystery solved; the
country, climate, soil, productions, natural scenery; habits and
customs ot the people;
exciting adventures iu hunting Elephants, Idons, Buffaloes, Rhinoceros, Hippopotamus, <&c Book Agents every where will find it
to their interest to examine
this work. Specimen
pages furnished. Our Canvassers are
having great
success
Ladies sell it rapidly and make large wa-

$6,000*000.
Annual Dividends 50 per ct. in Three Years.

STEVEWS,

State

WOODMAN, TRUE & CO.,

PAGE, RICHARDSON

Annual Income

Ime-___apr22dtf
I,.

AA—every Township, Village

Assets Over $15,000,000.

■

ai,,l Estimates made, and
Huililings Superintended by
GLO. MS. PELHAM, Architect.
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Organized,

on
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Newark,
1845.

AGAIN

130

f of wel1 furnished rooms
AddressP. O. Box No. 1167.

PORTLAND.

OLDEST PLACE OF BUSINESS

Kstate Agent.

_Real

place, but still “keeps the
pain,” almost everybody says “he’s got the
hots;” and then among the crowd that usually gathers about the troubled horse, there is
one wiser than the
rest who knows all about
the nature ol these noble animals and the
diseases to which they are liable.
He orders
a junk bottle to be liileil with a certain medicine in a fluid state. The remedy is soon
procured and this wise doctor of hoi sea orders the jaws ol the creature to he piled
open and his tongue pulled out. That being
done, the doctor thrusts the neck of the bottle into the horse's mouth, and pours the
contents down his throat. Under such treatment the poor, struggling animal cannot
swallow very well, and so the doctor passes
his hand from the tlnoat down the neck to
assist in getting the nostrum into the stomach.
Sometimes sweetened milk is thus
seeks another
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the New York church choirs, for repeatedly
reading novels during service.
—In consequence of our high tax on manufactures Brazilians anxious to buy American
to send an
machinery have lound it profitable
to
American sample to France or England,
alter these Ann ncan
get machines made there
can make them
models, cheaper than we Grafton and Arnnof
Bishop
-Dr Sawyer,
the upsetting of a
been drowned by
dale
"-as consecrated only last
The Bishop
immediately afterward left
and almost
year
diocese, which comprises a large
distant
his
for
South Wales.
territory in New
Minis—It appears that the Spanish Prime
lost his lit* through an
ter, Marshal Narvaez,
from a
act of imprudence. He was recovering
and still had a disattack of

boat’

lias

influenza,

severe

when he went to »./*<* Kven
heat io the
by one of the grandees. The
Marsha too
rooms was suffocating, and the
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return
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MR. FESSENDEN’S
His

Spe ch in *•*«■ Secret

Saturday Morning, May 16, 1868.
Union Republican State Convention.
grea*
All citizens of this State who rejoice that
civil war has happily terminated in the discomfiture
of rebellion; who would hold fast the unity and integrity ot the republic, and maintain Its paramount
right to defend to its utmost its own existence while
imperilled by secret conspiracy or armed force; who
tire in tivor oi an economical administration ot the
State and National expenditures, ot the complete extirpation of the principles and policy ol slavery, and
the speedy rc-orgtmizalion ol those States whose
governments were destroyed by the rebellion, and
the permanent restoration to their proper-practical
relations with the United States in accordance with
the true principles of republican government, are requested to send Delegates to a Convention to be holdeniu City Hall, Portlaud, ou .Veduenduy,
July 8ih, at 11 o’clock A M, for the purpose oi
nominating a candidate lor Governor, two candidates
our

the

POSITION.
Session

of

Monday, 11th, was telegraphed from
Washington to the Associated Press yesterday:
on

Mr. Fessenden contended in regard to the
first article, whicli charges the President with
the Tennre ot-Office
attempting to evade
law that it was obvious that the Mauagers
that
would lead to a
took a construction
life-tenure of olti.'e, a supposition at war with
of
the nature of our government. The power
removal must be found somewhere, and it was
conceded by ill to he in its nature an Executive power. He cited Ihe opinion of the ear-

lier .constitutional lawyers and particularly
that of Mr. Madison, that the power of removal belonged to the President alone. Several laws have since 1 eeu made which recognized this doctrine.
In relation to the Tenurc-of-Offlce act, Mr.
Fessenden said—That act did not receive my
1 did vote to overrule the
vote originally.
President’s veto, because I was not then and
tor Electors at laige.and to tr ansact such ether busiam not now convinced of its uneonstitulionalness as may properly come before the Convention.
ity although 1 doubted its expediency and
The basir ofrepreseutation will be as fo’lows: Each
feared that it be productive of more evil than
delewill
and
to
oue
beentit'ed
town
plantation
good. The proper inquiry is whether the
city,
President in removing, or attempting to regate and one additional delegate tor every seventymove Mr. Stanton from the office of Secretary
five votes cast for Joshua L. Chamberlain at the
ot
War, violated its provisions, or in other
A fraction ot forty
Gubernatorial Election ot
words, whether if the President had a legal
votes will be entitled to an additional delegate.
right to remove Mr. Stanton before the pasThe State Committee will be hi session at the Re
sage of that act, as I think lie cleanly had, he
was deprived of that right by the terms of the
ception Room of the City Hall, from 9 to 11 o’clock
act itself. Mr. Fessenden held, however, that
A, M., on the day of the Convention, tor the purof Delegates, and
as Mr. Stanton was appointed by President
pose of receiving the credentials
Lincoln, the case did not come within the
to hear and determine all eases ot contested elections
scope of the Teuure-ot-Office law. It has been
subject to ratification by the Convention.
argued that Mr. Johnson lias recognized Mr.
Llewellyn Powers.
Aroostook,
Stanton as coming within the first section of
N. A. Foster.
Cumberland,
tlie act of March 2, 1807, by suspending him
H. B. Prescott.
Franklin,under the provisions of the second section.—
N.
1C.
Sawyer.
Hancock,
Geo. W. French.
Knox.
Even if the President did so believe, it by no
-S.S. MARBLE.
Lincoln.
means follows that he is guilty of a misdeJames F, Clark.
Ox lord,
meanor in attempting to remove him.
If that
Benson.
John
Penobscot,
view was erroneous, the President is not imA.G. Lebrokk.
Piscataquis,
peached tor aciing contrary to his belief, but
E S. J. NeaLLY.
Sagadahoc,for violating the. Constitution and the laws,
James Bell.
Somerset,
and it may he replied that if tho 1 resident, did
S. L. Milliken.
Waldo.
Charles E. Payne.
entertain that opinion, testimony was ottered
Washington,
to show that his Cabinet entertained a differJ. G. Blaine,‘Kennebec, Chairman.
ent
view. Whatever respect the opinion of
J. E, Butler, York, Secretary.
either may he entitled to, it does not settle the
question of construction. lint, a suflicient
answer to the argument is, that whether Mr.
First Page to-day—Letter from Paris;
Stanton comes within the first section of the
the Bots in Horses; Varieties.
statute or not, the President had a clear right
Fourth Page—The Old Ited Sleigh, a selected
to suspend him, under the second section.—
This section applies to all civil officers, except
story.
Judges of the U. S. Courts, appointed as
The abstract of Mr. Fessenden’s review of aforesaid—that is, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate—and Mr. Stanton was
the articles of impeachment, which we print
was such an officer, whatever might have been
this morning, shows conclusively that he will
his tenure of office. 1 conclude, then, that as
vote for acquittal on every a rticle* While we
Mr. Stanton was appointed to hold during the
the President for the time being,
regret that he has been led to this unwelcome pleasure oftenure was
not affected by the act
and as his
conclusion and regard the continuance of Mr.
of March 2d, 1887, the President had a right to
Jolimon in office as a sore misfortune, we do
remove him from office on the 21st of Februnot forget that his removal would be only a
ary, and consequently cannot he held guilty
under the first article.
step towards tlie realization of tbe great ends
Even, however, if I were not satisfied of the
which tbe Republican party has in view, and
construction given herein of the act ef March
that those ends are still, though perhaps less
2, 1807, 1 should still hesitate to convict the
easily, attainable. It is lor the Senate to act President ot high misdemeanor lor what was
done by him on the 21st ot February.
The
to-day; it will be for the people to act before least that
could he said of the application of
Theirs
is
tbe
court
of
last
Tbe
long.
appeal.
the first section of that act to the case of Mr.
men who carried tbe country safely through
Stanton is that its application is doubtful. If,
in fact, Mr. Stanton comes within it, the act
tbe war, will not falter now; they will meet
done by the President did not remove him,
whatever trials lie before them with unabated
and he is still Secretary of War.
It was at
with
and
believe
an attempt on the part of tho President
we
most
unesitatingly,
courage;
which lie might well believe that he had a
one of the speakers at the City Hall last night,
right to make. The evidence utterly fails to
that “Senator Fessenden will be with them
show any design on Ihe part of the President
now as he has been with them in the past.”
to effect his pui pose by force of violence.
It
was but the simple issuance of a
written orAnother Disgraceful Affair.—A Wash-

ington dispatch says that a severe street fight
took place Thursday afternoon on Capitol Hill
between Randall, Democratic member from

Pennsylvania

and

ex-Governor Hamilton of
Texas. It appears from statements of bystanders that
Randall approached Hamilton, and
after enquiring what his name was, called him
a damned thieving scoundrel.
The latter had
a heavy cane in his hand with which he dealt
Randall a blow felling him to the pavement.
He then struck him several times. The bystanders then interfered and picked Randall
up. He was nearly insensible and is reported
to be seriously iujured.

*

The Democratic Impeachment Meeting
iu Market Square last evening was the realination of Mr. Mantalini’s dismal forebodings—

demnition moist, wet, unpleasant body.”
There was no “music by the Portland Band”;
nobody to call the meeting to order; no “number of speakers,” and in fact nothing was
done “to rebuke all tampering with juries.”
At eight o’clock some fifty to a hundred persons, mostly naturalized citizens, gathered on
a

the sidewalks in the vicinity of the Square,
and after waiting in the rain for fifteen minutes, began to’d is perse. Some of them were
mad with the Argus for calling the meeting,
and others thought the managers of the affair
shoinu mivinrecn urern aim hu.i tha
mpptiupadjourned on account of the storm At half
past 8 o’clock the Square was deserted except
by the boys, who were in waiting rouud the
theatre to beg checks. T^us ended the “Public Meeting” called by the Democrats.
The Salary Order.—We are requested by
Councilman Harmon to state that he had no
knowledge that the Municipal Register for
1868 was wrong in the amounts of the salaries
of the subordinale city officers for 1867 until
corrected by Councilman

Burgess, at the meeting on Monday evening, and that he then
withdrew his objection to the order. The City
Clerk was under the impression that he had
spoken to'Mr. Harmon, as well as to several
others, before the meeting, about the error in
the Register, and by his fault alone the error
was made.
American
Commerce.— Consul
Morse
writes to the State Department that while the
number ol arrivals of vessels from American
ports at London in 1861 was two hundred and
eight iu number, in 1866 there were only forty
nine thus showing a decline of American

ship-

ping, occasioned

by confederate privateers

and kindred causes.
Satan rebuking sin—the Argus on one
page
complaining of Republican Impeachment
meetings, and on another advertising a Democratic meeting of the same sort.
J. H.

Sherman,

sou

to

the

Senator from

Ohio, and student at Williams, was knocked
down, kicked, and robbed of fifty dollars in
Troy, last Friday night.
Political I\ou-m.

A New York paper propounds the follow-

ing legal question which must he a puzzler
tor that latitude, though iu Maine the wisdom
of

legislators has long since purged the
statute hook of the anomaly: “How is it that
a prisoner
may call as a witness his mother or
his daughter, bis sweetheart or his sister, and
the .jury will pay all proper attention, and attach all befitting weight to the testimony; but
no jury is allowed to hear one word which a
wife can say to establish the innocence of her
our

husband.”
It is hardly necessary to say that the
report
that Mr. A. T. Stewart is in Washington for
the purpose of persuading General Grant to
decline in advance the nomination at Chicago,
is wholly false. The report has been contradicted

by Mr.

Stewart himself.
*» Senator Henderson’s
reply to his St. Louis
friend who wanted to know how he was going
to vote on the eleventh article of
impeachment, r calls the answer of the young lady
who was asked by au aucient
gossip what reply should l>e made to the frequent question
about her engagement to a certain nice
young
uian
“Say,” replied that serene young person, “that you think yon don’t know and you
are sure it’s none of
your business.”
The ingenious wag who get
up the “programme matured at Judge Chase’s dinner”
administration showed a fine sense
of poetic justice in assigning “Andy Johnson”
to the office of Secretary of War. There is
only one imperfection iu his slate; it cannot
be called perfect, as a work of art, without at
least one Blair iu it. That is a fatal defect.
The Kansas City Advertiser declares that it
yearns for “the happy odor of Democracy,”
and the Journal retorts: “We think the Advertiser too despondent by half. The
‘happy
odor of
Democracy,’ of which it speaks, may
yet be smelt around any
grog shop from hete
to the Gulf of Mexico.”
The Memphis
Avalanche says: “It does our
hearts good to read such
papers as the Hartford Times, New Haven
for

a new

Register,

Pittsburgh

(Pa.) Post, Detroit Free Press, and Cincinnati

These papers are
fighting our battles with an energy, boldness ami
ability truly
wonderful.” We do not understand
why the
Avalanche should ignore the services of more
prominent Democratic papers, like the New
York Times, Post,and Commercial

Enquirer.

Advertiser

Judge Burke, of Summit county, Ohio, has
charged the Grand Jury that the Visible Admixture law is wholly unconstitutional, and
absolutely null and void.
Gens. Kilpatrick and McAllister at.d Cornelius \V alsh are the
most prominent candidates
tut tlie
Republican nomination for Governor
o
*
w|.Iersey. The Democrats have’nt yet
found their man.
The report that Gen
“u, McClellan will return
...
to this country in Sentemi
"“Ptemher next, ami take an
active part in the
Presidential canvass is Questioned. When did he ever
take
ke a" active ..
part in anything?

*!i

James Brooks. M. C., of New
York, ia i„ tho
habit of soliciting advertisements
umiCr his
frank. The law
requires the frank to be written, hut Mr. Brooks has a device by which
his
clerk can attend to
that duty. Yet Mr. Brooks
C’’
the loudest revilersof the Rad-

cu,8ot

and

lsiODe

“corruption.”

and of their

“extravagance”

'id,

n uibu

ittncu

v'i

im

miniut'u

cuun.

iu

depose the constitutional chief magistrate of
great nation elected by the people, on grounds
so slight, would in my judgment, be
an abuse
of the power conferred upon the Senate,
which could not bo justified to the country or
a

the world. To construe such an act as a high
crime or misdemeanor within the meaning of
the Constitution would, when the passions of
the hour have had time to cool, be looked upon
with wonder, if not with derision. Worse than
this, it would inflict a wound upon the very
structure of our government, which time
would fail to cure.
The second article is founded upon the letter of authority addressed by the President to
(leu. Lorenzo Thomas, dated February 21st.
1868. The substantial allegations of the article aTe, that this letter was issued in violation of the Constitution and contrary to the
provisions of the act regulating the tenure ot
certain civil offices, without the advico and
consent of the Senate, that body being then in
session, and without authority of law,
there being at the time no vacancy in the office ot the Secretary of War. In the view I
have taken of the first article, there was legally a vacancy in the Department of War, Mr.
Stanton having been removed on that same
day, and the letter of authority so states the
ifaetaud is predicated thereon. It is a well
established principle of law, that where two
acts are done at the same time, one of which
in its nature precedes the other, thev must by
held as intended to take effect in their natural order. The question, then, is whether a
vacancy existed which the President had a
right to fill by a designation of some person
to act temporarily as Secretary ad interim.
The answer to this question will depend to a
'great^^extent, upon an examination of the
May, 1792, of February, l795~an<l
8th and March 20th, 1863, to show the powers
given to the President in cases of vacancy,
and further contended, that whatever power
the President had by the act of 1795, to appoint any person ad interim in case of removal remains unaffected by the act of 1863. It
has been argued that the authority vested in
the Piesideut by the act of 1795, is repealed by
the sixth section of the act of March 2,1867,
which prohibits and punishes the making,
signing, countersigning, or issuing of any
commission or letter of authority, for or in respect to any such appointment, or appointments. If the act of 1795 is repealed by this
section.it must operate in like manner upon
the act of 1863. The consequence would be
that in no case—neither in recess nor in ses
sion, neither iu case of vacancy, however arising, in absence or sickness, would the President have power, even for a day, to authorize
any person to discharge the duties of any person or any officer in any of the
departments,
which arc filled by Presidential appointment
All must remain as they are, and all business
most stop, during a session or
recess, until
they can be filled by a legal appointment.—
This could not have been intended. He contended further that the act of March, 1867,
expressly recognizes the power of the President, without the advice and consent of the
Senate, to designate, authorize or employ persons to perform the duties of certain offices
temporarily, thus confirming the authority
conferred by preceding acts. His conclusion
therefore is, that as the President had a legal
right to remove Mr. Stanton notwithstanding
the act of March 2, 1867, he had the right to
issue the letter of authority to Gen. Thomas
to discharge the duties of the Department of
War under and by virtue of the act of 1795.
The issuing ot the letter of appointment to
Thomas was not a violation of the Constitution or the law, and to hold that such an act
was a misdemeanor
justifying the removal of
the President is a monstrous perversion of
justice if not a violation of the Constitution
itself.
itie nrst two articles thus
failing, the third,
fourth, tilth, sixth, seventh ami eighth must
fail with them.
The ninth article is wholly without proof,
and actually disproved by the evidence.
Tlie specifications in tlie tenth article are
not sufficiently established by proof.
The eleventh article was then
considered,
and tlie position taken that there was uo intention on the part of the President to violate the laws as claimed in’its specifications
relative so the claims made by the President
of power under tho constitution to remove
or suspeud.
Whether such doctrine were correct or not, Mr. Fessenden held that the President could not lie convicted lor tlie assertion
of even an unconstitutional doctrine, if he
lias net made any attempt to give practical
effect to that doctrine, by action upon it.
He then proceeded to discuss some of the
points made ill the arguments, saying there
was great div' rsity ot
opinion relative to the
nature of what constitutes crimes and misdemeanors, and tho power of impeachment is
conferred by the Constitution .in very general
terms.
Considering tlie causes of impeachment as vaguely provided by
law, he thinks
the impeachment ot the elective chief
magistrate of a great nation for political causes an
unnecessarily harsh measure, and one hardly
.worth resorting to, except upon clear and unquestionable grounds. There is more at
stake than the fate of the individual. That
which tends to weaken the
respect of the
people for the office of Chief Magistrate, and
to break down the barriers
surrounding that
office, to make it tlie mere sport ol temporary
majorities, tends to the great injury of our
whole government, and wounds constitutional

oflfel>ruary

liberty.

He did not consider tire
charges against the
President sufficient to justify his
removal, especially as tlie office is to be transferred to tlie
bands of those removing him. The offences
the removal from office should be of
justifying
such a character as to commend
themselves to
the people.
Tho removal should be free from
taint ot party, and should
leave no reasonab'a
grounds ot suspicion upon the motives of those
inflicting the penalty. Anything less than
this, where the offence is not defined by any
law, would not in Ins judgment, be justified
by a considerate public opinion, and 'its tendency would be to shake the faith of the
friends of constitutional liberty in the permanency ot our free institutions.
In reply to the suggestion that popular
opinion demands the conviction of the President,
he said—The people have not heard the evidence as we have beard it; the responsibility
is not upon them, but upon us;
they have not
taken an oath to do impartial justice—I have
taken that oath. I cannot render
judgment
upon their convictions, nor can they transfer
to themselves my punishment. If I violated
my oath 1 should consider myself undeserving
the confidence ol my people, and
unworthy a
place among honorable men. The consequences are not for mo to consider. The future is
in tlie bands of Him who made and governs
the universe, and the fear that He will not do
it wisely and
well, would not excuse me for a
violation of His law.

The three best medicines in the world are
warmth, abstinence and repose.
* 18
“““ounced from Austria that Kos*as lesigued
the seat in the Lower House

to which he was
recently elected. It was decided by a large
ministerial majority that the
letter of resignation «l,0Uia
not be read
is
the
-Wliat
difference between the first
mouth of marriage and tlie rest ol
it? During the first month it is all joj,,- an<1 aft(,r (hat
it is all jawy.

—Mr. Bigelow, our late miuister to
France
brought home with him the original manuscript of Franklin’s autobiography, which has
beeu for years in the hands of the
Veillard
family, it differs in many respects from the
copies Irom which tlie
has

printed.
_jg
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Vicinity.

autobiography

been

special notice column.
Lite tor the Hail—Sarah A. Chevalier.
Special Meetiug Army aud Navy Union.

Republican

ENTERTAINMENT column.
Theatre—Deering Hall.
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Meeting

I.argent Republican meeting
the

auction column.

('lose of the M

I

since

ar.

Sheriff's Sale—F. O. liailey.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

City Hall was crowded to its utmost capacity last evening with citizens who came together to express their regret at the possible

Balls, Bats, &c—Geyer & Co.
Mail steamship Line for Halifax, N. S.
Picture Stock—Geyer &Co.

’No! ice—Ezra Carter.
Malt Extract—W. F. Phillips & Co.
Boarders Wanted— A. F Heed.
Salesman Wanted—N. E. Novelty Co.
City of Portland.
Wanted—A. J. Cox & Co.
City ot Portland.
Coat Makers Wanted—A. E. Webb.
Agents Wanted—Secomb & Co.
Cottage for Sa’e—G. It. Davis & Co.
Money Lost.

escape of a recreant President from the punishment he has deserved. The size aud enthusiasm of the meeting were ample
proof that
whatever diversity of opinion may exist among

Republican Senators with respect to the guilt
of the President there is certaiuly none whatever
among the Republican voters of Maine.
The meeting was called to order by N. A.
Poster, Esq., Chairman of the City Committee
aud organized by the choice of
McLel-

Religions Notice*.
Spiritualists.—Rev. Sami. Longfellow, of Cambridge, Mass., will lecture in Temperance Hall, Congress street, to-morrow, at 3 o'clock P. M. Scats
free. In the evening, at 7$, the subject of establishing a scries oi tree lectures on a Jree religious platf'orm will be discussed. Those of all denominations
disposed to aid in the iuauguratiou of such a series
oi lectures by some of the ablest and most untrammelled thinkers of the age are invited to be present
and Like part iu the delioerations.
State Street Church.—Rev. Mr. Parker, of
Gorham, will preach at State street Church to-morrow morning and evening.
Williston Chapel, corner of May and Danforth
stree's. Sunday School Concert to-morrow
at 7$ o’clock. All are invited.

lau,

evening,

Prayer

meeting at 9 30 aud sabbath School at 10.30 A. M.
Sabbath School Concert in the evening at 7$ o'clock.
All interested are cordially invited.
Preble Chapel.—There will be
Preble Clmpel to-morrow.

no

services in

Dr. Bennett will speak at the Library Room, Mechanics’ Hall, at precisely 6 o'clock, to-morrow evening. Subject—“The beginning of the Gospel.”
Portland Sunday School Union.—A childrens
the Union will be held in the First Universalisr Church, Congress square, to-morrow evening, at Vt o’clock. Ad-lresses may he expected from
Rev. Dr. Miner, of Boston, and several clergymen of
this city.

meetiug of

All members of the Unitarian and Universa’ist
Sabbath Schools are requested to meet in the vestry
of the First Universalist Church, Congress square,
on Saturday evening, at 7$ o’clock.

Newbury Street Church—There will be services at the Newbury Street Church to-morrow (Sunday) at 10$ A. M., 3 and 7$ P. M. Preaching by Rev.
Dr. Pennington. All are invited.
St. Lawrence Street Church.—Rev. Geo. A.
Perkins, oi Gorham, will preach at the St. Lawrence
street Church to-morrow.

Supreme Judicial Court.
APRIL TERM—BARROWS, J., PRESIDING.
Friday.—In the case ot Stanford vs. Fickett,

AdReed made the
argument lor defendant and Mr. Parker tor plaintiff*.
The jury returned a verdict for plaintiff for $130.
The amount sued for was $555.31.
I. W. Parker.
Smith & Reed.
No. 848—Everlina S. Vickery, libellant, vs. Charles
S. Vickery.
Libel for divorce.
Divorce decreed.
Shepley & Strout lor libellant. No appearance for
libellee.
No. 1336—Susan C. Miller, libellant, vs. Jacob W.
Miller. Libel for divorce. Divorce decreed and cus-

ministratrix, reported yesterday,

tody ot

Mr.

minor child committed to libellant.

J- F.

libellant.

No appearance for libellee.
No. 1368—Almedia Wedge, libellant, vs. Oliver

Miller tor

Wedge. Libel for divorce.
tody of child committed to

Divorce decreed and

cus-

libellant until further order ot Court. J. H. Williams for libel'ant. No appearance for libellee.
The jurors will be dismissed some time to-day, and
parties having cases to be disposed of will govern
themselves accordingly.

Nuperior Court.
MAY

TERM—GODDARD, J., PRESIDING.
—In the case of Roberts et al. vs. Turner,

Friday
Goodwin made the argument for tlie defendant
and Mr. L. B. Dennett for plaintiff's. The jury reMr.
ui

W4*r..„rt. t.. s

sessed

damages

riofonriant aud

as-

plaintiffs in the sum of $113.
Dennett & Dennett.
J. M. Goodwin.
No. 84—Benj. Slrickland et ux. vs. Charles B.
Chamberlain. Trespass on the case, tor assault on
Mrs. Strickland before her marriage. The plaintiff
lor

formerly employed at the Ocean House, where
alleged assault and battery was committed upon
her by defendant, who was one of the proprietors.
The defence is that it was only a technical assault,

was

the

committed under excitement because she would not
obey his orders in relation to setting the table. The
amount sued for is $500. On trial.

Shepley & Strout.

J, O’Donnell.

Municipal
JUDGE

Court.

Hugh Doherty

was

adjudged guilty

on

a

search

and seizure process, and wa-< fined $52.55. He appealed. T. H. Haskell tor the defence.
A young man was up for obstructing the sidewalk.

Decision reserved until Tuesday.
Theatre.—In spite of the storm and political excitement,a full and enthusiastic audience assembled last night to do honor to Miss

Kate Fisher, whose benefit
If this

cess.

was a

perfect

suc-

lady could

remain with us one
week more we think it would be a
pecuniary
benefit to manager and artiste, for during her
wo
have had a succession of wet
engagement

nights. Manager Murray would find it to his
advantage to retain the lady if possible. Miss
Fisher’s rendition of the French Spy was most
effective, as was the support of Mr. Murray's
excellent company, which by the way, is one

of the best organizations that has ever visited
our city.
At the conclusion of the piece Miss
Fisher was called before the curtain and responded. in the neatest manner to the enthusiasm of the audience.
ms

afternoon the

management give a grand

family matinee, at

reduced prices, for the accommodation ot ladies and children. The
hall
we understand will be darkened
to give the
same effect as at night. This
evening Jack

Sheppard on Horseback and Black Eyed Su
san—Miss Kate Fisher appearing as William

The Missing Letters.—We are informed
bv Mr. Hoyt, the Mail Agent, that all the boxes
of letters taken from the Portland Post Offico

Monday

afternoon were delivered at the
Post Office in Boston that
evening. As two
boxes were sent from this
city to Boston for
that office, and as only one was
it is

on

received,

supposed that the missing box was sent from
Boston to Chicago. That this was the case
seems highly
probable, as the Bostoii box of
letters for Chicago was left
over, and the WestAgent had his full compliment of boxes.
But why was not the Portland office notified
at once, by the Boston office that but one box
ern

of letters had been received
there, when the
way-bill showed that two were sent. There
was no remisness on the
part of Mr. Hoyt, who
delivered all his mails. The fault seems to
have been in the Boston office.
P. S. Since the above was put in
type Postmaster Davis has received a
dispatch from the

Chicago office, Which

ters

states that the box ot lethas not been received at that office
up to

yesterday.
Affray.—A fight occurred

on

Federal

street Thursday evening between a hackman
aud two pretty stout fellows. Fists not
being

t*igh enough, brickbats were brought into requisition and the hackman maintained himself as well as he could against his assailants
until a police officer made his
appearance,
when the conflict ended.

Accident.—A horse attached to one of the
pedler’s wagons cf Mr. Wm. Cornish took
triglit at the whistle of the steam fire engine

Machigonne yesterday afternoon, and Mr. Allen, the driver, was thrown from his seat and
considerably injured.

Base Ball.—The
Seminary Base Ball Club
of Westbrook played their final match
game
with the Rising Star Club of this
city on Wednesday last, beating them by nine runs, the

score standing, Westbrook
Seminary, 29;
ing Star Club, 20.

Ris-

New York Steamers.—We are
requested
to say there will be no steamer for
New York
to-day, the next one leaving here on Monday
afternoon in accordance with the new
arrangement, as advertised May 16th.

Argus understands that Mr. Woodman
designed to have his railroad articles published
simultaneously in the Argus and Press. If so,
he failed to express his intention
Clearly.
The

Board of Trade.—We are requested to call
the attention of members to the meeting of
the Board of Trade, to he held this afternoon
at 4 o’clock.

Comrades
notice ot

a

column.

Post No. 2, G. A. It., will take
call for a special meeting in anotbof

\V. Lincoln and

j

We judge of meu by their avowed principles
and public acts. God has given us no authority over the secret motives. We recognize
those only by their development outward.—
But inward corruption, give it time and tempting occasion, will work itself into act. We
trusted Andrew Johnson. But the record of
the past three years conclusively shows that
we trusted a man who was, like a more notori“deceiver from the beginous character, a
ning.” As soon as he was comfortably seated
in the presidential chair, and got the reins of
power well in his hands, he began his infernal
work of finishing up, by another process, the
end aimed at by the rebels themselves. He
has been their supple tool. He has, as far as
he dared, ignored the law-making power, the
Congress of the United States, and undertaken doui to enact ana

to

execute

laws

to

suit

He has violated the Constitution he
was solemnly sworn to maintain, and failed to
enlorce tho laws he was sworn to execute.
But the loyal people through all this bold
treason to law, constitution, the integrity of
the republic, and human rights, have been
sublimely patient. They have waited until
patience has ceased to be a virtue; and, at last,
through their representatives in the Congress
ot the United States, they have undertaken to
arrest his course, by the power given them by
the Constitution. Andrew Johnson stands
impeached for high crimes and misdemeanors,
and to-morrow judgment is to be passed upon
himself.

him.

No act since the great emancipation proclamation of Abraham Lincoln, ever met with
A shout
more cordial assent from the people.
of joy, which rocked the nation from one end
to the other, went up. The hour ot our deliverance drew nigh. His crimes were so numerous, so patent, that none could doubt the result. And yet to-night, Mr. President, in
spite ot all these tacts, strong and indisputable, we have assembled because rumors reach
onr uuwilling ears that there ore grave doubts
ot the issue. We are informed that there are
Senators—some of them our most trusted lead
ers—who more than hesitate, while the country is waiting in breathless suspense.
It is not my province, said the speaker, here
and now, to pass judgment upon these men.
I will wait patiently, and weigh dispassionately their reasons. But they should comprehend
that back of them, and far above them, is a
tribunal to which they are ultimately responsible—their constituents. The high inquest”
of the Senate of the United States is not the
only court before which this distinguished
criminal is being tried. The people have read
the articles of impeachment—have examined
the evidence—have listened to the arguments,
and have sat with the Senate in solemn judg-

emnly pronounced him* guilty.

may not be recorded in the official records at
Washington, but it will be recorded in the imperishable pages of impartial history.
Whatever may be the final decision in the
Senate of the United States, I have no fears
for the safety of the Nation, or tlie success of
the cardinal principles of the Republican paity. Fossilized conservatism may retard, but
cannot stop the advancement of popular rights
assertion of the popular will. “Foror the
ward!” is the word; and forward will the people steadily move until all the legitimate ends
of equal laws and good government shall have
been attained.
Mr.

KINGSBURY PRESIDING.

Friday.—Frederick Bell pleaded guilty to larceny
ot two saws from Cyrus W. Buck. Sentence was
suspended until Tuesday, tho prisoner promising to
leave the city.

Royal

people.

Pine Street Church.—Rev. Henry Baker, of
Melrose, Mass., will preach at the Pine street Church
to-morrow forenoon, and Rev. L. D. Strout in the afternoon.
Second Universalist Church, Congress, near
Services to-morrow
the corner of Locust streets.
afternoon. Sabbath School in the forenoon.

and

KINGSBURY’S SPEECH.
Mr. Kingsbury said that since the foundation of the world, he doubted if History has
driveu her pen with more
rapidity, or recorded more wonderful events, than in the past
few years in these United States.
During the
four years or the glorious administration of
Lincoln and Hamlin, we passed through a
war unparaUed in magnitude, and saw peace
restored, the Union saved, four milliou slaves
made free, republican government vindicated,
and the nation lifted up to a rank with the
foremost powers of the earth. When the immortal Lincoln was struck down by the hand
of an assassin, the grief of the nation was subdued by the thought that his successor would,
patirotically|sustain andcouageously workout
the lofty ideas of his great predecessor.
In
those days we had no fears of Andrew Johnson. His record was
clean
and
apparently
clear. The man who proffered himself as the
“Moses” of the colored race, who demanded
the speedy conviction aud execution of the
chief rebels, and “back seats” in the reconstruction of the government lor lesser traitors—the man who stood heroically up in his
place in the Senate of the United States aud
in spite of the treason of his own State, vindicated the paramount power and rights ot the
Union—this man commanded and received
the almost unanimous confidence of a loyal

First Baptist Church.—The Rev. Dr. shailer
will preach in the lecture room of their new Church
at the usual hours. Sabbath School at 1$ o’clock.
Locust street.

Chairman,

JUDGE

Second Parish.—By the continued courtesy ol
the First Parish Dr. Carruthers will preach In their
church to morrow at 3 P. M. Sabbath School and social meetings as usual iu the Y. M. C. A.
rooms, corner of Brown and Congress streets.
Mountfort St. A. M.E. Church.—There will he
services at the Mounttort Street Church to-morrow
(Sunday) at the usual hours. Preaching by Kev.
John T. Uavslett. Sabbath School at close ol the
afternoon service. All are invited.
P. Y. M. O. A.—Regular prayer meeting at the
rooms every day, front 12$ to 1$ o’clock, and Wednesday ami Saturday evenings, from 8 to 9 o’clock.—
Ladies are invited to attend. Also prayer meetings
Mission Chapel, Dt ering’s Bridge, and at Tukey’s
Bridge every Thursday and Sunday evenings.

Chapel,

as

moment announcing that ho was detained on
business in another State. The Mayor’s remarks upon taking the chair were so felicitous
as to be
loudly applauded. At the close of his
remarks he introduced Judge Kingsbury, who
was followed by Judge
Davis, Ex-Gov. Washburn and District Attorney Talbot.

First Universalist Church, Congress
Square.
Services in the First Universalist Church to-morrow
at 10$ A. M. and 7$ P. M. li pleasant,
Christening
service will be held'to-morrow afternoon, at3 o’clock.

Allen Mission

Mayor

Percival Bouncy as Secretaries. Governor
Chamberlain was not present as expected. A
telegram was received from him at the last

New Jerusalem Society.—The usual services
of the New Jerusalem Society will be held in their
new Temple, on High street, to-morrowr
morning, at
10$ o’clock. Sermon on the Biblical meaning of the
Lieu. Lecture at 7$ o’clock iu the evening bv Rev.
Mr. Hayden, on the Downfall oi Babylon, predicted
in the 18th chapter of Revelations.

er
k

Mass

Kingsbury

then

ottered the

following

resolution:
Resolved, That the Republicans and loyal

of
are firmly convinced that Andrew Johnson, President ol the United States, by his attempts
—known of all men and denied by none, and fully
proved on the trial before the Senate—to impede and
prevent the execution of the enactments of Congress
in respect to reconstruction, which were the laws of
the land, and to substitute for them and enforce in
their stead, his own orders and decrees (which he
had no antliority to make), has been guilty of a violation ol his known ami sworn duty, and of usurpation ol powers not granted to him by the Constitution or laws ol the land; by his removal ol tlie Secretary of War in defiance of Ihe act regulating the
tenure ol certain civil offices,and appointing Lorenzo
Thomas in his place as Secretary ad interim, Congress being in session, thus in effect claiming the
right so set at naught the power ot the Senate over
removals and appointments in all cases whatsoever
—has committed a high crime under the Constitution; by his denials ol the rightful constitution ot
the present CoDgress and of its legal authority, and
by his toul and indecent aspersions of that body,
plainly intended to break down its authority—has
been guilty of a lii^h misdemeanor under the Constitution. That these attempts and acts, if not reproved aud condemned by bis convticion, will be
likely to effect by their example and consequences
an entire and vital change in this government, by
setting aside the Congress of the United States as
known to the Constitution, and making it an advisory body merely, and by ignoring the Senate as a
part ot the appointing power, thus practically and
really trans orming the government to a despotism;
and that because of them {the evidence being clear
and the purpose unmistakable) we expect and will
not cease to expect, while the question remains undecided, that a loyal, law-respecting and intelligent Senate will pronounce upon this great criminal the only judgment that can receive the sanction
ot law, of justice, of duty discharged, and of patriotism—the judgment of guilty.
men

Portland^

JUDGE

convictions of light, howevOr widely we
may differ from him. It is hard enough for
him to act in opposition to his party, knowing
as lie does
that he must sutler in heart and
mind, aud iu the estimation of his constituents.
He ought to be justified in as turning so independent a position. The time will speedily
come when his standing in the Republican
party will be the same as it was I adore he differed with it on the question of Johnson’s conviction. The influence and standing of a man
of Fessenden’s character and political record
are not to bo
destroyed by a single misstep.
There is one thing, however, that even Senator
Fessenden cannot stand—the Democratic ovation which is threatened on his return to Portland!
GOVERNOR WASHBURN’S SPEECH.
Gov. Washburn began by saying that he was
proud of Portland, proud of the city which on
so inclement a night had furnished such unmistakable evidence of unwavering and determined patriotism.
He had not come there
to make any attack upon the eminent Senator whose residence was in our city—they had
been friends too long to permit him to deal in
language of censure upon the strength of
For
extravagant and impossible reports.
nearly a quarter of a century they had stood
side by side, if not shoulder to shoulder, ill
defence of the cause of freedom, and he did
not believe that they were to separate now.—
He was not prepared to believe that the Senator would vote to acquit the President. But
he was not here to instruct him as to the vote
he should give; that was not the object or
business of the meeting. It was, however, legitimate and proper, that the people should
express their opinion upon a subject of such
vast importance as that of impeachment.
It
was due to the country, to themselves, and to
their Representatives and Senators,fortheymay
present views that should have weight. If it
is true that the 75,000 Republican voters in
Maine, men who have long been familiar with
the essential lacts, believe that the President
ought to be convicted, Senators would naturally ask themselves whether it was indeed
true that these men who had been right so
long and on so many questions,were now all of
them, wrong, and that the Northern Democrats, aud Southern rebels who had been so
universally wrong before, were now unanimously right, and so they would naturally be
led to review the question and see if they
had
looked
at
it in
all its
lights.
There was another possible legitimate use of
the meeting. If it was a lact that Senator
Grimes, of Iowa, as was reported, had for
months had treachery to the Republican party in his heart—if while professing to his political Iriends that lie had formed no opinion,
he had given an opinion to the President or
his friends, and had eouspired with them to
break up or Johnsoniie the Republican party,
it was the business and duty of that party to
tell him at once that it could not be douc, that
they did not fight and conquer rebels in the
field to yield to them the fruits of the victory
afterwards.
As to impeachment he had supposed the
question was too plain for doubt. He could
not see how acquittal was possible. If here
was not a case for conviction the provision in
the Constitution might as well be expunged.
Not to dwell upon the articles in detail he
would look for a few moments at the specifications of the eleventh. They were substantially that the President charged that the 39th
Congress was not a legal Congress whose acts
had the iorce of law; that he had violated his
oath to take care that the laws be laithfully
executed, in attempting to prevent the execution of the civil office act by unlawfully removing the Secretary of War notwithstanding the refusal of the Senate to concur iu his
aud
devised
suspension; that ho had
contrived means to prevent the executhe
and
to
exeattempted
prevent
tion,
cution, of certain ot the reconstruction laws.
Now were not those charges and the charge
of appointing Thomas ad interim during the
session of Congress made out and proved, and
if so, were they not impeachable offences? No
special pleading or refinements can take away
those charges or the facts on which they rested. The evidence was before the Senate; the
record was before the country. The evidence
was not destroyed aud the record could not be
blotted out or burnt out.

Foe •fine finish and elegant adaptability,
beautiful appropriation and correct competi*
tion for the purpose used, that “Fairbank” of
Poor’s certainly seems to prove that perfection has at last been reached. Large numbers
prefer their coal weighed on this scale, making their selection from the spacious shed of
which Jos. Poor is
proprietor.

own

Advertisements this Day.

Senate.

The following abstract of Senator Fessenden's speech in the secret session of the Senate

Povtlnud anti

DAVIS’S SPEECH.

Judge Davis began by saying that the question of impeachment is proper for public con-

sideration. The members of the Senate are
but the servants of the people, acting in this
as in other matters, in behalf of the people. A
public meeting to consider this question is
therefore as proper as it would be to consider
the question of peace or war, freedom or slavery, honest public faith, or dishonest repudiation.
It has been said that this question should be
kept free from the taint of party. But if the
taint of party attaches to it, whose fault >s it?
Is it not notorious that the great effort of the
democratic party has been, and is, to restore
the rebels to power again in the South, as
“natural allies?” The acts charged against the
President are party acts, having the same purpose. To prevent him from accomplishing this
party purpose by these illegal measures he is
impeached. After all the arguments and
speeches of the last sixty days, nothing new
cau be said. It is easy for a lawyer to take one
allegation at a time, and one statute, or clause
of a statute at a time, and say that this does
not violate this, and that is no violation of that,
until lie goes through the list. But the good
judgment and common sense ot the people,
without legal acumen, will conclude that in
February, 1808, the constitution and the laws
relating to removals from office, and appointments to office, were to be construed and
obeyed, not by tearing them apart,but by joining
them together. The removal of Secretary
Stanton and the appointment of Gen. Thomas
in his place are to ho taken together, as one
transaction, and not as if they had no connection. And whatever differences of opinion
there may be on the general question, such a
removal and appointment, while the Senate
was in session, under the circumstances of the
case, immediately alter the Secretary had been
restored to his office by the Senate, was a plain
and palpable violation of the Constitution and
the laws of the United States. And the Pres
ident well knew it to be so. His previous suspension ot Mr. Stanton, sending his reasons to
the Senate for so doing, shows that he knew
what the laws required. Even if there had
been any law authorizing it, such a law would
be unconstitutional. For if the Piesidcnt
may
appoint ad interim officers in this way, then he
may make all appointments, and by repetition
fill all offices from year to
year without ever
consulting the Senate. The assumption of
sueha power by the President is the overthrow
of the Constitution and the establishment of a
despotism on its ruins.
This assumption is justified on
grounds
equally dangerous to the liberties of the people. The President is excused on the ground
that he violated the law in order to get up a
case for the courts, and thus test its constitutionality. Senator Grimes even asserts that
the President had the right to violate the law
for this purpose. But a doctrine more subversive of popular government was never
promulgated. A private citizen may violate the
law if he thinks it
and
if
unconstitutional,
prosecuted go before the courts on that ground
But for the Executive, in his official acts to
violate the law on this ground is to claim and
exercise absolute power. No law is
operative
except as it is executed. If the Executive treats
it as no law, it is no law. If he may thus treat
one law he may another.
There is no longer
any law but his will. This is the enthronement
is
It
the
of despotism.
subversion of tlie verv
foundation of our government. We no longer
live under a government of laws, but of menJudge Davis emphatically disclaimed any intention of repudiating or denouncing tile Senator from this State who is believed to be in
favor of Johnson’s acquittal. He was aware
that many things had been said in relation to
that Senator which ought not to be said and
which were to be regretted. We
ought to be
willing to allow hint to act according to his

the mechanical power of Reddy’s tape. His
goods and workmanship on the same are second
to none in New England. His coats are executed by a first class journeyman tailor, who
also enjoys the mechanical powers of makiug

garments to fit.
Coats, pants and vests cut with despatch;
also

M. H. Reddy,
107 Federal street.

boys’ suits.
myl2eod3t

tne

t-resiaent

ot

tue

policy

with its additions in full, and sometimes
double the original sum insured. \Ve
call special attention to the samples given to
show the large excess of dividends over the

even to

payments, by which it will be seen how fast a
policy will increase, and then in the end the
insurance will cost nothing, the amount paid
being more than returned, with compound interest. It is, therefore, one of the best of savings banks. We advise our friends to call at
the office of Messrs. W. D. Little & Co., and
examine the subject for themselves.
Hotel Arrivals.

J McClintock, Boothbay M F Carlton, Berwick
S F Pike, Bt idgton
H D Parsons. Is Pond
Miss Barbour,GorhamNII A J Miller, New York
W D Carleton, MilwaukeeL Booth, England
H F Downes, Paris
E M Tibbetts, Bangor
.1 F Tibbetts,
M H Graves, Clinton
do
PE Mudgett, Boston
W Tarbox,
do
H A Blake, Harpswcll
C B Conant <& w,Lewiston
J A Foye, Boston
J S Purse, Berwick
F H Thomas. Lawrence
P O Garland, Bath
S E March, Maine
S A French, Milau
M H McDonald,Harpswcll
H McLarand, Halifax
J Hall & w, Canada
T K Leonard. Newport I
S McGaly, Is Pon)
G F Hall,
do
E Deering, Montreal
II M Langley, Boston
commercial house.
D Brown. Lowell
A Barker, Buxton
S M Coolidge, W Buxton J H Lord, Parsonsfield
M Thiers, N Hampshire E T Brown, Ossipec
G A Stanstea«l,N Haven
W K Holmes, Boston
A Goodfelt, Miramichi
E R Hubley, New York
A P Henderson, do
N W Newman, do
N Jewett, Bridgton
R G Perrault, Moutreal
W H Jewett, do
A F Rafter,
do
S Soule, Livermore
J M Evans, Worcester
P S McDonald, Halifax
F Brown, Newfield
A D Brett.
Geo W Drew, Concord
do
CR Wliiteley,
S Hanson, Buxton
do
Mrs Wheeler, Lockhaven N Benning,
do
R W Gage.HoosacTunnellWm Coleman, St John
M '1‘ Osgood.
E B Bean, Brownfield
do
C M Truman,
J Maybury, Windham
do
W H A* wood, Buck held T Gerald,
do
A Hodgdou & w, Saco
C Cummings,
do
W Whitton, No Berwick F C Marsh,
do
P W Brown, Ossipee
Mr Gould, Halifax
S B Gray, Lowell
F E Emery, do
F H Howard, Boston
Cbas Williams, Boston
S T Strout, Windsor NS L L Arnold, New York
W F Laugdon, Halifax
S C Haskell. Boston
A D Wier,
do
J Cole, Standish
Geo Enwright, New YorkW B Snow, Boston
N Markham, Lawrence
M E Charles, Bangor
J Stewart, Boston
M C Nicholson, New York
T R Abbott & s, Lowell
G W Robbins, do
I) Lawrence, Westbrook Miss Cotton, Boston
Mrs Libby,
J li Tobey, Buffalo
do
W C Jones, Bucksport
Mrs Cluff, Portsmouth
M Littlefield.MechanicsFsH M Orton,
do
J B Woodbury.
E A Chipman, Boston
do
C A Chaplin, Harrison
W W Warren, Chicago
A Prosser & w, Englaud J W Wallace. Micbigone
H Lapping,
do
T Littlefield, Boston
J Lapping,
do
J J J hnsou, Lawrence
T Lapping,
H Libby,
do
do
Jas Francis, Boston
Mrs E T Furlong&d,Banr
M B Butler,
F O Emerson, Bangor
do
J BHoward,ProvincetownM O Hurley,
do
G H Tyler, Hartford
C O Fletcher, Springfield
W Burlington, Biddeford E H Quinby, Great Falls
L B Cummings, PittsburgS W Thompson, StarkNH
R J Shelby & w, Burlln’n
W H Gooding, Augusta
D Thorne, Bangor
C O Jones, Boston
M Hannaford, Freeport
E A Berry, Panama
M W Stimson, Boston

denounce Congress as an illegal laxly, whose
acts were void, and then to treat its acts as
void, as he had done, could surely be no less
than a gross indecency and a high misdemeanor.
He has removed Stanton in defiance of a
law of Congress, and of a special construction of it made by the Senate. Was this taking care that the laws be faithfully executed?
He said it was unconstitutional—but he had
no right to say so of that law more than any
other; the right to violate it was the right to
violate all laws. That he had attempted to obstruct, impede, or defeat the reconstruction
laws and measures could not be denied; his
acts, speeches, telegrams, furnished conclusive
evidence. Did any man of any party doubt
it? Did not the rebels praise him for it? And
was not this a crime, and one of the highest
and most dangerous that a President could
commit?
He had appointed a Secretary ad interim
while Congress was in session, an act that
was as illegal as it was defiant and insulting.
If he could do this he would never have
Senate
to
consult
the
occasion
again
on
appointments to any office whatever.
He had made the issue—he had raised
the question, which was greatest in matters
of legislation, Congress or himself? He has
said he can safely and properly set aside the
acts of Congress and replace them by his own,
and if he is acquitted the Senate will thereby
say that he is right. He says defiantly to the
Senate, “I can keep the offices filled in session
and out ol ses.-ion, without your co-operation—
and in spite of your resistance,”—and if the
Senators acquit him they say so too.
Acquittal would revolutionise this governmxx*, e0.,g««a would, become a mere Frencn
Parliament, and the President would be supreme—with the absolute power to suspend
law and issue his decrees instead, and to control the offices, in one word, the government
would cease to be republican,and would become
despotic. Not merely the condition of the
South, then, or just and safe reconstruction is
at stake, but the character of the government
itself is on trial. So he did not believe and
would not believe that impeachment was to
fail; hut if it did, and the criminal went clear
and rebels rejoiced and patriots grieved, and
reconstruction was set hack, and a carui/al of
murder and outrageous crime was celebrated
throughout the South, and the men who put
down the rebellion were placed in back seats,
and liebels called to the trout, another sky
became dark with clouds,
an

1

PREBLE HOUSE.

H Bowen, New York
G H Hull jr, Boston
J A Foye,
H A Belcher,
do
do
C M Smith, E Wilton
W W Wright,New York
T E L Heckman, Boston A H Bibber, Eastport
F L Boyd,
do
S G Griffin,
do
H B Sutherland, do
J S Holman, P E Island
J S Ramsay,
A L Anderson,
do
do
I W Parker,
A P Mills,
do
do
A O Averill,
S D Leavitt,
do
do
I A Bedell.
Miss Sperry, Alexandria
do
G W Field, Gorham
E P Crafts, Eastport
J B Moore, Montreal
DrTAC Forster,St John
E S Bradford & w, Prov’eJ Macintosh,
do
J S Freeman & w, Pitts’gJ S Harris, MonctonNB
C M Jones, Gorham
W H Scovil jr, St John
E W Haskell, Boston
O D Wetmore,
do
G W Kirk,
Mrs Haseltine, Boston
do
J P Hullo well & w, PliilaMrs Kennedy, St John
A J Stimson, Kittery
Mrs Earle,
do
J Farmer, Boston
H D Cummings, Easti>ori
C M But lie & w,PliiladelaA S Cobb, Dunkirk
Miss Monks, Pembroke
R D Rice, Augusta
Miss Wilbur,
do
U.

F iiuiiini'M. & ^ Calais
B W Farrar. Mac bias
Mrs D Robinson,
do
J Hazin, Bridgtou
Miss D Gerow,
do
A Graine, New York
J M Evens, Randolph
J Jacobschom. do
H L Evens,
do
W R Morse, Boston
C F Swasey, Standish
J L Bootbby, New York W Miller, Montreal
Ohas Davis, Boston
G Drillio, Halifax
L Cushing, Chatham CE R Morrow, do
T Cushing,
do
J Stairs,
do
F W Whiteman, HarrisonH Kirkwood, Montreal
Orin Tubbs, Gorham
V Jack,
do
Miss Tubbs,
do

Comrades Attention!
urday evening, at Army
to make

Order,
mayl6dlt

rapidly

May 16-T,T&S

re-

ly

HOTEL,

LELAND BROTHERS,
S. LELAND & CO.,

Or

mayl5-W*S 8w8n

Metropolitan Hotel

DR.

MORSE

has removed to

HIS NEW RESIDENCE,
No 73 Free Street.
Mayl. d&w2msn

TO TRwlRURS.
c.

II. HALL &

Co.,

Would respectfully call the attention of Traders to
their stock of

Fancy Dry
Consisting

Hosiery

and

Orrs &

in

Goods I
part ot

Trimmings,

Macuauelit,

Hartley and oilier S|k>o1 Cottons,
Handkerchiefs, Edgings, Ruffiings, &c.,
No. 130 Middle, corner of Union

Mtreefj

Next to Brown’s Hotel.

marl9

oodtfsn

Fishing Tackle.
Bamboo Boles SO cents each.
Trout Flies, Lines, Hooks, Baskets, etc.
LIVE

THOUT by the Thousand !
& ^porting Coods.

Onus, Pi»tol*,Fuller?

Headquarters,

45 Exchange St.
GILBERT L. BAILEY.

mayl3-codtfSN__
K 15 MO V A.
I) II

J.

L.

HE A LB,

Has Reinovert his office to

105 MIDDLE
use

DODD’S

NERVINE

ANI> IN VIGOR ATOR !
This Medicine is

a NERVE TONIC.
It stops the
the Nerves, and quietly
system. Sleeplessness, Irritability,
Tjoss of
Energy, Loss of Appetite, Dyspepsia, Constipation, local Weakness, and a general tailing ot
the mental and bodily functions, are the common inDodd’s Nervine and
dication- ot Nervous Disease.
Invigorator is a complete specific tor all troubles.—
ft is also the best, as it is also the most agreeable,

waste of

cashmere

vitality, braces
the

Remedy for Female Complaints

mylG-3t

Prostration ot Strength,
Hysteria—retained, excessive, irregular and painful
menses—yield to its magic power,
ever

ottered to the

TO

public.

MOTHERS.

Mothers! wc also commend the NERVINE tor use
in the diseases which afflict children while Teething,
The
as certain to afford quick and grateful relief.
stupefying Syrups, of which Opium is the principal
ingredient, are dangerous to life, impair the functions of the stomach and bowels, and actually
impede the healthy growth of your offspring. To
cure Wind Colic, regulate the bowels, soften the
gums, and relieve pain, the NERVINE will always
be found safe and efficient.

by
maylGeodlw

“Look on tins picture and then on that.**
Here you behold the infirm
step,
The pallid cheek,
wasting form,
food* ami a social atmosphere
loisoncd with the tales of
aches, pains,
Sleepless nights, ami mental despondency,
lliere, laughing health, sparkling eyes,
Elastic steps, craving appetite, forgotten cares.
Genial thought and ambitious resolves
Show the
cyntrast ami mark the picture.

Un.tasted

Don’t Use Anything Else!

Dodd’s Nervine contains no OPIUM or other
poisonous ingredient. For sale by all Druggists.
Price One Dollar per bottle
If. B. STOKER A CO., Proprietors,
No, 75 Fulton Street, New York.
W. F. Phillips & Co., Wholesale Agents tor Maine.
October 15, 1867. WttSly

One took the Plantation Bitters—the other
didn’t. They are very beneficial for weak aud

delicate persons.

delightful toilet artiCologne, and at half the
mayl0eod&w2w

STREET,

Opposite Firm National Bank.
E^“Re8irteDce 241 Congress St.
Portland, April 14th, 18G8.
sseodlm*

regulates

Magnolia Water.—A

I
I

in use.

April

Use

others.

For sale

by all

27._^‘Dr““liU-

(Hate

A..nTer>. Hal,,.,
A

‘

no

BOTTLE

first

lll6t8B

h«mo, Mom.
OF

Mr.W S. Main’s Elderberry Wine”

been received here, In the state in which it is
sold In the market,— lor analysis.
It was tound to be an excellent, matured Elderberry Wine, comparing lavorably with the choicest
samples of ‘‘Sambucl Wine,” and containing even
more more of the acid salts, astringent ami valuable
qualities ot the berry, than that wine does.
It lias the best properties ot Port Wine, without its
intoxicating quality, and in sickness, or as a beverage, it should replace the inserted wines.
Has

a. A. HAYES, M.
20 Slate Street,
Boston, I
15th Aug.. 1H67.
I
leblldAwttsN
S, DANA

1>. State Assayer.
HAYES, Chemist

Batchelor's Hair Dye.

This splendid Hair Dye is tlie. best in the world.
The only true and perfect
Reliable,
Instantaneous. No disapp nniment. No ridiculous
tints. Remedies the ill cfl. risoi ltud Dyes Invigorates and leaves the hair soft and !>eautitul black or
brown. Sold by all Druggists and Per turners: ami
properly applied at Batchelor’s Wig Factory 19 Bond
street, New York.
Junl4*Ndly

Dye—Harmless,

“Buy Mr, and I’ll do you Good,”— I)R.
LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS in every instance prove this motto true.
They do good
to every one who use* them for Jaundice, Headache,
Costiveness, Liver Com
Humors, ’mnnre or
Rad Blood, General
and all Bilious Diseases.
GEO. C. GOODWIN <Jfe CO.,
and all Druggists.
Boston,
marl8dtjy88ii

For Coughs, Colds ami Consumption, try the old
.and well-known Vegetable Pulmonary
Hainan!, approved and used by our oldest and best
Physicians and families tor torty years. Get the genume.
REED, CUTLER & CO., Druggists, Boston,
Proprietors.
may 2 eod-SHlin

days.

At 8agua 3d lust,
barque E
man, lor Philadelphia, ldg.
Ar at Havana Gtb inst,
brig

Pcrry’a “CJomedoue and Pimple Remedy.
Positively cures those disfiguring Diseases called
Comedones,—Black Worms, Grubs,—also, Acne, Sycosis (all Dimply eruptions) on the face or other parts
of the botly.—Prepared only by Dr. B. C. Pkbhy,
Dermatologist, 49 Bond Street, New York. Sold by
medical dealers, everywhere. Price $3.
CJTMessrs W. F. Phillips & Co., and H. H. Hay,
Agents.

apr 24-datwlmsu

Patches, Freckle* and Tan.
The onlv reliable remedy for those brown discolorations on the face is “Perrj/’s Moth ami Freckle lotion." Prepared
only by Dr. B. C. Perry. 49 Bond
St., New Yosk. Sold every where. u»ar*_*ld&\v6mSN
floth

Galveston.
Sid 1st, barque

Amies, Merriman, North ol Hat
teras; brig Sophie, Strout. New York.
In port 4th in>t. brig Lizabel. Patino, tor Boston.
Arat Halifax 6th inst, sell Onward, Gowen, irom
Portland.
SPOKEN.
April 14, lai 3* N. Ion 34 W, ship Lookout, from
New York for San Francisco.
April 23. lat 47 53, Ion 20 37. ship Victory, from
Liverpool tor New York.
May 7, lat 33 14. Ion 671, brig Chlmborazoo, from

Wiscasset for Cuba
May 10, lat 35 30, Ion
Portland tor Havana.

64, brig Ella Maria, from

ADVERTISEMENTS,

NEW

YOUR

SEND

ORDERS

-—FOR-

H VIJ.S !
TO

—

GEYER’S,
13 FREE NT.
Look

at

Prices!

the

Rounding Rocli,

Horn,
Diamond,
Practise,
Van

...

1.50.
| .50.

...

1.45.
.7.1.

1.15
Niar,
No. II,..
.40.
No. 13, .......
No. tit,
.lift.
......
.15.
Morocco,
....

...

MARRIED.

Herrimau, Herri-

F

Redowa, Blanchard.
<h>u»»in>*, Baltimore,
•8C\,I
Orleans.
f?/! Jff’v R R wnght, Treat, New
Harkness, Baltimore: vh
bJK
J W Fish, Wiley, Now York, Jerque
HichLoreua,
born, ralinoutli, E.
Sid 4th. brig Antelope, Rumi.all, Cardenas; 5th,
barque Eureka, Dinsmore, Boston.
Ar at Matanzas 2d iust, brig lUo Grande, Bennett,
New Orleans; 6th Minnie Miller. Anderson, Phila•
delphin. aeb L M Strout, Veazie, Portland
Sid 2d. barques Sunshine, Weeks, New York; *>th,
Elba. Peteison, *!o; 6th. Reunion, Collins, Phila 1.1
phia; brig F II Todd, Maguire, Portland; scbs II E
Sampson. Blake and May Munroe, Munroe. Philadelplmt; 7th ship Emma. Rich. Falmouth, E.
Ar at Cardenas 4th inst, brig Gambia, Perry, Irom

plaints,
Debility,

Rubber Ralls—all kinds !
In this city, May 14, by Rev. A. Dalton, Alexander Johnson and Miss Maggie Stebbin.s, both of
Portland.
In this city, May 14, by Rt. Rev. Bishop Nealy,
Frank C. Thornes and Miss Julia E. St. John, both
of Portland. [No cards.l
In Brunswick, Mav li, Capt. Joshua P. Boutelle
and Miss Maggie A. Patten.
In Brunswick, May 3, Melzer House and Mrs.

UATS IV.v.n 15c to S9.50.
May 16-dlw

In Gardiner, May 2, Henry H. Stevens, of Winthrop, and Mrs. Annie E. Birhanau, of G.
In Gardiner. May 9. James Braun and Mrs. Nancy
A. Dow, both of Farmingdale.

PICTURE STOCK

died.

COST!

<;i:v i:it &. co.

Jano Ryan.

In North Turner, May 14, John Phinnev, aged 81
vears,—father of Clement and Edmund Phinney, of
this city.
In Brunswick. May 13, suddenly, Mrs. Julia, wile
ot Beujamin D. Barnett, of this city, aged 41 years.
[Funeral on Saturday afternoon, at 3 o’clock,
from the Mountioit Street A. M. E. Church. Relatives and ftiends are invited to attend.
In Limerick, May 8, Mr. Cotton Bean, aged W
years.
In Topshaui, May 12, Mr. Sam'l Thompson, aged
71 years.
In Georgetown, May 1, Mr. John S. McKeuney,
ag. d 53 years 2 months.

AT-

TO

NAME

PROM

Call and Learn Prices.

South America_New York. .Rio Janeiro. .May 23
Nebraska.New York. .Liverpool.May 20

Miniature Almanac.May 10.
rises..
4..17
Sun sets.7.16

sun

|

Moon rises.1.45 AM
Hi«h water.6.45 PM

MARINE NEWS.
FORT OF

PORTLAND.
Friday* May 15.

ARRIVED.
Steamer Dirigo, Johnson, New York.
Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, St John
ria Easiport for Boston.
Sch Mariel. Kalcr, WaMoboro for Boston.
CLEARED.

Brig Paragon, Shute. Philadelphia, in ballast.
Scb Planet, (Br) Wilson, Cornwallis, NS—A

dlw

May 16,1868.
DIKBUT

Steamship Line

IHail

EVERY

SATURDAY,

MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.
Ar at New Yurk 15tli, brig Anna Gardiner, GardiDnnw«.»•
ner,
«chs Annie Freeman, Reed. Harbor
Island; Annie Harris, irom
; Azelda &
Laura. Me Indoc, Baracoa.
Cld at Philadelphia 14th, brig Maurice, tor Port*
land; scb F A Heath, do.
Sch Elizabeth, trom Boston lor Calais, was run into and sunk by steamer Star of the East, off Cape
Ann.

Friday morning.

Crew saved.

Capt Small and two seamen, of brig Dirigo, died

ot cholera at Matanzas.

Spoken—May 8, lat 30 68, Ion 70 28, brig SportsMatanzas lor Portland.

man, trom

Sch Maine Law, from Havana for New York, before reported ashore on Georgetown Bar, has broken
up. About 300 boxes sugar saved.
Scb Mary Ann, of Hampden, from Bangor for
Newark, NJ. was thrown on her beam ends 13th,
while entering port, shifting deck loud and straining
the vessel so badly that she tilled in hail an hour.
She was towed into dock.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 25th ult, barque Penang,
Patten, Manila.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 9th, barque Jennie Cobb,

Hanley,

Havana.

dleton,

Kerned ios.

Below 9t.h. ship Rochester, from Liverpool.
PENSACOLA—Cld 5th, sch Mary Fletcher, Pen-

SAVANNAH—Sid 9th, ship Ellen Southard, BickLiverpool.
9th, sch Ned Sumter, Lord, Rockland.
CHARLESTON—Ax llth, sch Intrepid, Bunkei,
Providence.
WILMINGTON—Ar 11th, sch Tookolita, Stewart,
Alexandria.
NORFOLK—Sid llth, brig Abby Thaxter, Lane,
for Portland, and returned leaky.
WASHINGTON—Sid llth, sch Lochiel, Haskell,

ford.
Sid

New York.

BALTIMORE—Ar 12th, sch Vapor Bogart, trom
Providence.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 12lh, sch Alaska, Clark,

New York.
Ar 13th, brig Thos Walter, Robinson,
sch Willie Mowe. Hilton, St John, NB;

Cardenas;
Funny El-

der. Shea, Cardenas.
Cld I3ih, brig W II Parks, Simmons,lor Matanzas;
sclis Alaska, Clark, Bostou; I) Talbot Packard, for
Portsmouth; Island Belle, Pierce, Boston; Nellie
Portland; Catawamteak, Pack, Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 13th, brig Irene, Wass, Addison;
Hampden, Gott, Machias; sclis Mary, Rogers, .Joggins, NS; Vicksburg, Higgins, and Levant, Smith,
Bangor; Martha Nichols, Small, Machias; Willard,
Jones, Calais; A J Dyer, Rogers. Jonesport; Susan
& Mary, Heath, Rockland; Eliza Frances, Hamilton, Ellsworth; A G Pease, Raynor, Portland; J D
Ingraham, Nickerson; A L Fitch, Yates, and Hanrie Westbrook, Littlejohn, do : Jane, Hall, Yarmouth; Honest Abe, Conary, Holmes' Hole.
Also ar 13th, brig W R Sawyer, Kay, fm Sullivan;
sebs Mail, Merrill. Elizab thport lor Newburyport;
J T Maitland, Leighton, do for do ; Connecticut,
Pendleton. Port Johnson for Portsmouth ; John
Boynton, Reed. Calais; Globe, Holt, Sullivan; Challenge, Spider, Ellsworth; Convoy, Pendleton, trom
Machias; Judge Tenney, Dix, Bangor for Newark;
Fair Dealer. Young, Ellsworth; Malvern, Duncan,
Gardiner; Juliet, Willis, Belfast; Challenge, Biekmore, Waldoboro.
uia i.«u, sens casco Lodge, Fierce, Yarmouth,Me;
N Berry, Pendleton, and Caspian, Larrabee, for

Ar 14tli, ship Santee, Salter, tin
Calcutta; barque
Starlight, Grozier, Messina.
Ar 15th, brigs Samuel Lindsey, Cardenas ; sch

EDITORIAL

FROM THE
NEW
YORK
TIMES: HOFF’S
MALT EXTRACT—
“THIS NEW HYGIENIC
BEVER\GE HAS GROWN
WONDERFULLY IN FAVOR
SINCE ITS INTRODUCTION HERE
BUT A SHORT TIME AGO. IT RECEIVES THE UNQUALIFIED APPROBATION OF THE DOOTOliS, AND ITS PROPRIETOR IN THIS CITY HAS VOLUMES OF CREDENTIALS ALREADY FROM THE LEADING FAMI LI ES AN I) P H YSICIANS OF THE
COUNTRY AS TO ITS HEALTH-'H VING
AND HEALTH-SUSTAINING QUALITIES.”
HOFF’S MALT EXTRACT
IS ALSO A VERY GOOD REMEDY
FOR DYSPEPTICS, CONSUMPTIVES, AND PEOPLE AFFECTED WITH COLDS,
HOARSENESS AND
COUGHS.
THE

DEP< >T, 54*
BROAD
W A Y,
N. Y.

Agents for Maine W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Portland.
May in eodlw

Notice.
authority
THE
dersigned ceased
D. 1866.
of

EZRA CARTER.

For #2,800!
A now one and a half story cottage house on
Franklin Street, just below Ox lord. Contains
■IL seven finished rooms, all in temple.o order.
G hxI cellar, cistern anti well of water, aud a splendid lot 40 by 70.
This property must be sold witbiu
a week, as the owner is to leave the State.
Apply
to
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Dealers in Real Estate.
May 16. dlw
[Argus copy.

ijl

Wanted
At

Wisca>set tor Boston; Lady Ellen,Adams, do lor do;
East port lor do; Northern
Speedwell. Wood,
Light,
Harper, Calais for Providence; Huntress, Sprague
tor
Lynn; Congress. York, Gardiner for
Dennysville
New York; Star, Crowell, do lor do; C W Dexter
Hall, Boston for Hallowell; Delaware. Crockett tin
New York lor Rockland.
PORTSMOTUH—Ar 13th, sch Unison. Williams,

Bangor. |
Below 14th, sobs Python, Merrill, Boston tor BanAlamo, Foster, do lor Machias; E Knight, AvBangor for Hartford; An azon. Lambert, E'reoport for Boston; Cherub. Grant, Ellsworth fordo;
MtHopc, Farnum, Rock Ian lor New York; Massachusetts, Keniston, New York for Rockland; Adelaide, Harrden, Boston lor Steubeu; L M Collins,
Collins, and Advance, Leighton, Boston lor Bangor;
Mansfield, Acorn, do for Rockland.
gor;
ery,

foreign ports.
Sid fm Messina 8th ult, sch Fred L Porter, Chapman. New York.
Cld at London 1st inst, ship Golden Horn, Rice,
Port Philip.
At Liverpool 1st inst, ship Lorenzo, FolUusbee, lor
Boston, Idg; barque Albert, Maxw. 11, lor do; brig
Galveston, Merriman. tor Halifax. NS.
Ar at Aceapulco 27tli ult, barque ltaska, Tarbox,
Cardiff.
Ar at Callao 22d ult ship P (» Blanchard,
Tlioma-,
Aden, 162 days,—thirteen ol the crew died on the
passage; 23d, Anna, Blanchard, Rio Janeiro.
At Buenos Avres March 24, barque Sarnia. Patteu
lor Hampton Roods; brig Kcyatoue,
Whiddcn, uncand othera.
Ar at Aapinwall 2d inst, barque T
don, New York.
Sid 5th, sch Alfred Keen,
At Port Spain 15th ult, sch Ella

K Weldon Wel-

Robinson,

bidge,

tor

Boston, Idg
Th0maa 2l9,u,t. «•’>

lof Aqu“nSt
Ar

20th, brig

M C

Haskell,

30tl*
NewYwk!""^
Ar
at St

Havana

Hodgdon'
B

Immediately

the old stand and tried office

351 1-2

CONGRESS

STREET,

Between Oak aud Green

(“We still live’’!!!) having spared no pains
in advertising, &c., we have daily arriving If
the St John boats ami from all quarters, large numbers of first rate Provincial ami Amei lean Girls,and
are confident that we can upply n’l poisons wanting
Girls for any respectable employment.
We havo the custom now of more than 1560 Families, 100 Hotels, 4&c., in this city and New England,
and guarantee satisfaction.
Particular attention paid to supplying

AND

Summer Houses anti Hotels
Everywhere with good, RELIABLE HELP.
Men for all situations supplied to Employcrsgiaiis!

50 twit In Wanted c*very day l 200 Agcul*
Wanted to canvass lor new articles.
The best place in New England to apply for held
or situations is at the

Geiieral Agency

Old

g£§^Be

sure

A.

and Employment Ol] Ice.
you find the right place. Enquire lor

J.

COX

&

CO.,

1-2 Conj^roNs Street,
May 16-dtf
PORTLAND, ME.

351

ANTED—ACS KtVT*-$75 to $200 per
month, everywhere, male ami female, to
introduce the GENUINE IMPROVED
COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING
MACHINE. This Machine will stitch, hem
foil, tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid, aud embroider in a most superior maimer.
Price
only $18. Fully warranted for five years.
We will pay $1000 for any machine that
will sew a stronger, more beautithl, or
more

elastic

than

team

Wanderer, Rowe,

Haskell Uuadal.mm.
brl* Addle Hate,

Ha'dey,

Jago 27th ult, barque Palo Alto, Wiley,
Newport, K; brig Blacktish, Wallace, Newcastle.

It makes the

ours.

“Elastic Lock Stitch.” Every second stitch
cut, and still the cloth cannot l>e pulled
apartwtttorat tearing it.
We pay Agents from $75
to $200 per month and expenses, or a commission
can

l*e

from which twice that
dress BECOME & CO.,

amount

can

be made.

Ad-

PITTSBURG, PA., or BOSTON, MASS.
CAUTION.—Do not be imposed upon by other
parties palming ott worthless cast-iron machine-, unber the same name or otherwise. Ours is the
only
genuine and really practical cheap machine nmnutactnred.

may 16-d&wliu

Boarders Wanted.
or

TWO
with
site the

gentlemen

three

rooms

and board in

Address

Park.

can be accommodated
a private
oppo-

family

A. P. HEED,
Post Office Box 1953.
maylGtt

Reference required.

Wanted.
salesmen: salary liber 1. Apply
TWO smart
N. E. NOVELTY CO., 99 Middle St,
Also a partner with L'OO

CLASS

FIRST16-<itl

Up

or

one

at

flight.

$300 capital, may 16tt

Wanted!
COAT MAKERS,

at 3 Free street.
A. E. WEBB.

May

Mouey

Lost!

LETTERdirected to Mrs. Lnvina B. Eaton, was
l 'st about dark last evening, between 1*5
Spring
Street and 18 High Street, containing about twelve
dollars in money and a package of midicinc. If the
finder will have it at Dr. John yon’s, Deulist, No. V4
bree Street*, they shall be suitably rewarded.
May 16. d3t*

A

City

of Cortland.

Win. H. Strout& al. have petitioned the City Council to lay out and accept
Garden Lane as a Public Street, aud whereas said
petition was referred by the City Council, May Utb,
1868, to the undersigned, tor them to consider and

WHEREAS,

act upon, therefore
Notice is hereby given to all persons interested
that the Joim S'amiing Committee of the City
Council on laying out new streets, will meet to hear
the parties and view the proposes! way on the twenty-third day of May 1868, at tour o’clock in the afternoon, at the cornerj of Middle street and Garden
Lane, and will then and there proceed to determine
and adjudge whether the public convenience requires said street or w.»y to be laid out.
Given under our hands on this fitieenth day of
May A. D. 1868.

JACOB McLELLAN, 1
ALBERT MARWICK.

EZRA CARTER,
J. F. LEAVITT,
JAMES NOYES,
GEO. H. CHADWICK

May 16-dtd

^

Committee

r

i
;

laying

on

out

New Streets.

CITY or POIM LAND.

Y17HEREAS,
l*el*ilonod

Elias Mountf.»rt and 16 others have
the City Council to lay out a new
*
Street or Public
Way iii this city,—beginning on
xore street near the foot of Chatham street and
running to Franklin street mid whereas s iid petition was reteired
by the City Council, May Uth 1868,
to the
undersigned, for them to consider and act up
ou, tliereforo
Notice is hereby given to all persons (interested,
that the Joint Standing Committee ol ^he Vity
Council on laying out new streets, will meet to hear

parties aud view the proposed way on the twenty-third day of Mav 1*6*, at five o'clock in the alterand
noou, at the foot of Chatham St., and will then
the

there proceed to determine and adjudge whether the
public convenience requires said street or way to belaid out.
«
Given under our bauds on this fifteenth day oi
May A. D. 1*68.
JACOB McLELL\N, ] Committee ou
ALBERT MARWICK,
1
EZRA CARTER,
|avi.
f
J.F. LEAVITT,
1
JAMES NOYES,
..

Bab-

Mfreetn,

Employers! Girls! Men! Bojs!
Agents! Everybody !

Philadelphia.

In iKirt 13<h, schs Ariel. Treworgy, Surry lor New
York; G W Kimball. Hall, New York tor Portsmouth; Caroline Grant, Grenlow. Elizabethport for
Boston; Nicola, Kellar, from Hoboken for Chelsea;
Billow, Wass, New York tor Addison; Maria Roxana, Palmer, fm Philadelphia lor Gloucester; Allen
Lewis, o» Boothbay,-.
HOLME'S HOLE—Ar 13th, sch Lucy, Copp, Phil
adelphia for Eastport.
BOSTON—Ar 14th, ship Thacher Magoun. Liverpool; sells Albert Jameson,Candage, Romlout; Revolution, Kelley, Jonesport; 11 P Cushing, Chandler,
Machias; Grace, Alley, Ellsworth; Talisman, Robinson, Rockland.
Cld 14th, schs Mazurka, Kimball, Bangor; John
Crooker, Lowe. Bath, to load tor Galveston.
Cld 15tb. barque U W Kosevelt. Hernman. for St
Dantorth, Bucksport.
Jago; sch Margaret Ann.schs
Atlantic, Stubbs, and
DANVERS—Ar 11th,
P S Lindsey, Crockett. New York.
SALEM—Ar 13th. brig Robin, Hopkins, Elizabethport ; sch Grecian, Crowley, Port Johnson.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 11th, schs Republic, Jackson,

Ira Winn as Agent tor the unon the fourth day of July, A.

May16-eodlw

J B

Knowles, Ponce.
Cld 14tli, ship Southern Chief, Iliggins, San Francisco; barque Augustine Kobbc, Carver, for Havre;
brig Rolling Wave, Snow, Matanzas.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 13th, schs Ellen Merriuuan,
Hamilton, Portland; Wreath, Cole. M chias.
NEW LONDON—Ar 18th, sells Lady Suffolk, from
Bangor; Prudence, Coombs, do.
Sid 13th, sch Coral, Kent, Bangor.
NORWICH—Ar 12th, sch Saxon, Cassidy, Bangor.
NEWPORT—Ar 13th, sefis Seventy-Six. Teel,”tm
Virginia for lliomaston: Alquizer, Varuuin, Rappahannock lor Kennebunkpork; Nellie Tarbox. Conary, do for Salem; Silver Lake, Reed, lm Bangor lor

4 o’clock P.lil.

at

Returning leave Pryor’s Wharf, Halifax, for
Portland, every Tuesday at 4 o’clock P. M.
Cabin passage, with State room, $7.
Meals extra.
For further information apply to L. HILLINGS,
Atlantic Whart, or
JOHN PORTEOUS, Ageut.
May 16, 1868. ti6m

D

FROM

S.

Steamship CARLOTTA, J. W.
Magune, Master, will sail tor Halifax
direct, from Galt’s Wharf,
The

W hid den.
Scb Noel, (Br) Marsters, St John, NB—John Por-

teous.
Sch Julia, (Br) McDougal, St George, NB—Sawyer & Ricker.
Sch Idaho, Babbidge, Winterport and Bangor—
R G York.

IN.

Halifax,

DESTINATION

Nova Scotian.Quebec.Liverpool.May 16
Ocean Queen.New York.. Agpinwall_May 16
Caledonia.New York. .Glasgow.May 16
Ville de Pans.New York. .Havre.May 16
City of Antwerp... New York.. Liverpool_May 16
Bellona.New York. .London.May 16
Erin.N^to York..Liverpool.... May 16
City Washington. ..New York. .Liverpool.May 18
Cimbria.New York.. Hamburg.May 19
Guiding Star.New York. Aspinwall_May 20
Australasian.New York. .Liverpool.May 20
Eagle.New York. .Havana.May 21
Deutschland.New York.. Bremen.May 21
Moravian. Quebec.Iaverpool.May 23

CONCERN

THE

C LOME

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS.

Boston.

Gloves, Hoop Skirts

Dress

In ball room, boudoir or
assembly bow pleasing ’tis to inhale some delightful odor, grateful
and refreshing to the tired nerves.
Woodworth’s delectable
perfume, Flor del Santo,
the most enchanting aud delicious odor ever
distilled, is everyone’s favorite. For sale

to

8N

Address,

Leach, Parker & Co. opened yesworth going to see, and the
prices

cle-superior
price.

It

SARATOGA.
POPIIhAR PHICGS.
SUPERIOR
ACCOMMODATION
FOR
FAMILIES AND GENTLEMEN.
$4 54 per day, $28 per week, $ too for F«ui
week.,. Omnibus and Baggage Master Ito
receive Checks at Station.
[Rp-OPEN FROM dUNE lat, TO OCTOBER 1st.

shawls that

all druggists.

it will do its work.

XJIVIOJV

93 Middle street.

said to be very reasonable.

pleasantly

gray hair to its original color, and stops its
falling out. Recommended by Physicians. Sold bj
all Druggists.
See Chevalier’s Treaties on
the Hair, sent free by mail. SARAH A. CHEVALIER, M. D, No 1123 Broadway, Now York.

Spring hats and caps in all the various fash

are

MEEK,
Post Adjutant.

stores

ionable styles at McCallar’s, Casco Bank Block

terday are

aud

without taste.

H. M.

KEEP THE HEAD COOL AND TilE
HAIR HE A IjTH If .—Get a bottle of Chevalier’s Life for the Hair at once.
See how

Items.

parasols and

Navy Ilall, at 8 o’clock,

arrangements tor May 30tli.

Per

2w

beautiful

and

UhytUM),

lew

DISASTER*.

Special Meeting of Post No. 2, G. A. R., this Sat-

Constitution Water is a certain cure for
Diabetes and all diseases of the
Kidneys. For
sale by all druggists.
marl6eod3m

Those

I)

SPECIAL NOTICES.

DISTRICT ATTORNEY TALBOT’S SPEECH.
Mr. Talbot discussed the legal aspects of the
case with his usual clearness and force.
Owing
to the lateness of the hour, we are unable to do
justice to his address. We shall publish a
sketch of it in Monday’s Press.
At the conclusion of Mr. Talbot’s remarks
the resolution offered by Judge Kiugsbury
was unanimously adopted with great enthusiasm, and the meeting adjourned with three
cheers lor Senator Morrill given at the suggestion of Col. J. F. Miller.
The remark of one of the speakers that he
never felt prouder of X’ortland in his life was a
perfectly natural one. The old war spirit was
thoroughly aroused. Kegret at the unfavorable aspect of affairs at Washington, and disappointment at the position assumed by a
Senator who has been the pride of his fellow
citizens were tempered by a spirit of tolerance
and charity which must greatly
disappoint
those who have imagined that they could make
political capital out of this meeting by calling
it a demonstration tor the purpose of intimidating and threatening the Senate or any portion of its members. Better than all was the
determination plainly evinced alike by the
speakers and by the audience to give way to
no feeling of
dismay and discouragement, but
to adhere inflexibly and
persistently to the
righteous principles of the Republican party
aud to assist in carrying them forward to a triumphant consummation under the glorious
leadership of Geu. Grant.

May 8.

S C-owin, Skowhegan
G C Bates, Boston

Smith, Yarmouth
do
Jf Jb»n"ull,
R I I rait,
no
“

eclipse,”

To remove tan, sunburn aud eruptions
Sclilotterbcck’s Moth and Freckle Lotiou.

HOTEL.

8.

A O

should the case be abandoned? A thousand
times, No. The men who carried the country
so wonderfully through the war would
carry
it successfully through these trials, and Senator Fessenden would be with them now as he
had been in the past. For, himself, across the
storm ho heard a voice deeper than the
storm itself; above the noise and tumult and
alarm ot this day he heard the deep,
earnest,
honest voice of the loyal and courageous people of this country. Whoever might falter,
they would stand true. They had not expended four thousand millions of treasure and
given the precious blood of five liuudred thousand of their best and bravest, in vain. Their
martyr-heroes had not died as the fool dies,
but in a holy cause which God would hless
and prosper. There bad been dark
days, defeats ami sore trials during the
war, but they
had olteu been angels of mercy and
blessing;
through them the loyal country had become
wiser, stronger, purer, grander. They might
bo needed, now as then, to lilt us to those shilling tablelands of faith and duty, the light of
which was the light of God.
The represeutatives of theso men- would
meet in council next week at
Chicago,land
again would rally round the flag under which
our soldiers conquered oil the battle-fields
of
the rebellion, and they would give it in
pride
and trust into the hands of the greatest man
of tho century, the foremost
captain of his
time, and with him as leader would move on
the enemy’s works, and when the battle was
over he would bear that flag in
triumph to the
nation’s capitol and the country would be
saved. Then one loud, and sweet as
loud, Alleluia ot glory and praise would fill tho heavens with the music of a nation redeemed.

BiiHiness,

HOTEL.

81d fto CienfUogot* 30th, pch|A F Ames, Ames, for
New York.
At Cleniuegos Gtb Inst,
Tuckbrig* Jessie
er. tor Boston,
ready ; H B Emery, Small, lor do in a

Dick & Go’s Soft Capsules,
Dumlas,
best

Tlw

General

AMERICAN HOU8E.

u mtea .states to

As when some mighty painter dips
His pencil in the gi join of earthquake

Etc.,

Respectfully,

The Mutual Life Ins. Co. of New York,
whose advertisement may be found in our columns, is not only the largest but the oldest
and safest Life Company in this country. Its
rates are not only as low as any, but the returns it makes to the insured by dividing its
entire surplus annually among them, suffice in
the course of an ordinary life, to pay up the

CITY

NOTICES.

Castor and Cod Liver Oil!

Man?—A social
being, seeking enjoyment
and comfort. These you can readily find, as
hundreds will readily testify who have tested

—

a or

SPECIAL

OEOJ^^^^pjlP^9

L atest

desired at the bar of the Senate st 12

news

by telegraph to the

16, 1868

CONSULTATION OF REPUBLICAN SENATORS.

Washington, May 15.—Less than one halt
the Republican Senators had an interview
at Senator Pomeroy’s to-night, with reference
to the impeachment question. The conference continued more tliau three hours.
Senator Wade was present and also Senator Wilson, who had just returned from New York.
The entire subject was canvassed, and notes
compared as to what Senators could be relied
upon for conviction of the President. It was
agreed upon that the Utli article stood the
best chance of adoption. It is understood
these Senators are ih favor of a vote being taken to-morrow, but that., question will be determined by a full Senate, and hence there is
now uncertainty oh tlie subject.
Tlie Democrats to-nignt express more confidence of the acquittal of the President tliau
the Republicans do of conviction.

CALIFORNIA.
POLITICAL.

San Francisco, May 14.—At the Democratic mectiug last night in this city, Eugene Cosserty. United States Senator elect, and Hon.
K. B. Oxtell, Representative in Congress, made
speeches, in which they severely denounced
the efforts made in Washington to coerce the
of Senators in impeachment matters.
The San Francisco Times, Republican, and

votes

Evening Bulletin, Independent Union, deprecate outside partizan pressure, declaring that
the question is above
party considerations.

Mr. Oxtell has sailed for New York.
accidents in the fire department.
One tenth of the members of the paid fire
department of this city have been disabled by
accidents at fires during the past week.

HEALTH OF SENATORS.

SAILING OF STEAMER GOLDEN AGE.

Senator Oonkiing continues to improve in
health, and from present appearances will be
able to appear in his seat to-morrow. Senator
Grimes is in better physical condition. Senator liow aid does not show any marked signs

Steamer Golden Age sailed to-day for Panawith 244 passengers aud $4,005,000 in treasure, nearly all for New York.
ma

of convalescence.

EXPRESS ROBBER ARRESTED.

St. Louis, May 15.—C. D. Otis, charged with
tile robbery of the Southern Express Company at Hamstead, Texas, of $10,000 in gold,
was arrested here a
day or two ago and left for
New Orleans last night in custody of au offi er
and the Treasurer of the Express Company.

DEATH OF COL. RANDOLPH.

Col. Will. I?. Randolph, chief clerk of the
United States Treasury office, died to-day,
-aged 78.

BENEFIT

EXTENSION OF TIME FOR THE INTRODUCTION OF
CEREALS INTO SPAIN.

Tlie Spanish government has extended the
time to tlio .'list of December of the decrees
allowiug tlie introduction, free of duty, of foreign cereals -into Spain and the Balearic
Islands. Straw and hay are also admitted on
the same terms.
THE TRIBUNE’S IMPEACHMENT RUMORS.
New Yory, May 15.—The Tribune’s Washington dispatch says the managers oi impeachment, in view of strange rumors circulated
about certain public men regarding
impeachment, ot the suspicious conduct of officials at
the White House and clerks and relatives ol
two or three Senators, deemed it their duty to
investigate the subject. Among the persons
summoned before tbetn was Mr. Evarts of the
President’s council; W. W. Warden, of tlie
President’s staff; Mr. Trumbull’s son; Edwin
Stevens, Clerk of the House District of Columbia Committee, and Mr. Forrest, correspondent
of the Chicago Times. The managers will require them to make kjuown the grounds on
which for weeks before the triul they huzarded
thousands ol dollais ou the result.
Air. Johnson remarked to the correspondent
of the New York democratic newspapers last
Sunday night that Fessenden would vote tor
his acquittal, which interesting intelligence
was published ill New York Monday
morning.
Mr, Fessenden on that day in secret session
justified tlie prediction of his Excellency. Mr.
Grimes’ clerk wagered large sums in the Senate lobby Monday that Grimes would go against
all the articles, and’it is well known thatTrumhuil’s sou lias won five thousand dollars on
the apostacy of hi* father.
Amonghettihg men odds to-day are mostly
in favor of acquittal. A very careful canvass of
Senators lias been made by some of the best
meu of the House, and they think that the
Senate will surely convict Johnson on two of
tlie articles and possibly on three. They count
38 votes for the ilth article, without Wade,
and 3G for the second article with Wade, and
the same number for the 8th article.
No one
seems to know anything definite about Anthony and Sprague. Sprague, however, is put
down as in favor ot conviction on lour of the
articles, while no one will venture on Anthony
i jr more than two.

TO

A PUGILIST.

Mike McCool will take a benefit at DeBarr’s
Opera House to-morrow night and leaves for

some

point

near

Cincinnati

on

Monday.

IMPEACHMENT.

The

Republicans

of St.

Joseph,

in conven-

MURDERERS INDICTED.

15.—The grand .jury yesterday indicted Charles and Silas James for
l lie murder of Clark in
February. Also, David Dore and Josephine Laflamme for the
murder of Louis Laflamme in Webster last
month. The trial occurs June 2, before the
Supreme Judicial Court.

He leaves

a

15.—The net

of the
fair in aid of the Cretans, recently held in Boston, amounts to twenty-one thousand dollars.
TENNESSEE.

Met.

Mmmphis, May 15.—Mr. Blanton stabbed
and killed Col. Hinds at Greenville yesterday,
aud also fatally wounded Major Byrnes, who
keeps a wharf boat at that place. No provocation was given by Col. Hinds, he having
merely interfered to stop a fight.

the remainder.
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Pennsylvania.
Mr, Woodward—The gentleman stood here
making cabalistic signs. (Laughter.) As he
ljelougs to a party that claims to have all the
moral sense of decency in the country, I inquire what he means by standing on this floor,
in the presence of the Speaker, and making
these grimaces at me.
The Speaker—If the gentleman presses the
question of privilege the chair will rule on it.

Mr. O’Neill—Do such remarks go into the
Globe as part of the transactions of this
House?
The Speaker—They do.
The gentleman from
Pennsylvania rose,
claiming te have been improperly treated by
the gentleman from Missouri.
The chair thought the gentleman from Pennsylvania used language that was out of order
as
applied to a fellow member. If he had
cause of complaint he should submit the matter for the action of the House.
No further notice was taken of the incident,
and the House resumed the consideration of
the bill for the relief of Wm. McGavahan, reported last Saturday from the Judiciary Committee.
A long debate ensued on the bill.
The bill confirms the title of McGavaham to
acres
of land in California,
a tract of 19,000
embracing the New Idra quicksilver mine.
The bill was explained and advocated by
Mr. Wilson of Iowa, as Chairman of the Judiciary Committee, who said that in the committee there was but one dissenting voice,—
that of Mr. Boutwell.
Mr. Boutwell stated the grounds on which
he had opposed the bill in committee, and on
which it should be defeated in the House.
Mr. Washburne of Illinois inquired whether
the title of the property was not in the United
States to-day.
Mr. Wilson replied it was.
Mr. Washburne then wanted to know what
justice there was in giving this property worth
two or three millions of dollars to McGavahan,
or any other man, and why the law allowing
mineral lands to be occupied and taken out ot
the possession of government should not be

the

repealed.

Wilson said he would answer these
questions in liis argument.
Mr. Van Wyck opposed the bill, arguing
that the claim had originated on fraud and
forgery, and had beeu proved upon perjury.
Mr. Johnson expressed liis belief that the
McGavaliau claim was just,and said he would
vote for the bill, although he should have preferred not having the responsibility imposed
upon him.
Mr. Wilson recited the lacts in controversy,
sustaining the claim of McGavaliau anil arguing against the claim of the Idra Mining Company.
Mr. Ward suggested that therefore this was
a mode oi reviewing the reason of the Supreme
Mr.

Court.

show that the claim was and bad been adCourt to he fraudulent.
judged by the Supreme
‘After further debate Mr. Higby inquired of the
to recommit the
motion
a
Speaker whether
bill was in order.
The Speaker said it was not as the main
question had been ordered.
Mr. Washburne, of Illinois, moved to reconsider the vote ordering the main question in
order lliat ho might move to recommit the bill,
with instructions to the Judiciary Committee
to report a bin rejecting the mining law. The
motion was rejected.
Mr. Higby moved to
lay the hill on the table.
Rejected—yeas 55, nays 73.
The bill was then
passed—yeas 78, nays 49.
The Speaker presented a letter from the
Secretary af the Treasury, transmitting a supplemental report on trade with the British
North American Possessions. Referred to the
Committee on Ways and Means and ordered
to he printed.
The Speaker also presented a communication from the General of the army, with the
reports ot the several District Commanders as
to the recent elections in Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina and Louisiana. Referred to the Committee on Reconstruction.
Mr. Lawrence, of Ohio, from the Judiciary
Committee, reported a bill to esfeiblish a department of law, which was ordered to be
printed and recommitted.
Mr. Benjamin, from the Committee on Retrenchment, reported a resolution calling on
the Secretary of the Navy for copies of the correspondence in reference to the sale of the
iron-clads Onevta and Catawba. Adopted.
The House then went into committee of the
whole on the state of the Union, Mr. Lawrence
of Ohio, in the chair, with the understanding
that no further business be done to-day, the
Speaker, however, notifying the House it was
possible the attendance of the House luiirht be

Francis Train
delivered an address at a public hall here last
night. The audience was small and the proceedings undisturbed, the affair attracting little or no attention.

Belfast, Ireland. May 15.—The Rev. Dr.
James Mascosh, of Queen’s College, who was
recently elected President of Princeton College, New Jersey, has not yet decided whether
he shall accept the position.
London, May 15—Evening.—In the House
of Commons this evening John Bright presented a petition from the peoplo of Nova Scotia, praying Parliament to repeal the act by
which that Province was united to the Dominion of Canada. The petitioner denounce the
Canadian Union act as an evil, uncalled for
and unjust, the result of a surprise sprung on
the people, and of a fraud practiced on Parliament. After reading the document, the evening ol the 26tli inst. was assigned for a debate
on the subject.
FRANCE.

Paris, May 15.—In

the Corps Legislatif the
debate on commerce, which was commenced
early in the week with a speech from Mr.
Thiers in favor of protection, was continued in
yesterday’s session by De Forcate LaRoquette,
Minister of Commerce, who made a reply to
the argument of Mr. Thiers. Forcate deprecated the re-opening of the commercial question and thp creation of a crisis in trade when
peace and industrial prosperity were sure and
undisturbed. He declared that France would
not adopt a retrograde movement, either on
the question of commerce or on any other

question.

Gen. Failly, commanding the encampment
of Challons, in an address to the troops, says
war being possible the labors of the camp mu.t
be serious and unremitting.

$2 50 per

the north west territory.

in

bearing

Union,
Man.

Secretary.

It is expected the Dominion Parliament will
be prorogued Saturday.

Bonds

compound

interest notes with 3 per cent,

certificates, and paid $100,000 in currency on account
of accrued interest. The compound notes were
chiefly turned in by the banks. Ho bought no 7-30s.

Stock market opened dull aud weak, but closed
rather moie animated and strong. The NoHh Western Directors to-day declared a stock dividend of 10
per cent, on common and preferred, deliverable on
June 29th.
Express shares declined heavily but
closed rather better. The following are 5.30 figures:
Canton 50$; Adams’ Express, 57; Pacific Mail, 913;
N. Y. Central, 1284; Erie, 69; Reading, 904; Fort

Wayne, 107$; Michigan Central, 1184; Michigan
Southern, 87; Illinois Central, 146; Cleveland & Pittsburg, 844; Toledo. 103$; Rock Island, 94g; Chicago &
North Western, 69$; do preferred, 774; Missouri 6’s*

lining
receipts

The
ed to

shares dull; Gegory 280 @ 300.
at the Sub-Treasury to-day amount-

$13,397,254;

779,932.

payments $3,762,978; balanc'd $110,-

Domestic Market*.
Nkw York, May 15.-Flour-sales 6900 bbls.;
State and Western dull and 5
(g> 10c lower; superfine
««•* <!o 9 50 @ 10 50; round hoop
SJS*®*4*®*2*:
® 8® @ *®
extra Western J 45 rty 10
50; white
Jj igj 13 15; Southern
Wheat extra 10 75
quiet and drooping; sales 350 bbls.; extra 10 00® 14 75- California
decidedly lower; sales 650 sacks at 1105®13 W
Wheat 3@5c lower; sales ok.ooo bush.: Ohicaua
Spring No. 1 at 2 45; No. 2 at 2 =2 @ 2 3!.
lc lower; sales58,000bush.; new Mixed Western 1
@ 1 16$ afloat; obi 1 16® 117 afloat, closing at inside price. Oats opened a shade firmer but closed
dull and heavy: sales 56,000 bush.; Western at 88 @
88$c afloat. Beef steady. Pork firmer and quietsales 2600 bbls ; new mess 28 50 @ 28 70, closing at
28 66. Lard steady; sales 136* bbls. at 184 @ 19c.
Butter heavy and lower; Ohio 30 @ 35c; State 34 @
38c. Whiskey quiet. Cotton more active and 1 @ 2c
better; sales 3800 bales; Middling uplands 31* ® 32c.
Rice quiet; sales 60 tiarces Carolina at 11 @ lljr, Sugar Ann ami active; sales 1800 bhds. Muscovado at
11$ @ 134c; 1124 boxes Havana at 12 @123. Coffee
quiet. Naval Stores Arm; Spirits
quiet. Molasses 62c.
Oils quiet. Petroleum quiet;
Turpentine 61 @
Freights to
cruue 134 @ 14c; refined bonded 30$c.

(CaS

Liverpool unchanged;

Wheat per steamer

54@5$d.

Buffalo, N. Y.,May 14 —Flour—city grund Spring
at 10 75.
Corn 100 @ 1 01. Oats 78$ @ 79c. Barley
2 24 lor Canada, bagged, on the track. Mess Pork
29 00.

Lard 19/C.

Cincinnati. May 15.—Mess Pork nominal at
Bulk Meats more active; sales bulk should13c; clear rib sides 15$c, buyers May. Bacon—
dUU a* 13*C 8ide8 15^C’ CleaF fib 12C* Lard

28 00.
ers ‘at

18$cl,der8

Louis,
atSj.
2 90 @ 3

Mo., May 14.—Wheat—choice Fall firm
00; Spring dull 2 11 @ 2 13. Corn 89$® 95c.
Oata 79® 84c.
Bye 1 77 @ 1 83. Moss i'ork 28 00.
retui,iD« a‘ 17c. S'1?1*1 curBd

alms20@Mcide“

14--Tobacco—6 00@8 00 tox

lugs, 9 50 @ 13 00 lor low leal, aud 20 00 (3 24 00 lor
selections and manufacturing.

offered,

mankind arise from

corruption

of ihe blood.

bold’s Extract Sarsaparilla is
utmost

their investments equally secure.
Orders and inquiries will receive prompt attention.

Wedding

Parties and Families with every
the way of

Bonds sent by return Express at

cation.

value.

FISK

in

ISAAC

L.

HELMBOLD’S

EXTRACT

our

<£•

who desire

a

small.

The dose is

large quantity and large

doses

Those

of medi-

cine ERR.

or

have made a great number of
persons.
these Carriages the past four years, ranging in weight
from 335 to 425 ixrands, capable of carrying four
grown person?, and we believe they are universally
liked better than any Carriage ever before offered to
the public.
In addition to those heretofore built, which we
have greatly improved, we have invented and patented and are now making an entirely New Style
Jump Seat, with Buggy Top to fall back or take oft,
making six different ways the same Carriage can be
used, each perfect in itself, and manufactured by no
other concern in the United States.
Finding it impossible to supply the demand for
these desirable and popular Carriages in the old factory, we have built a large and commodious factory,
corner Preble and Cumberland streets, Portland,
for the manufacture of these Carriages exclusively,
and we are now prepared to fill all orders at short
notice aird ou reasonable terms.
We have letters from nearly One Hundred persons
owning and using these carriages, all stating that
they surpass anything ever before invented for a
family cariage, and recommending all to purchase
them in preference to any other kind. Cuts of the
carriages, price list &c., sent by mail, on application to the subscribers.
All persons are hereby cautioned against making
or selling the Kimball Patent Jump Seat, as uur inventions and patents cover every possible movement
of both seats.

BSP" Miscellaneous Stocks and Bonds bought
i
and sold, at the Stock Exchange, on Commission
for Cash.

BS^Dealers and Investors out of the City desiring
negotiations in any ot the above, may do

through us by mail or telegraph, as advantageously
as though peisona.ly present in New York.

BANKERS

Helmbold’s Concentrated Extract

Take

no

of

invariably does. Ask for Helmbold'i.

other.

AND

DEALERS

GOVERN-

IN

No. 5
April 18.

is

eodlm

Hall.

Opposite Peering

[From

well selected stock for

Merchant

Use 11

Tailoring

ER.

for the
as

season.
as

EXTRACT

CONCENTRATED

SARSAPARILLA,

if

the Great Blood Purifier.

Institutions. For
LOWELL & SENTER,

lor families and

Exchange

Streot.

W.

EAINE,
Market Square,

A(est for the Odessa, Collapsing Nkirl,
Has just received a splendid assortment of

Trimmings

he wishes the ladies to call and examine.

Square, Portland,

28 Market

Me.

Davis’New Photograph Rooms,
80 MIDDLE STREET, Boyd Block.
Pootographs. Ambrotypes, Tin Types, and Ferreoin
as
other
as
at
types,
cheap
any
plac'e
every style,

%

NO.

in the

HELMBOLD’S
HIGHLY

Muscovado Concentrated Fluid Extract

jiror,*tssES.

Notice.
Tierce.,
the

the Port-

Commissioners,
BYland Fore RiverCounty
Bridge, will be taken up tor

re^

ou

MONDAY, May 18th.
Will be up tor about ten days.
J. PENNELL,
Chairman Co. Commissioners.
May 13-d3w

For sale

}«■«•▼■*•

by

mayld3w

111

GEO. S. HUNT,
Commercial Street.

MOLASSES.

Eradicates Eruptive and Ulcerative Die*
eases of the

received
lew
Ladies’ extra quality
and
JUST
Extra High Cut Button Boots,
ca«s

sale at wholesale, at
Middle Street.

For

M. G.

T¥EW

PALMER.

Sierra IVIoreoa, very superior.
do.
Magna Muscovado
do.
C laved
do.
Ti iuidad
45
“
do.
150 BBLS.
very
In store and for sale by

I).

Stable on Plum 81 reel for a term of years,
where lie will keep a first-class Boarding and Baitng Stable.
Also, constantly on hand good work horses and
entlemen’s driving horses tor sale.
KTGood Team* to Let.
A. MATHEWS.

mar21dtt_J.

4.

TRUE &

CO.

d3w

and Skin !

1300 BBLS. Pari. mil. Fleur (Diamond and
other brands) of our own manufacture.
400 BBLS. at. Louis Flour,
Western Extra Flour,
300
In store and for sale by

D.

W.

TRUE

& CO.

May 4. d3w

316 Congress st, up stairs,
OPPOSITE
iuayl3

Sale

MECHA

ICS’

HALL,

l’OKTl, AN tcoillmo*

400 BBLS. Pork.
400 BOXES Cheese, Factory,
and a large stock ot

CHOICE

T„_

ISRAEL WASHBURN,
1867.

Portland, May 9,

Jb., Collector
dtd

A Card.
no longer in the employment of the Horse
BEING
Railroad Company, 1 shall be pleased to see my
iriends at my ShoeStore, 132 Middle Street, where
1 shall c ontinue the purchase of Mutilated
Currency
or it not too
badly torn will take it in exchange for
Boots and Shoes.
February I. e^dtt.

M.

G. PALMER.

so

disfigure

appearance, PURGING

the

the evil effects of mercury and removing all taints,
the remnants of DISEASES, hereditary or otherwise, and is taken by ADULTS and CHILDREN
with perfect SAFETY.
TWO TABLE-SPOON FULLS of the Extract of

GROCERIES,

Lowest

to a pint of water, is equal to the
Drink, and one bottle Is equal to a galSyrup of Sarsaparilla, or iho decoctions as

lon

of the

usually made.
AN INTERESTING LETTER is published in the
Medico-Chirurgical Review, on the subject of the
Extract of Sarsaparilla in certain affections, by Benjamin Travers, F. R. S., &c. Speaking of those

diseases arising from the

cury, he states that

no

excess

of

D.

W.

May 4-d3w

Of Sarsaparilla; its power is extraordinary, more to
than any other drug I am acqu tinted with. It it, in
the strictest sense, a tonic with this invaluable atribute, that it is applicable to a state of the system so
sunken, and yet so iritable as renders other substances
qf the tonic class unavailable

or

injurious.

HELMBOLD’S

TRUE & CO.
CONCENTBATRD
___

Pacific Mills
c alifornia Flour.
O/A/A/A SACKS halves, ot this famous brand
Uvy of Flour, which gave such universal
satisfaction last year, Just received and for sale by

O’Brion, Pierce & Co.,
152 Commercial Street,
April 28,1868. dtf_
Annual Meeting.
Annual Meeting ot the Share holders ol th.
THENew England Telegraph Co will meet at the
Western Union Telegraph office In Portland, on
Tuesday the 26 of May 1868, at 10 o'clock A. M.
ISAAC W. EATON, Secretary,
may 8-d2w*

now

MR. & MRS. WM. R. KENDALL.
W. //. Crawford and wife, East Corinth

Rev.

of Spring

Opening

Merchant

Street,

supplied himself with the choicest and
desirable

HAS

mos

CLOTHS !
Spring Over-Coats,
BUSTNESS and DBISI SUITS,
can

Maine.]
East Corinth, Feb. 19,

1868.

certify that we have used Miss Sawin our family eight years and we can
beir testimony to its merits as a healing,
cheerfullySalve in all cases of Salt Rheum or Inflamsoothing
This may

REV. W. H. CRAWFORD.
JULIA A. CRAWFORD.

in size, till I was advised to try Miss Sawyer's
Salve. I bought a box and carried it with me, and
every time I thought of it I would rub the tumor
with the Salve, and before I used one box the tumor

entirely disappeared.

JOHN G. DILLINGHAM.

more ot Miss Sawmonths than any
Parties who have tried it speak in very

We, the undersigned have sold
yer’s Salve, within the last six

other kind.

high pralso of its excellent virtues.
C. P.
S. E
L. M.

EXTRACT SARSAPARILLA!
Estahlisfced upwards of IN jru.
PREPARED

H,

T.

BY

HELMROLE,

Druggist

and

Chemist,

594 BimJw.j, N. V.

flySoW by DrnggUte everywhere.
Price 91.95

per

Feb 20-eodSeowly

Settle,

er

Rockland, Oct. 12,
[From Moses

6 for (1M<

B

FESSENDEN,
BENSON,
ROBBINS.

1867.

Tibbetts, Jefferson, Me.]

I can reommend Miss Sawyer’s Salve,
For
I have never used so good an article.
purposes it is without an equal.
MOSES B. TIBBETTS.

highly.—
healing

[From

Rev. Nathaniel

Busier.]

It is simply an act ot justice and perhaps it will
be a favor to the public to say that 1 have used
Miss. Sawyer’s Salve tor ten years, aud believe it to
be a most valuable remedy for the purposes for
It is most effective for
wbicb it is recommended.
animals iucases where a salve is ever used lor them.
It has proved an almost certain cure lor ordinary
scratches iu horses.

NATH'L BUTLER.

Camden, Nov. 15, 1867.
We, the undersigned, have been acquainted with

Miss Sawyer for many years, and believe her to be a
Christian lady and a skillful nurse, and having used
her salve in our families, it gives us great pleasure
in saying it is the best general medicine we have ever

used:—

Hon. N. A. Burpee,
Francis Cobb,
John T. Berry,
Wm. H. Titeomb,
Rev. George Pratt,
Gen. J. P. Cilley and wife,Mrs Charles Snow,
Capt. J. Crocker and wife,Mrs. Alex snow,
Capt. David Ames & wiieDr. E. P. Chase and wife,
Wm. Wilson and wife,
J. Wakefield aud wife,
Wm. Beattie and wile,
E. R. Spear,
A. S. Rice.
Jacob Shaw and wife,
John S. Case and wile,
Geo. W. Kimball,
H. W. Wight ami a lie,
C. R. Mallard,
W. O. Fuller and wife,
Ephraim Barrett,
Thomas Colson and wife,
Leander Weeks,
Dea. Henry Ingraham and wife,
Joseph Far well (mayor of Rockland) and wife,
M. C. Andrews (P. M. of Rockland) and wife,
I. K. Kimball and wite. William McLoon.

Rev. E. F Cutter,
Rev, W. O. Holman,
Rev. Joseph Kalloch,

If you desire more information, write to any citizen of Rockland and they will take pleasure in recommending this Truly Wouderlu! Salve.
W. F. Phillips & Co Wholesale Agents. Sold at
retail by all Druggists in Portland.
April 29. d3m

sm.

writ and will be sold at Public
\TTACHBJ)
Auction, to tbe highest bidder,on TUESDAY,
D. 1868.at 10
on a

o’clock A. M at the am
May 19th, A,
tion room of F. O. Bailey, No. 169 Fore Street, in
Portlaud, iu said County of Cumberland, tbe following personal property, to wit: Mollies, Kerosene
Oil, Starch, Coffee, Tea, Tobacco, Spices, Saleratus.
Pickles, Pepper Sauce, Raisins, Pork, hard and soft
Soap, Caudles, Pails, Brooms, Tubs, Brushes, Nutmegs, Butter, Paper. Envelopes, Buttons, Fancy
Also Scales, Store Measuxts, Meat Block,
Goods,
E. N. PERKY. Deputy Sheriff.
&c.
F. O. BAILEY, Auctioneer.
Portland, May 16, 1868. dtd

Valuable Lot ot Laud at Auctiou.
TUESDAY, May l»th, at 3 o’clock P. M., I
shall sell the valuable lot of land nearly opposite the house known as the Varnum house, ou Pleasant Street, and running through to Danforth Street.

ON

The said lot is about twenty feet front on botn
streets, and will be sold in one or two lots, as desired. It is situated iu the centre of the city whcio
property is paying as good an interest as in any portion of the city. Terms very easy and made known
at sale.
F. O. BAILEY, Auct’r.
13.

dtd

Administrator’s Sale.
to a license from the Hon Judge ot
Probate tor the county ol Cumberland, the subscriber will cause to be sold at public auction on
We Jnesday, May 20th, at three o’clock P M, at the
on Green street, sundry
Soap and Candle
goods and chattels belonging to the estate ol Robert
Hull, deceased, as follows: Abou 900i lbs. Tallow
and Crease, 42 boxes Csndfot, Candle Boxes, Candle
Moulds, Old iron, Iron Kettles, Barrels and Boxes,
Wood, oil Carts and Sleds, Hay. Desk, Chests, sundry articles of Furniture. &c., «&c Terms cash.
JOHN T. HULL, Administrator.
F. O. BAILEY,
Auctioneer.
mayl4dtd

Factory,

Administrator's Sale.
to a license from the Hon. Judge ot
Probate lor the County of Cumberland, the subscriber will cause to be sold at Public Auction on
Thursday, May ‘Jlst. at 12 M, at Merchants* Ex
change in Portland, Twenty-seven shares in the Capital Stock of the Second National Dank in ibis city,
belonging fotbe estate ot the I ife Robert Hull.
JOHN T. HULL, Admiinstrator.
may 14dtd
E. M.

F. O.
PATTEN A

BAILEY,

Auctioneer.

CO., Auctioneer*,

OFFICE 14 EXCHANGE STREET

Possitive Sale.

Gentlemen's

That

^"Uuun

Sheriffs Sale.
Cumberland,

FOB

anil

Pantaloon*

Auctioneer.

PURSUANT

Tailor,

No. 137 Middle

Vests I

street, Monday May 25, at 12}
the (premises a lot of Laud, being
on Marion street by about
sixty feet in depth, adjoining Cronan’s land.
Sale positive, withot regaid to weather.
on

o’clock
LAND
about

Mariou
ou

eighty

May

three leet

15-dtd

be iound in the market.

are several styles of Fabrics recen
which are considered very tine
All which will be made up at the very lowest

Among these

imported,

prices.
G3?“Particular attention paid to cutting garments

mayl2-d4w

to be made up elsewhere.

WHITE

LEAD,

Linseed
—

AT

C. W.

HOLMES,
AUCTIONEER
300 Congress Street.
|y*Sales of any kind ot pro|»ertv In the City or vicinity, promptly attended to ou tbe most favorable
October 12.

terms.

Oil,

—

dt

I*io. S.

SiMILIA

8IMIL1BU8

OUBANTUR.

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.’S Humphrey’s Homeopathic Specifics,
Wholesale Drug Store.
PROVED, from the most ample experientire success; Simple—Prompt-EffiHAVE
ence,
the
Medicines
and Reliable.
a»i

Have our White Lead ground expressly for
us and
warrant each brand to be exactly
what it is expressed as. Our Simon pure lead Is admitted by all to be equal in quality, purity and
wnitencss to any lead manufactured, ainl we are prepared to fUrnisli any quantity at the very lowest
prices. Dealers, Painters and Consumers will do
well to consult our prices before buying.

WE

I\ PHILLIPS &

W.

yer's Salve"

mer-

remedy it equal to the Extract

aAie
Market Prices!
BY-

usual

Paints and Varnishes.

Freeport, March 17,1867.

Lisbon Diet

For sale

of Forfeited Goods.

Collector’s Office, )
District of Portland & Falmouth, }
)
Portland, May. 9, 1868.
HE following described merchandise having been
forfeited for violation of tbe Revenue Laws ot tlio
United States, public notice of said seizures having
been given, and no claim to said
goods having been
made, they will be sold at public auction, at the
office of the United States
Appraiser, 198 Fore street,
on Wednesday. June 3d. 186s, at 11
o’clock A. M.4 Bottles Brandy, 5 Bottles
Brandy, 1 Bottle Rum,
300 dgars, 400 Cigars, Lot (about 100
old Junk,
lbs)
2 Bbls. Molasses, 3 Bags Sugar. 2 Bottles
Brandy,
3 Jugs Cordial, 2600 Cigars, 4700 Cigars
18 Prs.
Woolen mittens, 1 HlfBbl. Molasses, 1 Bbl Molasses*
*
375
300 Cigars,
Cigars. 2 Packages Playing Cards

Which

diseases and

Provisions & Groceries
E. B. WADSWORTH,
IOO BBLS. AND TIERCES I.ard.
TAILORED,
IOO TUBS L.nrd.

S.OOs

WILLIAM C. BECKETT,

M. D.

[From John O. Dillingham, Freeport, Maine ]
This is to certify that I had a tumor on my face.
It was there about three years.
It kept increasing

Sarsaparilla, added

FLOUR.

STABLE.

undersigned, formerly Superintendent of the
rpHE
1 Horse Railroad, respectfully informs his friends
and the public generally that he lias leased the new

W.

May

CLAY,

in use, Miss Sawyer's
stands pre-eminent for almost all the aches and pains
the human family are afflicted with. For Rheumatism, Lame Joints, Nervous Headache, it gives instant relief We nave used ir lor several years, and
find it an unfailing remed for burns, scilds, sore
throat, salt rheum, swelled joints, &<•., &c. We
cheerfullv recommend it to the public as being perfectly safe aud good for many more aches than we
have mentioned.
many Salves

Throat, Nose, Eyes, Eyelids, Sealp

QO HHDS. 20 Tierces Cienfucgos Molasses,
lOJu cargo of brig “Frank Churchill” very su-

perior.
IOO HHDS.
50
50

R. RICHARD
1867.

ation.

■4

and Shoe Dealers.

Boston, Dec. 10th,

[From

Sarsaparilla

Molasses.

[From S. M. Stetson qf Freeport, Maine]
Freeport, March 20, 1865.
I hereby testify that Miss Sawyer's Salve has cured
a swelling on my heel of several nears' standing.
I
gladly recommend it to the public as an invaluable
remedy tor swelling aud lameness of any kind.
S. M. STETSON.

Among the

Copying of all kinds done in the best manner.
BEy Photogiaplis finished in Ink, Oil and Water
Colors.
Oval and Square Frames constantly on hand and
made to order, as cheap as the cheapest.
NO. 80 MIDDLE STREET.
May 12. dlw*

Sierra Morena

qf

On the

BAILEY,

PURSUANT

KIND*.

11-dlm

“as

Ac.
F. O.

Next Saturday,
HORSE, WAGON AND HARNESS.
TOP BUGGY.

Bonds!

On (be lilo.1 Favorable Terms.

May

EVKKY

May

—ALSO—

[From Mr. & Mrs. Wm. R, Kendall, Freeport, Afe.)

city.

May 13-dlw*

OFFER FOR SALE

35.000 Portl'dbnilding loan Bonds
“
25.000 Portland Municipal
25.000 Portland aid of B. Bd. “
“
20.000 Town of Dexter
“
20.000 Chicago 7 pr. et. school
10.000 St. Louis Currency Gs “

7.:K)h Exchanged for

mayl3dtd

at Auction
SATUKDAY, at 11 o’clock A. M., on no
market lot, Market street, 1 shall sell Horse

Carriages, Harnesses,
A pi 29.

Sunday Evening,

Al.l.

about 1100 empty

Hones, Carriages, Ac.,

Bankers and Brokers,
15 Exchange Street,

OF

abovo

Sale.

Terms at

SWAN & BARRETT,

This

E. LEVEEN St CO.

may8d2m

R>ck.

(SQ^Immediately alter the
Sugar boxes.

at 6 o'clock, at Library Hoorn, Mechanics Hall.
N. B.—Dr B will heal the sick without medicine at
Hoom No 23 U. S. Hotel, daily from 10 to 12 A M and
2 to 4 PM.
mayddtf

[From Dr. R. Richard Clay, Boston, A/as*.]
is to certify that I have known Mbs Sawyer's
Salve tor more than five years, and of its having
been success.ully used in many cases. I consider it
a superior article, and well worthy the confidence of
those requiring such a remedy.

LOW-

Please call and examine.

AND

on

AND

HELMBOLD'S

We guarantee to cut and

anybody, and PRICES

good

be sold at public auction at Merchants
WILL
Wharf,
Saturday, May 10 at 11 A. M., the

BENNETT,

Government

PATTEN & CO., Auctioneer*,
OFFICE 14 EXCHANGE ST.

Damaged Sugar at Auction.

May 17th,

January 25,1867.

consisting of
French, German,
and American Tricots,
Doeskin and Cassimere,
make goods

now

C.

11th Lecture

This certifies that I have used Miss Sawyer's
Salve and consider it superior to anu other. I cheerfully recommend it to all in want of a good Salve.
E. A. HELMERSHAUSEN.

E. LEVEEN & 00.
A

E. A. Helmershausen,
Buck sport, Maine.

K* M

Misericordia Institute,New Haven,Conn,
healing by laying on hands, and collateral tonics,
scientific, medical, relig ous, etc, illustrated by
a Chart of the Universe.

it to be all and even more than y u recommend it to
be. We have had it in the family 5 or 6 years, and I
have used it for everything and can truly say we
have never found its equal. I use it for weak back
and it acts like a charm. Mr Coombs has had a Fever Sore on his leg for thirty years and would be
<y
cripple to-day if he had not found a remedy in your
Salve. It keens it healed, and takes out the intiaiujnation, proud flesh, and swelling, an 1 does for him all
that he can ask. 1 can recommend it for a good
many
you have not, lor I use It for everything.
I consider it invaluable in a family. If you can put
this testimony together, and it can be of serviee to
you, you are welcome.
You can send me large boxes it vou please, and a
lew little ones. I can do better with the large ones.
Yours, &c., ELIZBETH COOMBS.

the Rev.

mayOdtd_

Director ot

things

SECURITIES,
NEW VORK.
Nassau Stheet,

Adapted

and Galvanic Batteries,

which

Sarsaparilla

;

MENT

PORTLAND, IfIE.

Marcb 31-eod3m

COMPLEXION must purity and enrich the blood,

FISK & HATCH

C. P. KIMBALL CO.,
tn still continue the manufacture ot all other
kinds of carriages at my old factory on Preble Street
CHA’S. P. KIMBALL.®
Portland, Me.

so

BRILLIANCY ;OF

DESIRE

WHO

THOSE

pleas-

on

[From Mrs. Elizabeth Coombs, Brunswick.)
Brunswick, April 4, 1867.
Miss Sawyer.—I received your letter last evening
and was very glad you concluded to let me take vour
Salve. I think I can do well with it, and it will be
quite an accommodation to my husband, as he cannot get along without it. He has tried
everything
else and has never lound anything that healed his
leg as that Salve of yours, arid we have both found

Sy* Gold, Coupons, and Compound Interest Notes Bought and Sold.

C.

Shop,

savings of 1100 Boxes Sugar, damaged on board brig
Annie Ingraham, recently wrecked on Broud Cove

interested are cordially invited to attend
of Free Lectures by

Die.

Agent.

desirable accounts.

to make

Sawyer
Maine.

Blacksmith's

repair.

Lecture.

And others

Recommendations.

others received and favorable arrangements made for

Horseback.

on

INVALIDS

The following are a few selected from the multitude of recommendation-) in the possession of the

I&y Acconats of Banks, Bankers, and

us

289.10

1 ND20 ACHES OF LAND at auction. On Salurdav. May 16th, at 11 A. M., ou the pieaiises, in
Nort.i Yarmouth, twelve miles from Portland, and
three miles from Yarmouth Depot, 1 shall sell the
above named property. A one and a half story brick
house, ten finished rooms; wood and carriage house
connected.
Lot contains about one half acre, good
gar Jen si>ot with ft nit trees, good we'l ot water, «£c.
B aksmifh shop 18 bv 30, and contains two forges.
Lot 40 by 5*.
Good locition for horseshoeing and
jobbing. Twenty acres of good mowing land; cut be
tween ten and twelve tons of hay last season.
Also
a yeung orchard of 50 apple trees, graft* d fruit. iu a
flourishing condition. The buddings are very
A
antly situated, and recently put in good
dcpisitot $50 will be required of the purchaser at
time of Sale. Terms easy. For particulars apply to
the subscriber at Saccarappa, or C. P. Kimball’s Carriage Factory, Portland. If stormy the sale will bo
postponed until the first lair day.
ALBERT CHASE.

fcS*“ Box Sheet open from 10 A. M. till 1 P. M.
as usual.
may 16 dlt

the

Govern-

584,50

CO., Agents

House, Barn,

HTTrices, etc.,

Maine.

each box.

ment Bonds.

to call your attention to the Kimball
ALLOW
Jump-Seat Carriage—as used for two
lour
We

Druggist,

which soon obtained an extensive
Sale, and is
low in CTeat demand
abroad, as well as in private families and among the hundreds of men
engaged at Rockland and
in the hazardous business of quarrying rock and
burning lime, and also
among the seamen along the coast of Maine. So popular did it become that while it was
only put up in
old mustard boxes, without labels or the
help of advertisements, Miss Sawyer received orders for it
from nearly or quite every State in the Union. The
demand finally became so extensive that she was unable to meet it, and she made an
arrangement with
L. M. ROBBINS, a druggist of
Rockland, to take
charge of the business and supply ihe trade. The
agent is so well satisfied with the merits of the Medicine that be guarantees it to cure all diseases for
which it is recommended, and anv one who
gives it a
trial according to directions, and is not
satisfied, is
invited to return the box, with half the
contents, and
the money will be refunded. Full directions with

Helmbold’s Ex-

QUALITY.

VI.

739.12

iA

BLACK EYED SUSAN.
JACK P. WILLIAMS, MISS KATE FISHER.

vicinity

QUANTITY

Children under 12

AND

lives in the city of Rockland, Knox
She has devoted the best yeais of
County,
her life to nursing the sick, and has had more experience in the cure of obstinate diseases, old Sores
and Ulcers, and has also been consulted in more
cases of accidents,sucli as Burns, Scalds and Bruises
than any other person in New England, professional
or otherwise.
She has competed successfully with
the most able physicians in the
States, as well as
with nurses and Indian doctors.
From time to
time she has compounded remedies for the use in
certain diseases in her own practice. Among other
compounds she has for many years made a Salve

tract Sarsaparilla.

into

Hall.

EVENING,

a course

cost.

CO.,

the house.

Jack Sheppard

Who is Miss Sawyer ?
Miss

l,6t'6.34

I _AUCTION SAi.ES._

MAZEPPA,.MISS KATE FISHER.
Positively Last Time. Admission to Matinee 25

cte. to all parts ot
years of age 15 cts.

&

LITTLE

D.

Steed Aurora.

cleanses and renovates the blood, instils the vigor of
health into the system, and purges out the humors
that make disease.

111.94
179.61

Exohnnge Street.

APTEHNOON,

Retail

$495.12

903 54

731.63

442,55

Deering

Free

by

GSF^Seveii-Thirty Notes converted
New Five-Twenties, or any other class of

Jump-Seat Carriages.

13S
may!5-dlw

1,500

Saturday, May 10,two Grand Entertainments

SARSAPARILLA

Bates.

KIMBALL

a

12,410

2,771.00
1,142.40

Ain't ol dividends
over payments.

1,741.61
13,483.23
§,510.12
4,726 90
2,231.65

5,483.23
3,510.12
1,726.90

...

BOBBINS,

Rockland,

Subocriptiona Received Through Banka
and Bankers, Generally.
By AH descriptions ot Government Securities Bought, Sold or Exchanged, at oui office and by Mail and Telegraph, at Market

dtt

M.

Wholesale and

SPECIAL AGENTS, BOSTON.

BARNUM.

each.

AND PUT UP BY

tlie.Comp&ny,

SWEET

BREWSTER,

Ice Cream, &c„ &c.

$1.00

MISS C. SAWYER

HATCH,

Sold

The above place will he open on MONDAY next,
March 23d, 1868.
The subscriber is happy to announce that he
has secured the services of Mr. BENJAMIN BARNETT, the well kuown French Cook, who has for
so many years officiated at most of the Public Parties, Dinners, &c., in this city and vicinity.

To Boot

10 793

*.000
5.000
3.000

$6,447.57

401 54
741.61

291 60
562 00
3.816.80

500

M AZ EPP A.

No. 54 William Street, New York,
Nos. 56 and 58 K Street, Sacramento, Cal.

serve

variety

&

Offices ot

in

and

great saving is made by taking large box.

FINANCIAL AGENTS OF THE C. P. R. R. CO.,
No, 5 Nassau Street, New York.

Cake, Confectionery, Fruit,

64

1,000

Ain't of Policy
and Dividends.

Dividends.

$2,947.57

...

2Scts, SOcts.

Hblk-

Information, Desciiptive Pamphlets, etc, giving a
full account of the Organization, Progress, Business
and Prospeets of the enterprise furnished on appli-

SQUARE,

mayldfim

4,478
7,767
7,*62

Amount ot

JOHN MURRAY,
Manager, —Equestrian Director,
W. It. DERR.
Agent,
CHARLEI A. WING.
Engagement of Kate Fisher the great Equestrienne
and Actress, W, R. Deir, and the
highly trained

remedy of the

a

$22,000,000

Lessee and

recommended

are

paid.
$2,452.45

$3,500

W.

PREPARED BY

Railroad Bonds, thus enabling the holders to realize
from 5 to 10 percent, profit and keep the principal ot

where he hopes that his old friends will drop
and help him
out.”
He is also prepared to

Dress

and

insured.

518
636

May 14-dtf

affect

$1,000 each, with semi-annual
attached, payable in July and Janu-

now

Premiums

40

of

are

|

Amount

Theatre,

PUT UP IN BOXES AT
NOT A FEW of the worst disorders that

annum—both INTEREST

Cash,

ENTERTAINMENTS.

limited amount of the

a

in Life Insurance.

We invite our friends (o call aud see the Policies for tli mselves.
The Policies of this Company are Non Forfeiliag in the true sense ol the term and always have a
cash VALUE, on sunciider, while with some other C iinpanies It is not so.
Kudowinom PolieicN payable at any given age, or with Five or Ten Year payments issued on
more favorable terms than by any other Company.
All Policie* Non-Forfeiting, iu the true sense of the term.
The Intcre*! alone, so tar received by this Company the past
years on its (invested funds, considerably exceeds ti e amount of Claims by Death,—the amount paid for claims by Death being *1*1 ft ,-VI); the
interest on investments,!!! 18C7 b big 81.415 74ftl»show tug an excess of $ li»0,000. No other Company can show such results.
Vonng Hen especially are requested to exuuine the system and workings of this Oreat Company, which
are worthy the attention ol all who propose to insure; and uone should lusure without first examining
the advantages afforded over all the various plans presented by the small Companies now in the field, some
of whose features will not bear a very clone scrutiny.
Many of the Policy holders of this Company have recently largely increased their insurance, for the reason they find it the It *t luvcotmcnt they now have.
We respecttullv Invite all who are proposing insurant’? to call o*» us be to e completing arrangements, and
those who are desirous ol information as to the condition ol the various Life Companies, may have access to
the Reports ot the Insurance Commissioneers of the different States, which give the most important facts,
uecessary for the public to have ou the subject by calling at our office,

a®J°Jdahing

seeking desirable steady investments. We

on

fjll4;

day.

receive all classes oi Government Bonds, at their full
market rates, in exchange for the Central .Pacific

Restaurant and Ice Cream Saloon!

pairs

hut sure to afford relief.
EYES—Ltub it on the lids gentlv,
oncte or twice a
Cures deafness by putting it
in the ears on a piece of cotton.
For PIMPLES
this acts like a charm.
For BURNS and SCALDS
—apply the Salvo at onco aud it gives immediate
rehet. For OLD SORES,
apply once a day.
Fob Houses and Cattle.—For Sores or bruises
ou Horsos or Cattle this Salve is
invaluable, and
eftect in curing scratches on horses,
rnis Salve has worked its own wav into
notoriety,
and is a safe and sure
remedy for all the above ailments.

the time of any such advance will be filled at

to persons

which he has renovated throughout, and fhrnished
lor a first class

Order ot

oA££*
SOKE or WEAK

MORTGAGE BONDS,

other securities

Saloon Under Lancaster Hall,
MARKET

For CHAPPED

Parent.

freely, and they will find it invaluable. It is good
in caseol SCROFULA and
TUMORS.—CANCERS
have been cured with it.
The best Salve ever invented for SWOLLEN BREAST and SORE NIP-

at their

us

the

.S111®1!!?8

the work

on

for years
For ERYthe inflammn-

wonders, allaying

Let those
Sim
£nI\e immediately.
with SALl RHEUM obtain
this Salve, and apply it

of

upon the first 796 Miles.

six per cent, per

Money Market.

New York, May 15—6 P. M.—The demand for
Money is light and the supply laige at 5 @ 6 per cent,
call. Sterling Exchange unchanged and steady,
Gold firm, closing at 139J @ 139$; None sold by the
Assistant Treasurer; loans made at 5@3 percent,
lor carrying, and late in the day there were transactions flat. The exports to-morrow are nit expected
to exceed $500,000. Governments in fair demand tor
investment and Arm. Henry Clewes & Co. furnish
the following 4.30 quotations:—Coupon 6*s 1881, 1131
do 5’s 1862, 109 @109$; do 1864. 107@1074;
o 1865, 1074 @ 107$ '* do new, 109$ @ 109|; do 1867*
109$ @ 1092 5 10-40’s 1034 @ 103$; 7-30’s, 107» @ 107$.
The Assistant Treasurer to-day redeem $11,500,000

“Vj PIkES
Persons who have been afflicted
Fe,lev®d hy a few applications.
eS*?0?!
EL.AS it works

? Y*

Sarsaparilla.

STOCK ot $20,000,000

on

Palsied
5«.??&rTwa8fJtral^a8c8Atha9cure<1
it has been discovered to te a surelimbs,
rem-

ot the skin, and in a short time
destroy the complexion. If you would have a iresh, healthy and
youthful appearance, use Helm bold’s Extract

million

ten

the minimum

t0 cure Rheumatism it
properly
well with the band three times

Rub it
applied. DnV

present price. They are believed to combine greater
attractions of safety, reliability and profit than any

announce

Which

OP THE INJURIOUS EFECTS of Face Powdeis
Washes. All such remed es close up the pores

and

Brihe company reserve the right to advance the
all orders actually in transitu

AND JEWELRY,
COMMERCIAL.

nearly

on

ary.

old

13

or

selling at

LADIES BEWARE V

price at any time; but

in

No.

Piles,
Sprains, Burns,
Fever Sores, Felons, Pimples,
Erysipelas, Sore
Barber’s
Eyes,
Itch,
Bolls,

IOUNQ

o

Policy.

chilblains, Rheumatism,
S!S!n!dr.mlTn’
Scrofula, Old Ulcers, Salt Rheum,

bealness,
RineWm"
Cancers, Toothache, Ear’wlf8 °*. Infect8{baldness.
Swollen Breasts,
fSE’ob0,r,e,. N*PPh»>
teething, Chapped Hands, Scalds,
r.im
cbildreiiU 8e8’ Cr°Up’ Cracked Lips, aud Fiores

all Cash.

EXAMPLE.
No.

nearly

RESOURCES) comprising do-

currency,

gold coupons

the field again, and would
to his old
IStriends
and the public generally, that he has bought

A,

It is prepared by MISS
SAWYER, who has used
it in her town extensive treatment of
the sick, for
twenty years, with great success.
The principle diseases tbr which this
Salve is re

specie laws ot the Pacific States.

It A It NUM

use

mile,

now

AND PRINCIPAL being explicitly made <<Pnyable in Gold Coin,” conformably with the

Straw

0
0

the best in
sale hy

the

acre.

CAPITAL

FIRST

Philosophical Instruments !

8?An Ottawa dispatch has been received from
the Imperial Government in relation to the
North Western Territory. It states that further legislation is necessary before the country
can be ceded to Canada, and this involved eithHudson Bay Co., or
er compensation to the
their consent. Measures will be introduced
into the Imperial Parliament by the Colonial

the

as

Par Value and Accrued Interest,

HALL’S

the upper lakes this season.

per

The Company now oiler for sale through

THE

rt

Magnetic

to

sources amounting to $1,250,000, Net Earnings, etc., 1865 to 1870, $6,500,000, maka total of more than

?

Patent

delivered

nations from Caliiornia

Not ice.

ARRIVAL OF NAVAL OFFICER.

Quebec, May 15,—Her Majesty’s ship Constance, Capt. Burgoine, from Halifax, arrived
last night. Capt. Burgoine will bo senior naval officer of the squadrou employed as patrol

worth of

acres

all, which-are

CASH

PALMER,

-

March 21.

BONDS

ige,

done.

Electro Medical Instruments.

CANADA.

New York Slock aud

route, 12,800

4.

at

out the

aver

GRANT OF PUBLIC LANDS along

rate ol

Mo. 146 Middle Street, Portland, Mnine.

Manchester, May 15.—Geo.

on

mile,

tor

$26,000,000

paramount consideration

$10,176,338 in

a salve
combining soothing anil
properties, with no dangerous ingrediA remedy at hand lor the
pains and
aches, wounds and bruises to which many
the Mesh is heir.
Is more easily applied than
many other remedies.
but ^

road, and having the preferred claim—superior to

The

Galveston, May 15.—The grand jury have
found true bills against the defrauders of the
revenue in the warehouse cases. The
property
recently recovered and libelled by special agent
Sloomnaker, has been forfeited, and was to-day
condemned for sale by the District Court.

Washington, May IS.—The House proceeded in the regular order of business to the consideration of the bill for the relief Wm. McGavahan.
After some minutes the proceedings were interrupted by Mr. Woodward, who was understood to ask what the gentleman from Missouri
(Mr. Pile) meant by making gesticulations and
grimaces in au offensive manner.
|TR' reporter did not witness the incideut
and nierefore cannot state from his own knowledge what the offence consisted of.]
The Speaker intimated to Mr. Woodward
that his remarks were not parliamentary. If a
gentleman had a charge to make against a
member of the House, he would have to make
it in the usual form. The chair did not see
what the gentleman complains of.
Mr. l’ile, who had walked to another part of
the hall,said: 1 intended no iusult or grimaces
or anything of the kind to the gentleman from

STATES

per

ample

are

Ealahliahed lu 184S.

...

to llieir Point,of about
These Dividend" were larger, both in amount and in proportion to premiums paid, than those
ever declared by any other Lite Insurance Company.
The phrase Auiauul Dividend* iu this Company means dividends made
annually from THK START,
on the first and every sulHequeut premium ; and not at the expiration of three, tour or live
years ami
only then annually. It also means that the dividends aro available immediately i<» increase the Insurance,
or as CASH in reduction of the premium of the current
year; and N-)T merely to cancel notes aud accrued
interest on premiums three, lour, or live years old. These dividends being added to the mini insmed
give
t-uch results as are sh »wu i.t the following examples, bv which it will be seen the Policies referred to have
nearly doubled iu amount, the additions being from 3U ro 50 per cent, more than the premiums paid thereThe following arc cases of Policies now in force at this Agency:
ou.

“®a

ot

which $5,000,000 is subscribed and paid

the

L V B*

TJEUEyou have

issued also according to the progress of

amount

3

OF

Works, Foxboro’,

E.

S A

ent.

that of the Government.

All orders personally and promptly attended to.

JOHN

Concentrated Extract oe Sarsaparilla Is
au assistant oi the
greatest value.

FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS to the

same

the

THE REVENUE FRAUDS.

HOUSE.

$35,000

115

IN NATALIE AMD FAWN,

from

MISS SAWYER’S

Helmbold’s Hiosly

work progresses.

Waterproof Paris Hat I

Good*

and

OF

MILLIONS

They consist

UNITED

extent ot

May 15. dlwNeod

TEXAM.

XLth CONGRESS—3econd Session.

TWENTY

the CONSTRUCTION RESOURCES

PALMEK,

INCLUDING

FATAL AFFRAY.

NEW YORK.
The managers, after having closed their
DELEGATES TO CHICAGO.
case, have without regard to justice resumed
search for evidence to constitute another arBuffalo, May 15.—One hundred
ticle against the President.
They hope to be eight New England delegates to the thirtyChicago
able to make out a charge of bribery. This exConvention,
among whom wore
traordinary proceeding on the part of the passed here to-day for Chicago. fifty editors,
managers does not appear to give Johnson any
anxiety. It is thought a vffte will occur SatCONNECTICUT.
urday. The Republicans won’t risk a vote unDIXON NOMINATED FOE THE SENATE.
til it is certain they have enough to convict.
The sick Senators are getting better and will
New Haven, May 14.—The Hon. Jas. Dixon
be carried to the Senate on their beds if necwas to-night
unanimously nominated to the
United
States Senate by acclamation by the
essary.
A private dinner it is understood was given
Democrats of the Legislature.
by J udge Chase at his residence to a number
ol Senators, among whom were the doubtful
INDIANA.
ones.
This has produced a fresh panic among
GASBOTED.
the impeachers this morning, as they regard
Judge ChaSfc as being chief conspirator in the
Indianapolis, May 15.—C. J. Brackenbrash,
efforts to break up the party.
of this city, was garroted ou the street last
The canvass among doubtful Senators is
uight and robbed of noarly $1000.
continued and one of them, who is certain to
vote for conviction on four articles went over
to Annapolis for the day to avoid the importuEUROPE.
nity of the people who think he is unsound.
The developments slightly reduce the chanGREAT BRITAIN.
ces of conviction.
Mr. Van Winkle, it is the
London, May 15.—The Ecclesiastical depugeneral opinton, will vote against all the arti- tation
waited upon the Queen at Windsor Cascles. Both parties remain very confidant of
tle yesterday, and presented an address from
the icsult on Saturday,.hut inasmuch as the
the Hierarchy of the Irish Church, giving their
question of success is narrowed down to de- views
in regard to the great changes contempendence upon one vote the preponderance of
in the establishment. The Queen replated
sentiment among the best judges is that acplied in vague terms, not committing herself
quittal will be secured.
to the policy of either the church or liberal
party on the question.

to

More than

A Full Line now in Store,

Straw

change,

a

DOLLARS have been expended in the work, and

MILLINERY.

Linen

ally undergoes

miles in lull

400

THE SPRING MONTHS, the system natur-

IN

ot

the close

1870.

-AND

proceeds

By

Entire Line will be Completed in

STRAW ROODS!

wife and tour chil-

the most

operation; and that the

Seventy Millions

THE FAIR IN AID OF THE CRETANS.

Boston, May

Salt Lake Basin.

the

1868, it is expected they will have

SUICIDE.

this morning.
dren.

across

acres in

Springfield, May 15.—James F. Cooper, of
Chicopee Falls, formerly overseer in the mills
of Chicopee cotton manufactory, hung himself

iar

Country,

This Company being purely uiuiu.tl, it has NO stoekhtADu, (i,ke some ethers who receive large
*
*
dividends aud are thus consuming the earnings, which should go to the assured.
II. History ol twcniy-Uve yea., i, beat told by the twenty-ttve hundred famine, or
member,
deceased
who have received nearly ten mUUonsot dollars in return to.' the premium, i-ui.i in annual ,uu often iu
amount insignificant, but iu beneficial results in<-alculable iu value.
Il in the ChcupeMt Company lo insure with, and exceeds all otberson the
following joints:
In Security Ofleicd; In Ap; Auiauhi iu»uri d; AnheIm; In Dividends x Number of
Policy Holder*; L«w Kate of felipeuMEM and t'laiiu*, Are.
The effect ol all these favorable conditions has been that in the past twenty-three years the company has
paid toils Policy-Holders lu dividends the large sum of

unprecedented working torce extending the

an

track

STRAW GOODS!

STOKY BY THE HEBALD.

Mr. Wilson disclaimed that expressly, and
said the bill was reported expressly for the
purpose of adjudging any such thing.
Mr. Higby opposed the bill,arguing atlength

have

MAMMACHUMET I’M.

Worcester, May

Assets nearly
SECURITY ia the

difficult and expensive portion ot their Road, and

Androscoggin Mills. 144$
Central Pacific Railroad Sixes, gold,.
99
Ixtconia Manulacturing Company. 1040
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth Railroad. 106

JOBBER

YORK,

The Pioneer Life Company of thi.

tional Trunk Line between the Pacific Coast and the

Mississippi Valley, They have built by

DECEIVED!

Mutual Life Insurance Company.
OF NEW

ment, the Western and principal portion of the Na-

Liverpool,May 15—Evening.—Cotton firm; sales
15,000 bales; Middling uplands 12$d; Middling Orleans 12$d. Corn 38s. Other articles unchanged.

JOHN E.

black spots pimples, moth patehes,
all eruptions of the skin.

the aid and supervision of the United States Govern-

tion, have declared that the conviction of Andrew Johnson is demanded by the interest of
the nation, and that the Senator who votes for
acquittal forfeits the confidence of loyal men.

It removes
aud

NOT

THE TIME Is
COMING whcii huutlicds will regret, as
many now »lo,
that they DID NOT insure with the Great

COMPANY

rentes 69f 45c.

Michigan Central Railroad.
Eastern Railroad ..

BE

Helmbold’s

use ot

e

Are authorized by Acts of Congress to'construct,with

PARI6, May 15—Evening.—The Bourse closed firm;

Manulacturing Company.

tollowa t

Extract Sarsaparilla.

Pacific Railroad

5-20’s 76.

Bates

COMPLEXION
Concentrate..

CENTRAL

firmer
estimathigher;
ed at 15,000 bales; Middling uplands 12 @ 12$d; Middling Orleans 12$ @ 12$d; total stock afloat for Liverpool 400,000 bales, ot which 90,000 are American.
The shipments of Cotton from Bombay for the fortnight ending May 8th were 75,000 bales. Breadstuff's
irregular and generally lower. Wheat 14s lor No. 2
Red Western and 15s 4d for Caliiornia White. Oats
3s lOd. Lard quiet and unchanged. Pork firmer and
sales at 85s fid. Spirits Petroleum 9d. Other
heavy;
articles unchanged.
Frankfort, May 15—Evening.—United States

United States Tcn-torties.
Rhode Island State Sixes 1882.
Rutland 1st Mortgage itends 7s
Vermont Central 2d mortgage bonds.

A CLEAR SMOOTH SKIN and BEAUTIFUL

THE

Liverpool, May 15—Afternoon.—Cotton
and more active and a fraction
sales

Sales at the Brokers' Board, May 15.
American Gold.
United States 7-30s, June.
July.

miscellaneous.

_

Railroad Aeross the Continent-

Foreign Markets.
Havana, May 14.—Sugar market firm sales very
large; No. 12 Dutch standard quoted at 8$ @ 83 reals
Exchange on United States, in Gold, long
sight 1 @ 1$ per cent, discount; short sight $@ j per
cent, discount.
London, May 15—Forenoon.—American securities
—United States 5-20s 70$ @ 70$: Erie shares 45$; Illinois Central shares 95J. Other securities unchanged.

Bouton Stock

MISCELLANEOUS.

mSCELLANEOt S.

_MISCELLANEOUS.

No. 1 at 4 50; pale 5 50 @ 6 50. Tar 3 00.
Savannah, May 15 —Cotton firmer; sales 200
bales; Middling 31 @ 31 jc.
Augusta. May 15.—Cottonflrmer and but doing;
sales 700 bales; Middlings 29$ @ 30c.
Charleston, S. C., May 15.- Cotton firmer and
advanced $ @ 1c; sales 600 bales; Middlings 29Jc.
Mobile, May 15.—Cotton closes firm at 29$ @ 30c;
sales 50 bales.
New Orleans, May 15.—Cotton firmer; Middling
30Jc; sales 2300 bales.

**

MISSOURI.

RECEIPTS.
Receipts of customs Irom May 1st to the 9th
inclusive were $3,7i>y,H41.
CUSTOMS

A UlfTBKEM

clock

■

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

Saturday Morning, May

o

to-morrow.
...
..
Mr. Garfield addressed the committee an the
concluding as
subject of trade and finances,course
is taken
follows For my own part, my
in view of all the facts of our situation, of all
of
the
the terrible experience
past, both at
home and abroad, aDd of the united testimony
of the wisest and bravest statesmen who have
lived and labored during the last century. It
is my firm conviction that any considerable increase of the volume of our inconvertible paper uroHey will shatter the public credit, will
paralyze industry and oppress the poor, and
that the gradual restoration of our ancient
standard ol value will lead us by the safest
aud surest path to national
pros|>eritv and the
steady pursuits of peace.

WHOLENAItE
Non.

CO.,

DRU4343IMTM,

40 & 4N Middle Mired, Donnell* Block.

April 4.

eod 6wd&w 15

is

Office of Collector ol Internal Revenue.

Collection District of*tate of Maine.
Portland, May, 1868.
OTICE is herebv given that, pursuant to the
TV]
1.1 laws ol the United States relating *o Internal
Revenue, I will, by myself or deputy, attend to the
collection of taxes and special fixes assessed and
enumerated on the annual lis‘ tor 1868,and payable in
the County of Cumbcrlaud, in said district, at my
office on Plum Street, in said city, trora Mon lay, tlie
25th day of May, 1868, to Saturday, the 6th
ay of

First

J une, 1868.
And I further give notice, that l will in like man
tier attentd to collecting the taxes and
taxes
assessed and payable iu the County of York, iu said
district, at the following designated times and places, viz.:
SACO, at the Americau House, Tuesday, May 26,
1868. Horn 8 o’clock, A. M. to 1 o’clock, P. M.
BlDDKFORD. at the Biddefor House, Wednesday. May 27. 1868, from l o’clock, P. M. to C o’clock,

special

PM'
KeNNEBUNK, at Hotel kept bv W. A. Hall,
Thursday, May 28, 18GS, trom 9 o’clock, A. M. to 1
o’clock, P. M.
K1TTKKY, at Kittery depot, Friday, May 29, 1868
•
from 8 o’clock, A. M. to 10 o’clock, A. M.
SOUTH BERWICK,at the Newicbawanick House,
M.tol
A.
Friday, Mav 29, 1868, from 11 o’clock,
o’cIock P. M.
Persons in York Couuf y,desirous ot so doiug.c in pay
their taxes at this office at any time prior t » June 6,
1868, except during tbe time herein sjecialy designated for their collection elsewhere, and tax Ipaj ers
in Brunswick, can make payment at First National
Bank of Brunswick, at any time within the present
month.
Sneeial notice will l»e mailed to all persous who
neglect t pay as aforesaid, for the issuing and seivice of which a fee ot twenty cents will be charged, as
provided by law.
C^~The Post Master to whom this notice is sent,
will please post this up in some conspicuous place in
his office, as required by Internal Revenue law
above relerred to.
NATHANIEL J. MILLER,
May 15-d till June 6_
Collector.

Notice.
i* hereby
NOTICE
that the Joint

given to all parties Interested,
XI
Standing Committee ol the Ctiy
Council on street*, will meet on Cumberland st, "U
the 18th day of May, 186H at 3 o'clock r "• 10 c,*tab:
lishtbe grade of said street on each sine ot Pearl
Street.
Also will meet on

to
r. M
establish the grade ol said street from Centre to
Cross Street; and on Cross street to establish the
Street.
street from Fore to commercial
grade of
Per Order Committee.
Chairman.
BUSSED D BS.W1S,

Fore Sired, at 4 o’clock

cient,
They are
only
perlectiy adipted to popular use—so simple that
mistakes cannot be made in using them ; so harmless
as to bo free Irom danger, and so efficient sis to be alThey have raise l the highest comways reliable.
mendation irom all, and will always render satiaiheion.

Cts,
No. 1 Cures Verm, Congestion, Tnfhinintions, 25
2
Worm*, Worm-Fever, Worm-Colic, 25
44
14
3
Frying Colic or Teething ot infants, 25
44
44
4
Diarrhoea id children or tplult',
25
44
44
5
Dynentcry, Griping, billions Colic, 25
44
44
6
Cholera-MorhuaNausca,Vomiting,25
44
44
7
25
Cough*, Colds, Bronchit s,
44
44
25
8
Neuralgia, Toothache, Faceache
44
44
9
Vertigo,25
Headache*,Sick-Headache,
44
44
Billions Stomach,
25
10
Dy«pcpMin,
44
44
25
11
WupprcHM^d or painful Periods,
44
44
12
25
White*, too profuse Periods,
44
44
13
( roup, Cough, difficult Breathing, 25
44
44
14
Nall Hhcua*,Ervsipel:iS,Eruptions, 25
*4
44
15
KheunauliMtu. Rheumatic Pains, 25
44
44
1G
Fever A Ague. Chill Fever, Ague, 50
44
44
50
17
Pile*, blind or bleeding,
44
44
and sore or weak eyes, 50
18
Opthalnay,
44
44
19
I'nlurrh, acute or cronlc, Influenza.50
44
44
20
Whooping Cough,violent Qoughs, 50
•*
44
f0
A*ihii»a* Oppressed Breathing,
21
44
44
Far Di*c barge*. Impaired Hearing,50
22
44
44
Wrr*»fulB,enlargedGkinds,Swellings, 50
23
44
•< 24
(jcurral Debility ,Phy«t alWeakncss.ro
44
50
25
Dropsy, and scanty Secretions
44
26
Weawickne**, sickness from riding, 50
44
50
27 44
Kidney-Di*eo*e, Gravel,
44
44
Nervou* Debility,
Weiuinnl
28
DisKmiNMion*, Involuntary
1 00
charges
44
Ware ’loath. Canker,
29
50
44
14
30
Urinary Wenkne*», wetting bed, 50
4
44
Painful Period*, with Spasms,
31
50
44
Wu fieri ug* at Change of
32
100
44
44
33
Epilep*y.Spasms,St.Vitus* i'anee,too
44
44
34
Diphtheria,ulcerated Sore Thro**, M)

L[f'e,

family cases
large vial*, moroeco ca**»
eonluiaiug a opeeifle for every
ordinary di*cn*«‘ u family i* *ubjeet to, anil a book of dirertian*, 910,00
Smaller Family and Traveling case*
with 20 to 28 vials,.from 95 to fN
Specifics lor all Private Di»en*e*, both
for Curing and lor Preventive treatment, in vials and pocket cases,.;
Box are
HT*These Remedies by the caw or single

Of 33

mail or express,
sent to any part of the Country, by
e.
Addre.- s
free of charge on receipt of the prt<

Humphrey’* Specific

MEDICINE COM I* V
Broad wav, New York,
and De|K>t No 562
consulted
*»
daily at his office,
HUMPHREY
or by letter as above, lor all tonus ol dis-

IIOMffiOPATHIf
nm.-e
mt

personally

vTgw^Usr and

May

llta_

Grist Mill tor Sale.
well known Grist Mill situated in Cape Eliza
Also 3U feet ol
1 eth now in running order.
21 inch shutting and 20 lent ol 2 inch shading with
For lei ms and further particulars apply
nullies.
No. 40 Dauforth St.
at tbe Mill, or
Portland, April 24, 1860. eodtf

THF

room an

A

C#, Ageni*.

mgg^Dr. W. R. Johnson,
DENTIST,
Oflct No. 13 1-1 »n« Street.
Second House from H. H. Hav’s Apothecary Store.
CT— Ether administered when desired andthoujtlit
adri gable.

_jy^eo.hi_

said

Portland,

C

dcdeodly_

Casco Iron Company.

T^«ha?vhejr^rerKniirew,v,r^,,2i,d
No. X
althe
office of W H. Stephenson. Treasurer,
Street,
Exchange

on

TUEtiDll. May 19th,

nt * i*. HI.,
and
for the choice ot Directors for the ensuing year,
conic
to acton any other business that may legally
betoro them.
w „ stbPHENSON, Clerk.

Portland, May 5,186*.

dtl

INSURANCE.

Selected Story.

OLD RED SLEIGH.

THE

SYNOPSIS

After mother had gone to bed I went up
stairs and brought down my writing desk.
There were some sheets of paper and some
delicate envelopes, which had been there for
months stored within, and a silver pen and
jienbandle, which had been a birthday present in my school days.
1 look them out and the ink bottle also.—
The ink was thick tor we did uot write much,
either of us—au'd 1 brought the vinegar cruet
from the closet and thinned it to my liking.
Than 1 sat down and looked at the paper.—
Then I went to the stairs and listened to see
that mother was not coming. Then 1 actually seated myself, squared my elbows and
began to write. This is what 1 wrote:
Dear Miss Harrow: I am a coward. Not,
I hope, in one sense, hut certainly as regards
i have loved
you. For a year
you. Yet, I
would uo more have dared to say so than I
would had you beeu a queen. Perhaps because I do uot cherish a h
jj>e that you like
me.

To-morrow you and I will ride together
To morrow 1 bad made up my mind to try
my late, but I know 1 shall not dare to speak,
so 1 write.
I will give you this letter to read
at home. It the answer be “No,” it will be
easier for belli of us. Will you try and think
wed enough of me to he my wile one day.
I love you better than I do my life, and I
will do all I cau to make lile happy for you.
With a little hope I can make my way in the
world as other men do, I am young and
strong, and not utterly ignorant. If I am to
have that hope, give me some sign—give me
a line, your name only, anything to show me
what you mean. It I am to he miserable—
wed then make me no answer. Silence shall
mean “no.” 1 could not bear to see you or
speak to you alter that.
This is an awkward love letter, no doubt,
I am uot used to writing letters of any kind
of iate. I never wrote or said a word of love
to any one before.
That must be its excuse.
But were it ever so elegant it could not mean
more, tor I offer all the love in my heart.—
The only love I have ever felt or shall ever
—

know.

Ai.mon Ckaig.
1 sealed this note in the daintiest
envelope
I possessed, and wrote
Hepsey Harrow’s
name on the back, and hid it in the desk
from mother's eyes; sharp eyes, that looked
after me anxiously as I drove away with old
Dobbin and the little ted sleigh the follow-

peat the attempt.

Incorporated

in

...

ASSETS.

Uniteil States Bends, market value,
Bank Stocks,
Railroad Bonds,
Real Estate in Boston,
Loans on Collateral,
Loans on Mortgage ofReal Estate,
Shares in Wharf and other property,
Marine Notes on risks terminated,

00

91.800 00
00

90,000
13',900
33,000
67,000
7,500
25,976
50,615

00

1,036,140

00

00

Risks,

00
00
00

Marine losses

do.

paid the past year,
Expenses of office, including taxes,
Premium notes for Marine Risks undeterDividends

mined,

6,427 00
50,248 00
176,171 00
40,000 00
141,014
108,187

Premium received for Fire Risks,

00
00

Amount required to reinsure all risks,
219,201 00
None of the Capital ot the Company consists
of Stockholder’s Notes.
Sam’l Gould, President.
James J.

Goodrich,Sec’y.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Suffolk, ss—April 27. 1868. Personally appeared Samuel Gould President, and .fas. J. Goodrich,
Sec’y of the above Company, and severally made oath
that the above statement by them subscribed is in
their belief true.
Before me,
B. F, White,
[Stamp]
Justice oi the Peace.

Nath’l F.

Feering, Agent,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
April 30-d3w

EVERY

SISTER

see that her Father and
once and secure a
in the

SHOULD
go at

Brothers

Policy

Orpins

Of the latest

WM.

Dixllcld.
Androscoggin House, L.D. Kidder, Proprietor.

Sons, Propriesors

Norway.
Elm House, Main St.
W. W. Whitmaish, Proprietor.
Bortlaud.
117 Federal Street, J. G.

c

f Congress and

S. B. Krogman, Pro-

HARTFORD, CONN.

OF

Accumulated

Over $18,000,000.00.

May 4th, 1868.

J3F* Dividends for Twenty Years have averaged
than 50 per cent.

more

B. PLUMMER & SONS,
General Agents
For Maine and the

Office

No.

30

British

House.

The undersigned, having leased, thoroughly repaired, and newly lurniBhed the above
named house, hereby inform their friends,
and the puohc that they will open the same

Assets

Provinces,

Exchange Street,

PORTLAND.
janlbtt

The Lake House is situated in Standish, fifteen
miles from Portland, and is one of fhe most healthful and delightful summer resorts in New England.
Particular attf ntion is attached to this locality, being the roun ain of the great water works, now being
constructed to water the city of Portland.
Surrounded by a variegated landscape, of beautiful natuial sceDery, it offers particular attractions to
persons, or parties, wishing to visit the country.
Pleasure parties visiting us will receive our prompt
attention, and be provided with riding, sailing, and

fishing accommodations.
W. H. MUBCH A CO.,
PROPRIETORS.
April 24. dim*
leave

Lake

Driven.

PRIVATE MEDICAL
Mutual Insurance
Wall

St,

The whole profits ol the Company revert to the
Assured, and are divided annually, upon the Premiums terminated during ihe year; and tor which Certificates are issued, bearing interest until redeemed.
Dividend ot' 30 per cent, tor 1867.
The

has

A

over

and other-securi ties,
Cash in Bank

3,694,868

373,374

613,108,177
trustees:

Wm. Sturgis,
Henry K. Bogert,

John D. Jones,
Charles Dennis,
W. H. H. Moore,

Joshua J. Henry,
Dennis Perkins,
Jos. Gaillard, Jr.,
J. Henry Burgy,
Cornelius Grinnell,
C. A. Hand,
B. J. Howland,

Uenry Coit,

Wm.C. PickersgiU,
Lewis Curlis,
Chas. H. Unssell,
Lowell Holbrook,
R. Warren Weston,
Roval Phelps,

Benj. Babcock,

Caleb Barstow,

Fletcher Westray,
Rubt. B. Mint urn, Jr,
Gordon W. Burnham,
Fred’k Cliauncey,
James Low,
Geo. S. Stephenson,
Wm. H. Webb
R L. Taylor,

A. P.Pillot.
Wm. E. Dodge,'
Frauds Skiddy,
David Lane,
James Bryce,
Charles P. Burdett,
Daniel S. Miller,

Paul Spoftord,

Sheppard Ganby.

Rob*t C. Fergusson.
John D. Jones, President.

J.

%

Charles Dennis, Vice-President,
W. H. H. Moore, 2d Vice-Prest.
J. D. Hewlett, 3d Vice-Prest.

H.

WHERE

Devoting

recently controcted, entirely removing the
dregs of disease from the system, aud making a perstanding
fect aud

or

CURE.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
feet of his long-standing and well-earnad reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc0888.
PERMANENT

C&Htioa

lor

John W. monger,
166
Fore St., Portland.
Office
6—dlm&eodtojanl*G9&w6w

SCHOOLS.

Academy.

54 Sc 56 Middle fetreet.

No.

term of this Institution will
THE Summer
May 25, and continue 10 weeks. Particular attention

regularly

given to each Student.
The evening school, connected with ihe above, will
lie open May 18, when instruction will be
given in
Book-keeping, Writing &c., Terms ct evening
school 42.00 per momh. For lurthcr particulars,
address
P. J. LARRABEE, A. B. Prin.
Box 933.
May 13 dlw then eodtf

Academy.

tPIIK HUMMER TERM OF THIS IN.
A BTITUTlON will
commence

vicinity

Abbott

-Principal.

All who have committed an excess or any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years,

At Little Blue, Farmington, Me.
Thursday,
May 28.
Study, Ricreaiion, Drill,
Health, Manners. Morals. Apply to
E. P. WESTON, Principal.
May 8-eod&w2w

SUMMER

commence

on

FAMILY SCHOOL
For Boys.
AT

Bev,

GEO.

Afi ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow; do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty

tfnd Complexion.

by Unhappy Experience!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—*
oomplaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth.—treated scientifically and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one oi
more young men with the above
disease, some of
whom are as weak and emaciated as though
they had
the consumption, and by their friends are supposed tc
have it. All such cases yield to the proper aud only
correct course of treatment, and in a short time arf
made to rqjoice in perfect health.

niddl«“Aged flea.

on

jFamily

&

Bay School,

(Established
)
are received into the family of the Principals where they enjoy the privileges ot a pleasant. home.
They have the special attention of tbe teachers who
at all times gives them ihe aid and direct ion
necessary
to a rapid advancement in thefr studies, and exer-

PUPILS

and

guardianship

as

they

For particulars address
EATON BROTHERS.

April

Electic Medical Infirmary,
TO THE LADIES.

4-eodtf

FOR SALE

AT

HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, whe
medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 14
Street, which they wil find arranged for theii
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Tlieir action is specific and

producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried it
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing ip
the least injurious to the bealfh, and
may be take!
with perfect safely at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full
direction#,
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
Ianl.l865d&w.
No. 14 Preble Street, Portland#

FURNITURE
Reduced Prices S
&

P

g

h

teiit]mi,toVifsl>'VIt'KVM’
“otr. from

Notice.

D” wil1 devote special

UA^M.^'i P'?H?U

at

FOR

m

the'lalfontseS'.'our^,
made
merclFsndU?

,°.b?t51®d ll>7'aRb ndvnnIrom the commission liouses ni«m.tPU.rcliase‘l <I, r,e< t
Belling goods in, J
porters. We
/"i
than
sold
any jobber in
on

ces

are

Vo?bl!ean0r.reta']
wholesale. By Coring such inducements
lie, we have Increased our sales to the amonnt^r -?ubj
one million dodara a year, as •ehm'S
^
are

by

from termer prices.
Nearly every article is custom made, and warranted to be as good as c;in be toundin tue market.
Setees furnished for Hall and Vestries at short
notice Reparing and
in all ite branches
faithfully and promptly done. Call and examine

upholstering

THE

their patronage.

CoD«"™*'1

Address

uhw.il

ANDREWS & CO.
Hired, Bo.fou, Mam.

"“dbary
i®*eod&wlm

ADrii
April 24.

may

HAVE REMOVED TO

Tn

Where they

tor

Sale.
good l^st ory dwelling House and torty-

three acres land, in FalAsfrM
mouth, (fore side), seven
wfifiMUi
miles from Portland—is
next to t
ethodist Meeting House.
Buildings
all in complete repair, having been recently painted
and papered.
Cute about eight tons hay. Plenty
of wood and water.
This is one of the most pleasant places in this vicinity. It commands a fine view
of Portland on one side, and of Casco Bay upon the
other, and is on the mam stage road to Yarmouth.Will be sold low to a cash customer. Apply to
WM. H. JERKIS,
mar3ldtt
Real Estate Agent.

Mead

in each, good cellars, and an untailing supply ot hard and soft water. They are In a
desirable location and will rent leadily at large perTerms liberal.
centage.
Enquire of Messrs.
HEARN & CO, Corner ot Congress and North sts.

TWO
lots

on

GEORGE HEARN.
25, 1868.-dtf

House Lots.
Congress near State Street,

eight

and

For Sale—One Mile from Portland.
beautithl residence occupied by Rev. W. P.
Merrill, situated iu Westbrook, on the Back
Cove road, known by the name of the Macliigonne

THE

Villa, The grounds are tastefully laid out with
walks, flower beds, 6plendid evergreens and shade
trees; about 200 pear, apple, plum and cherry trees
in bearing; plenty of currents and goosebeiries;
about
n acre ot strawberries—raised 1,600 quarts

this year. The lot embraces nearly lour acres, with
streets 60 feet wide all round it. The buildings—a
fine house with 15 rooms, French root and cupola,
and a piazza round three sides; warmed with furnace, good well and cistern in cedar; gardener’s
house and summer house, and good stable well
finished with cellar, at the low price oi $7,500.
Terms easy. For p*rticulars euquire on the premises, or ot WHITTEMORE & ST ARB IRD, on
Commerc:al street; or FERNALD & SON, corner
ot Preole and Congress streets.
Sept. 3. dtt

assortment of Long

E 17 M B E
Under

On Back Cove Road.
A fine

Cottage house, containing

large parlor, sitting room, dining
room, kitchen, store roo n,five good
chambers, with plenty of closet
room, cemented cellar and large
brick cistern; being the property known as the
About two acres ot good land, also
Dodge Flare
barn, carriage house and wood house.
Upon tho place are fcO Apple and Pear Trees, together with Grape Vines. Currant and Gooseberry
Bushes, and and an abundance of hard and soft wa-

constantly

R E

MJ) V AL.

SPARROW’S

INSURANCE AGENCY!
OFFICE

No. 72

Exchange St.,

Where Insurance of Every Kind,
-and-

obtained in

being represented

others

BBB W E

(Successor to J. Smith & Co.)

11,

to

xXO.

92 MIDDLE STREET,

Marrett & Poor’s New Block, where may he found a
lull assortment of Leather Belting, as cheap, and
equal to any in New England. Belling and Loom
Snaps made to order. Also for sale. Belt Leather
Backs and Sides, Leather Trimmings, Lace Leather,
Belt Hooks, Copper Rivets and Burs.
jyl9dtf
Jl

BB

KILL,

V

A

I

CLIFFORD,

II.

Counsellor
And

at

Law,

Solicitor of Patents,
Has Removed to

Corner of Brown and Congress Streets,

)al«

BROWN’S NEW BLOCK.dtf

'W
CHDIDEIIERS,
GJ- JL.

Gas Fixtures
OP

All

Piping done

ublic comNo article was ever placed before
posed of such perfect ingredients lor promotirg the
growth of the Hair, or tor rendering it beautifully
dark and glossy, causing it to curl or remain in any
detired position. It prevents the hair having a harsh,
wirylook. It prevents all irritated, itching scalp
skin. It affords a beautifully rich lustre, Its effects
will outlast any other preparation.

Hursell, Wood
Co„
Gentlemen—I have analyzed Hursell’s Purity

Messrs.

STREET, PORTLAND.

FIXTURES

ELAINE,

for

Hair and am familiar with Ihe formula with
which it is made.
This preparation contains ingredients which give
to it the desirable characters of a superior hair dressing. Is free from Sulphur, Lead, Silver, Acids, Al-

kalies, and may be used with entire salety.
Respectfully,
S. DANA HAYES,
(Signed)
State Assayer for Massachusetts.
HURSELL & CO.,
may 8

ThSTuly

Thread

SATIN

Co.

Mass.

Holyoke,

FINISH

Spool Ootton
is claimed that the above is the Best American Spool Cotton.
It is smooth and strong,
and will be found perfectly reliable for Machine or
Hand Work.
tyi’he colors are superior to any other make.

IT

FOR SALE BY

LARD
a

At Reduced jPrlces I
No. 96 Federal Street,
PORTLAND,

superior and cheap arti-

cle lor woolen manufacturers’

AUG. P.

OILS.

use.

FULLER,

L
S
April 29dtf

ME.

BROWN.

Poor

FORE ST.

Plates.

5-d&w3mos
YOUR

GET

Door Plates, Street & Pew Numbers
-AT

A. H.

WALNUT

ATWOOD’S,

SILVER

South

Sperm,

STORE.

Lard

PLATER,

No. 151 Middle Street, (Up Stairs).
IV~The largest assortment to be tound in the city.
April IS, 1868.gdtt

Oils,

W. D. LITTLE & Co., Agents.

Woodman, True A Co.,
Deerlng, Millikcn

&

Co.

REDDY,

AND

DEALER IN

FURNISHING

GOODS.

No. 107 FEDERAL STREET.
We have in store one of the finest assortment of
ENGLISH, GERMAN, FRENCH and DOMESTIC
CLOTHS, CASS1MERES, &c., that can be found in
Portland. These goods have been selected with great
care and esi>ecially adapted to the fashionable
trade,
and at prices that cannot fail to please, and all goods
thoroughly shrunk and satisfaction guaranteed.
A call is respectfully solicited. Thankful to friends
or past patronage, hoping to merit a continuance o
the same.
Jan9dtf
M. H. REDDY. Proprietor.

0F*8tages oonnaot at Sorliam for Wait Q.irham,
■tandish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Benmaik. Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfiold, Iryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jaekson. Limington, Ournisb .Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. H,
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Benny-Eagle
8mth Limington, Limington, Llmtriok, Newiiold,
Parsonsfield and Osslpee.
At Saooarappa for Bonth Windham, Windham Bill
and North Windham, dally.
Bv order ot the President.

Portland, March 19, 1868.

and 2.55 and 6.00 P M.
Leave Boston tor Portland at 7.30 A. M., and 3.00
and 6.00 P M.
Biddeiord tor Portland at 7.30 A. M., returning at
5.20 P. M.
Portsmouth for Portland at 9.20 and 10.00 A.M.,
and 5 30 and 8.00 P. M.
The train leaving Portsmouth tor Portland at 10.00
A. M ,does not stop at intermediate stations.
On Mi ndays. Wednesdays and Fridays the 6 o’clk
P. M. train to and from Boston will run via Boston
& Maine It. R., stopping only at Saco, Biddeiord,
Kennebunk, South Berwick Junction, Dover, Exeter, Haverhill and Lawrence.
On Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays it will run
via Eastern Railroad, slopping only at Saco, Biddetord, Kennebunk, South Berwick Junction, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem and Lynn.
Freight Trains daily each way, (Sunday excepted.)
FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.
Portland, April 25, 1868.
apr28dtt

use

for

Sidewalks,Garden Walks, Carriage
Drives, Cellars, Warehouse
floors,
a

solid foundation is

re-

quired.

No. 6 South
promptly attended to.

Left

Win. A.
217 Fore

April 18-eod3m

HIDE,
St., Portland.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
On and alter Monday, Nov. 11,
trains will

Express Train

lor

A.

FOSTER

&

at

GATLEY, SHERIDAN

A

Street

GRIFFITHS

March 31-eodtt

HjjfiimirWHg
PROPOSALS will be received until
the 30th day ot May, for the cr. ding,
masonry, bridging, ballasting and track-laying on

the Bangor and Piscataquis Railroad, extending
from its junction with the European and North
American Railway at Oldtown, or Milford, to Dovor
and Foxcroft, in Piscataquis County—about forty
(40) miles.
Said road will be divide 1 into four division?, and
proposals will be received for a part or the whole of
the work.
The
reserve the right to reject any and
all proposals not deemed for their interest to accept.
Profiles, Plans and Specifications may be seen previous to the day advertised for letting, by application
to the President of said Railroad, at the office of
Charles Hamlin, Esq., in the City of Bangor.
H. HAMLIN, President.
A. W. WILDES, Chiel Engiueer.
Bangor, April 28, 1868.
may2eod3w

Ordinance Against JL)«gs.

1.—No dog shall be permitted to go at large
loose, in any street, lane, alley, court or travway, or in any inclosed or public place in this
city, until the owner or keeper of such dog, or the
head of the
or the keeper ot the house,
store,
shop, office, or other place where such dog is kept or
harbored, shall have paid to the City Marshal two
dollars for a license for such dog to go at large.
Sec. 7.—Iu case any dog shall be found loose or going at large, contrary to any of the foregoing provisthe owner or keeper
or the head of the
family, or keeper of the house, store, shop, office, or
other place where such dog is kept or harbored, shall
forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding ten dollars.
All persons are hereby notified that 1 shall cause
all dogs to be destroyed which shall be found at large
within the city, in violation ot the above ordinance,
unless the owner or keeper shall have procured a license on or before the 20th
day of May.
J. S. HEALD, City Marshal.

SEC.
eled

or

family,

tions,

5,P.

at

No baggage
above stated.

Proprietors of the

Portland and Forest

O.ty Dye

facilities for

House,

great
cleansing Carpets. Leave
HAVE
your orders at No.315Congress Street, and your
will be sent for and

Carpets

March 18.

eod4m*

returned,

free of

charge.

olothTn^g
Cleansed

and

Itepaired

WILLIAM BROWN, formerly at 91 Federal
BYstreet,
is
located at his newstoreNoGI Fednow

eral

st,

tew doors below Lime street, will attend
usual business of Cleansing and Repairing
Clothing ot all kinds with his usual promptness.
K^Second-hand Clothing for sale at fair pricei.
a

J?

Jan 8—eodtl

1867.

follows:—

Lewiston and South Paris at 7.4C

M.

can

be

received

checked after time

or

arrive as follows:—
From Lewiston, Auburn and South Paris, 8.10 A. M.
From Montreal, Quebec, Bangor, Wa2.15 p.m.
terville,&c., at
Local Train from South Paris and intermediate statons, at
8.00 P. m.
The Company are not resionslble tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that pern nal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate cl
one passenger for every $500additk>na value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director•

H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, Nov 9, 1867.

Winter Arrangement, Ner. 11, 18117.
Trains leave Portland at 1 P. M. tor
all staiious on this line, and for Lewigstations on the Androscoggin Road. Also
Bangor and stations on Maine Central road.
Leave Portland daily, except Saturdays, at 5 P M,
for Bath.
Saturdays only leave Portland at 6.15 P
M, for Bath and Augusta.
Trains are due at Portland at 8JO A. M.f and 2.10
P. M. daily.

iW^mn
ton and

The

through Freight

31 Free

Train with passenger

at-

car

tached, leaves Portland for Skowhegan every morning at 7 o.clock.
Fare as low by this route to Lewiston, Watervtlle.
Kendall’s Mills and Bangor as by the Maine Central
road, and tickets purchased in Boston tor Maine
Central Stations are good for a passage on this line.
Passengers from Bangor, Newport, Ac., will purchase tickets to Kendall’s Mills only, and alter taking the cars on thi9 road the Conductor will furnish tickets and make the tare the same through to
Portland

Boston as via the Maine Central toad.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath ; and tor Belfast at Augusta, leaving daily on arrival ol train from
Boston, leaving at 7.30 A. M.; and tor Solon, An.scn,
Norridgewock, Athens aufl Moose Head Lake at
Skowhegan, and for China, East and North Vassalboro’ at Vassalboro’: for Unify at Kendall’s Mill’s,
and for Canaan at Pisnou’s Ferry.
W. HATCH, Super intend* Hi*
novl2dtl
Augusta, Nov. 5, 1867.
or

MAINE

CENT HU

SPRING

R.

R.

ARRANGEMENT.

and after Monday, April 15th,
hAtHfltUMBP
•SsT"'"®**' urrent, trains will leave Portland lor
Bangor and all intermediate station on this line, al
1.10 P. M. daily. For Lewiston and Auburn
only, at
7.40 A. M.
®**Freight trains for Watervilleand all intermediate stations, leave Portland atH.25 A.M,
Train trom Bangor is due at Portland at 2.15 P. M,
in season to connect with train for Boston.
From Lewiston and Auburn only,at 8.10 A.M.
On

EDWIN

Not. 1,1866

NOYES,Supt.
no3dtf

HAT HAH

GOOLD,

Having just

FURNITURE,
Polishing done at short
notice, by
jP. FREEMAN.

and

W.

Men’s and

Market with

is

ready

to

Boys>

Per

$1*68

BURROUGHS,

4,500 Bush. Corn, High Mixed Western.
“
«
«
18,000
tv®. 1.
“
Prime Yellow.
10,000

LANCASTER HALL.
May

Groceries

and

Povisions.

subset ibers have this day formed
partnership under the Arm name of
the

WE

for the transaction of
at

55 1-3
where
and

as

we are

a

XNanlortn

new

v.

May 2,1808.

co-

grocery and provision busi-

ready to wait

many

a

WOODS!DE,

ones as

patronage.

street,

on ailour old
customers,
may lavor us with their
B. H. WOODSIDE.
J> W- OWEN

dtt_•

SUPERINTENDENTS OFFICE
New U. S. Custom
House,

)
•

Portland, Me., May 7,18o8.)
will be

Proposals
received
SEALED
until 12 o’clock M„ May 21st 1868,

at

this office
fuminli-

lor

in the coustruction of the new Post Office
and new
Custom House to be erected in Portland Maine
Proposalsjmust be made by tbe pound
the castand all castings n,u,t he
ings ot every
ot
tbe best quality and entirely
to the Su-

for’

description,

—

satisfactory

perintendent.
Drawings and specifications mav be had on applica-

tion at tins office. A contract and bond moat be givtwo good sureties and
en, and the bond signed
payment will be made of ninety per cent on delivery
of the amount delivered, the balance on
lulfllmcnt of
contract.
Proposals must be endorsed,“Proposals for Iron
Castings” and addressed to

by

may a

u

henry

8-dtd_

Kingsbury,

Superintendent.

KINDS OP JOB PRINTING neatly and
promptly executed this Office.

ALL

500 Bbls. Choiee White Wheat Flour.
Rouble XX Extra Spring.

8-dtf

4,000
1,500
The subscribers have selected from their Nursery
and others a fine lot ot First-Clam* Tree** and
Mhrab» which they offer for sale at low prices, at
KENDALL, WHITNEY & CO’S.
HERBERT & ALLEN,
ai>r25<13w
Rockland, Me.

Star

Match_ Corporation.

w. &

0, E.

MILLION,

IN

we

DAVID

cenBurn-

Mat'll

ar°

lo,lgcr

1:111

any
Sulphur Match.
any other Sulphur Card

They answer both for Splint and Card Matches
They do not black the wall wLen rubbed on it.
Thej are packed in line shipping order, in cases
containing LO, 20 and 30 gross each, in 1-4 *gross *
packages.
The above named
tor the oorpontion.
E. P,

Ostobor 1.

firm

are

the sole Selling Agents

OERRISH,

MARRETT,
■J;
;s- ASS
MAN
EH
dtt

Ollioe

)

J Directors.

SMITH, )

Furniture

Made to order by
TIBBITS « TENNEY,
Mar 2-dtt
Cor Congress and Washington sts.

Boston, importers

Metals,

Portlnud.

and

everybody

NATHAN
1868.

dti

BUMHELiN

Watrhonw
Meed Mtore

Portland, Feb26th, 1868.

Block Tin and

Machines,
Spelter,

Beg to inform the citizens of Portland and
vicinity
they have established an agency in Portland lor
the sale of the above
All orders and engooe s.
quiries addressed to
that

Advances made
Island

Messrs.OHUROHLL,

season

ot

Lumber, Cooperage

fc27d3mb

THREE

FOK

Goods to the
Cuba.
BROWNS & MANSON
t° anv

ol

tnc

HALE.

EIGHT HORSE

ONE

POWEl,

Portable Engine.
o

W. H. PHILLIPS.
Commercial St., loot ot Park St.

Portland, Aug 29,-dt

Wednesday

Steiner

TRIES

Bangor.

EER

WEEK.

__St.-amcT CITY OF RICHMOND,
,aw
Dennison, Master, will
kail

^

jwA^jflLET'eave
■■■■■eyery

road Wharf toot ol Stale St
MONDA Y, WEDNKsDA Y, ami
at
10
Evening
o’clock or on the arrival
V**DAY
ol
Express Tram trom Boston, touching at Rockland

Camaen, Belfast, Seareport, W,i,terpun
Returning, will leave Bangor, everv

aml

KKIDA^Vornmg

Hampi

MONDAY
at U

o^fJk

WEDNESDAY and
touching at tlie above named 1 an dines *
bur particulars enquire of
BOSS A STUKDI VAN f.
General AgcI)t8> 1I8 Co„imurcial st.
Portland May 12,f-G8.
(j,,

GBEATLVKEUCCtDBATES
CAL IT OKMA!
Passage Tickets lor sale at the re
duced rate, on early application at
the
jUNION TICKET OFFICE

40 1-0 Exchange 8iml, Portland.

W. D. LITTLE t£ CO.*

Mar 13-dtt

Agents,

CHANGE

OAYSl

OF

For California.
*

The Steamers lor California are
to sail from New Yoi k onn the 1st, ath, lGtli and 24lli
oi April.
Passage Tickets fur sale at the Extra Reduced

Rates, by

W. D. LITTLE «t> CO.,

uuu31d3w

Exchiiu ge 81,

Office 49 1-4

Hloniii(Lfl
GREAT

Line.

on

RE DUl'TIOK IN

I' A

REM ]

BETWEEXi

*^^*®Boston & Hew Yoik^
8.1.

SHORTEST AND MOST DIRECT lfUCYEl
Inside IjIiic, via Sfoniuglou !
Connecting with the Now and Elegant Side-Wheel
Steamers

STONIKGTON, and NAEBiGANcITT,

M. Jones,
Capt. Geo. B. Hull.
Passengers will take Steamboat Express Train at
Boston amt Providence Railroad Depot, Pleasant
stree*, at tf P. ML,connecting at Stonlngton with
the above splendid steamers in time lor an early supper, and arriving in New York the following morning in lime for all the early trains.

Capt. Win.

N. B.—The steamers or this line touch at toot of
19th Street. East River, to land passengers for the up
town Hotels, and the Harlem and the Hudson River
Railroad l>ei>ots.
Regular Lauding in New York,
P1EK NO. 31 NORTH

RIVER,

Erie Railroad.
TICKETS, BERTHS and STATEROOMS secured
at 134 Washington Street; also at Boston and
One Pier above the

Providence Railroad Station.
J. W. RICHARDSON,

May 4.1868. dim

Agent.

For Waldoboro’. Damariscotta
And Intermediate Lnndiugs.
Seamer “ihn«. goniih.
lou.” ALDEN WINCHENBACH, Master, will leave
ATLANTIC WHARF, Portland, every WEDNESDAY
morning, at 7 o'clock for Boothbay. Round Pond ami
\Valdoboro, and every SATURDAY, morning at 7
o'clock lor Boothbay, Hodgdon’s Mills and Uamariscotta.
RETURNING will leave Damariseoita every Monday, and Waldoboro every Friday at 7 o’clock A.
M, tor Portland and Intermediate landtag*.
fST Freight received at Atlantic: Wharf for Waldots.ro every Tuesday, and ior Damariscotta every

Friday.

HARRIS, ATWOOD A: Co.,
CHAS. MCLAUGHLIN & CO.

Enquire of
Or

Apr 18-dtt

International Steamship Co
Calais St. John.

Eastport,

Digby, WIudsor A
SPRING

Ilnlifhx.

ARRANGEMENT.

TWO TRIPS

PER

WEEK.

ON and alter MONDAY Apill 13th,
Steamer NEW BRUNSWICK,
K. B. Winchester, ami tl»c stearn*X■OMt NEW ENGLAND, Capt. E. Field,
will leave Railroad Whorl, foot ol State street, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 5 o’clock F. M„
lor Eastport aim St John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on

^Tr

T-i*cant

days.
Connecting at Eastport with Steamer BELLE
BROWN, for St. Andrews. Robbinston ami Calais,
and with N. B. & C. Railway for Woodstock aul

same

Houltou stations.
Connecting at St. John with E. & N. A. Raiiw v
for Shediac and intermediate static s; ami wit
Steamer EMPRESS lor Digby.YVint.sorand Halifax
an i with Steamer for Fredericton.
0T*Freight received on days ol saiiiug until 4 o’clk
P. M.
A. R. STUBBS

lfldU_

Agent.

BRI STOL
NEW

YORK
VIA-

Only One Hour Thirty

31 Unit os

BY RAIL FROM BOSTON TO BRISTOL.
leave BonIoii and Frovideuce Railroad Station dally (Sundays
excepted), at 5.3o
P. M., connecting with the New and Llkg \nt
Steamers
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. Bristol. ('\I>T

Providence,CAPT.SIMMONS,on
on Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Satur-

BKAYTON,

PHILADELPHIA.,
Jln*
BALlIMURB and W ASllINUTON
can connect with
the New
amt Ambo*’ Railroad.
Bt gJersey,Camden
cheeked
gage
through.
-tickets, Berths and State-Rooms secured at the office ot the Company,

NO. 3 OLD STATE HOUSE,

LETTERS OFCREDIT
FOR THE USE: OF

Travelers In Europe,
issued upon London anil Laris,
Available in all the cl tie* o! Europe and the East, by

Page, Jtichardson
1"

MOTdtm

«fc

Co.,

Slate Mt., Doil.n.

_

(LOTIIIIG
AND

Furnishing Goods!

Gents.
All

new

on

o1

Ports of the Island, and their connections with the
first class Houses ot the Island, make this a desirable mode foi parties wishing to ship Goods to that
market,
Portland, 16 Dec. 1867.de18d'

Will receive prompt attention.
The Trade furnished at Boston
Prices.
May 8, dtt

WHITNEY.

and Provisions,

on

.-he

~-, “"will make three trips per week
and Friday evenings.
the ,5th i"81- lh«
LEWISTON will make two trips per week to Mathias, leaving Tuesday and Friday evenings
* STPKJ)1VAyf’
May 8, D68.

leaving Monday,

and

Are prepared to make liberal advances on all kinds

LORING,
Portland, Me.,

timothy,

Portland Agricnliural
<t-

CITY OF

GOOLD.

50 Bushels Millett.
100 Bnshols Hungarian Seed.
Also a large and select
assortment o( Vegetable
and Flower seeds at Wholesale
and Retail, at

KENDALL

Tinners’ Tools &

see

8,000 Pounds Northern and Western Clover.
100 Sacks Red Top.
ISO Bushels Golden
Drep Spring Wheat.

A CO.

the

and at the Station of Boston und Providence Railroad.
GEO. SBIVERICH,
H. 0. BRIGGS,
General Manager
Agent.
Jan 17. 1868. dly
for i

SEEII,JSEED!

ALSO

Ao. 186 Fore Street,

invited to call and

arc

themselves.

and dealers in

Galvanized Iron,

else

trip of

'Ve1,ll}es',J*y eveuiug the 13th inst.,
and thereafter for tlie

.VS.

t0

All Garments Warranted.

2200

Tin Plate and Sheet Iron, Copper,
Yellow Metal and Zinc.

H.

The next

RICHMOND to Bangor, will be

\

days.

STYLE!

UT CUTTING for others to make done at short
notice.
ALL OLD CUSTOMERS

April 1,

K E A Z E It,

RICHARDS
ot

Steamboat Notice.

CARS

Wear !

AND

SALE BY

No. 80 Commercial
Street,
April 28,18C8. d3w

claim

er, over any other Match, viz:
Each bunch is fuJLcount, one hundred.
Each gross contains 576 more than the common
card matches.
The full count is equals to about six bunches more
in a gross than other matches.
They keep in any climate.
They have less odor than
other

Extra Wisconsin Flour.
FOR

Portland, Me.,
GENERAL SELLING AGENTS.
ottering to the public the Star Match,
for them the following
advantages to the

“

j

BRISTOL, ». I.

arriving and in Store, and will be sold at the
At the Lowest Prices.
NOW
lowtsf market price,

H. R.

£i'“fare.;....»u»sa

a

make them into Garments of all kinds,

BEST

P.

TO

in the

Corn and Flour.

Foot !

j’clock,

t 7

Deck. 1.00
Freight taken as usual*
L‘ B1LL'I'«‘>. A8™'May 8,18G8-dtt

STAIRS,)

returned from

day

LIKE

N o. 137" Middle Street

Street.

with

great expeus.

season as

and India Wliarl, Boston, every
M, (Sundays excepted.)

Apl

merchant Tailor,
(UP

at

■numberofbeautitu) State Rooms,
follows :
^Leaving Atlantic Whan, Portlano it7o’clock
the

run

dtf

Portland & Kennebec R. R.

thereof,

ions,

Mar 21-dtf

ingand delivering at sites, if the buildings, all the iron
castings ot every description which mav be required

CO.,

run as

superior sea-going

JOHN BROOKS, an*
MONTREAL, having been fitted

Cubin

AND SHIPPING

CARI*ET

CUEANSIN®.

RAILWAY

CANADA.

OF

and

new

steamers

TO

MgMI^Sinulayg excepted) tor South Berwick
JunctionTVortsmouth and Boston, at 6.45, 8.40 A. M,

GRAND TRUNK

Arrangementl

The

25-dtl

mar

Stock of Cloths!
Furniture, Repairing First Class-forUpholstering,
PACKING

TABLES,

Summer

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Monday, May 4 b, ISt 8,
iu4
{-fetfiTTfan Passenger Trains leave Portland daily

Pavement,

the best and cheapest in

9-nf

for boston.

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

THE

Concrete

HENRV fox, Galt’s Wharf, Portland.
AMES’ k*r38 K K' New Yurk'

May

Inside Line to

Wedoes lay. March 25,

1'' 8 trains will run as follows:
Passenger trains leave Saco River lor Portland at
5.30 and 9.00 A. M„ and 3.40 P. M. Leave Portland
tor Saco River 7.16 A. M., 2.011 and 6.15 P. M.
Freight trains leav. Saco River 6-50. AM.: Portland
12.15 P. M.

Trains will

MERCHANT TAILOR,

•

The Dirigoaml Franconia are fitted up with fine
accommodation-< lor passengers, making this the
most convenient and comtortable route lor travelers
between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Cabiu Passag. $4,
Meals extra.
Goo s forwarded to and from Montteal, Quebec,
Halifax. St. John, and all parts of Maine. Shippers
are requested to send their
fieight to the Steamers
as earlv as 4 p.
m, on the days they le »ve Portland,
ror Ireight or
passage apply to

pwiorra**T„Fr,<t?y>

Mail Train lor Watervillc, Bangor, Montreal, Quebec and the West at 1.10 P. M.
Local Train for South Paris, and intermediate sta-

Mar 13-eod3m

Varnishing

nesR

LUBRICATING OII.m of various kinds,
such as are warranted to give satisfaction for
Heavy
Light Machinery, at less cosr than common Oils.
Sperm, Adamantine, and Paraffine Wax Landlet,
best m the Market.

West,

A. M.

by the following Jobbers in Portland:

No.

EXTENSION

o WES <£
aud Whale
quality.

North

ami

By all the principal Routes, via. Bouton nud
Worcester to Albany aud ihc New York
Central Railway to Buffalo or Niagara
Fall*; thence by the Great Western or Lake
Mhore Railroads, or via New York City ami
the Erie. Allan lie aud Great Western and
Pennsylvania Central Railway*.
For sale at the Lowest Rate* at the Only faion Ticket Office, No. 49 1-9 .Exchange SI.,
Portland.

Marshal’s Office, Apr. 30,1868.-lt

Mar 2-dtf

OIL

falB—itfljl

AT THE

West,

rwragggHn

Lane Ar Little,

MH

“‘dice, inn as tollows;
VT «'lurA1,Vr
e Gaits Wtian. [‘(irtliUMl
everv
MONDAY ami THU KM-AY, ut 8 UMa.lleave

up

Tickets

From Portlaud to
ALL POINT M

Retailers Generally in the State of Maine,
And

A-

For information apply at 282 Congress st. Grand
Li unk Ticket Office.
)n3’68d&wly D. II. BLANCHARD, Agent.

POKTLjkNU

Company

SPINDLE,
MACHINERY,
SPERM,
WHALE, and

It AIL WA Y

Tliroiij^-li

Line !

°u “»'l alifr Hie 1811. in*!, the tine
Dirigo and Franconia, will

~

trom Maine

West, via the

TK UNK

■

Ticket* at Lowest Rate*
Via Boston, New York Central, Buflalo aud Detroit.

&

Notice to Railroad Contractors.

KINSMAN,

GAS

{jSHHHho all Points
Git AND

Assayer’s Office, I
State st., Boston. /

Bangor and Piscataquis Bail road.
EXCHANGE
April 30-dtt

ST!.

JS

SO LESS
rr^HmnThan by any other Route,

20

short notice*

PA ARAB FINE,

May

c«nta.

And for any place where

Kinds !

I UBRICATING,

208

75

Order*

J.

TICKETS

On and after

Is

at

W

Steamship Company.

Soiui.Woelfly

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

AND

C*ns

Haltiinore autl
Wnshinglou.
and all points West and Mouth, tor sale at lowest
rates by
W. JD. LITTLE A CO.. Agents,
Union Ticket Office, 49$ Exchange st.
ap 3dCw

PORTLAND* ROCHESTER R.R.

GENTS*
W.

THROUGH TICKETS!
nmaan .7? *«■», *®ek, Philadelphia,

Al>L

|

Counsellor and Attorney at Law,
lias removed to 144J Exchange Street, opposite present Post Ottice.
jul.v9dtf

R K MO

To Travelers!

Dec 14. dtl

PRICE

179 Commercial Street.
dtt

NEW ARRANGEMENT.

ma>5dtl5

(Warranted 300 Yard*.)

Manufacturer of Leather Belting,
Has removed

oct 22-d&wtf

ALSO, Olfj SOAP,

PURITY FOR THE HAIR!

at this agency.

REMOVAL.

Land for Sale.
A
PART of the late Mary S. Lunt’s Estate, near
Portland, via Tukey’s Bridge; in parcels to
suit Purchasers. Enquire iu person or by letter ot
JAMES JOHNSON,
^
Stroudwater, Westbrook Adm’r of said Estate with

TO

HURSELL’S

53T"All persons desiring insurance of this character, are respectfully invited to call.
Portland, Feb. 7,1868. feblldtt

R. M

&c.

Dirctions for the use ol this Valuable Pain Destroyer in all the various diseases, will be found
aro> ml each bottle.
It is an indis)>eusable medicine in every family
who desire to be provided with a safe and reliable
remedy for all the above ailments.
Manufactured and lor sale at wholesale, by
ATWOOD & HALL, Bangor, Me.
W. W. WHIPPLE & CO., Agents for Portland,
21 Market Square.
feb27eodtf

First Class Companies, Merrick
no

Toronto.

Maine

—

will

Coughs, Colds, Inflammation, die.,

^“Prepared only by J. C.
No 5 Chatham Row, Boston.

FOR -A.NY AMOUNT,

IN

MANUFACTURERS. MACHINISTS, and all
those using or dealing in Oils, I ofler the annexed
fist at the JLiOvrest Prices.

to

(BOYD’S BLOCK,).

Only,

Tickets and information can be obtained at
the Grand Trunk Depot, and 282 Congress
Persons wishing to visit Niagara Falls can do so, going or returning, tor $3.50 extra, or $28.00 from Portland to
Chicago aud return viaN agara Falls trom

To Travelers

the

Day Removed,

Falmouth, five miles from Portland. Good two
story house, with L. Also wood house and barn.
All in good order; excellent water: one and halt
acres land under
cultivation; ten miDUtcs walk to
depot. Price $1,800. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS,
real estate agent.
may2d3w*

OILS,

or

State

this

Managing

C. J. BUY DOES,
Director G. T. Hailway.

TO ALL PARTS OF THE

IT

steamer

TON.Chas. Dee ting, Master, wil
Leave R»i'road Wharl, foot of State
ovary Tm*.!,,, ««d Fri"day Fyeniuum, *! 10 o'clock, or
on arrival of Express tram irom
Boston, tor Machiasport touching at Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick, Mt Insert. Millbridgc and Jon<-sport!
Returning, will leave Machiasport every Honda?
and Thurudny Horning, at 5o’clock.
The Lewiston usually {connects with Saudlord’s
Bunion aud Bangor steamer at Rockland.
ROSS &. STUKDVIANT, General Agents,
Portland, May 13, 1868.

Tickets strictly not transferable.

THROUGH

by

DEERING,

!

OILS.

Appeaser!

TElErPwFEK.
LKWIS-Tb* favorite

TWO
—

sive.

Druggists*

cover

Country Residence lor Sale.

will annexed.

CO.,

is used both externally and internally, for all
the purposes lor which a Liniment if used, and
is superior to any preparation that the skill ol man
lias yet discovered.
As an external remedy it has never been excelled.

BY

Street, Hobson’s Wharf, foot of
febl3dtf

No. 292 Commercial
High Street.

We.t7i,“yKf«

a

R,

hand and tor sale

on

R.

_

ter.
This is a
very pleasant location and one that should
not be overlooked by any gentleman who would like
a country residence within ten minutes ride from the
business part of the city. For terms, etc., apply to
WM. H. JERRIS, under Lancaster Hall, or to the
subscriber on the premises,
THOS L HASKELL.
mayl- dtt

tiade

Sashes and Blinds l

Doors,

£j§jRHjj93 cJ!'.T..Vck<:ts

FOR THE RELIEF OF PAIN.

Ity Spruce dimension, all kinds, sawed to order.

A.

Suburban Residence for Sale

able to offer to the
and Short

am now

Can be

on Emery, Lewis and Thomas Btreets, lor
W. H. STEPHENSON,
by
10, 18G8.-tfAt 2<j National Bank.

sale
Feb

I* a in

Wharf,

South Side of Commercial Street,

rooms

March

buildings

term of years the

u

And Removed to the

Congress and North streets, two stories high, with
seventeen

&

ATWOOD’S

and

SUITS,

Hobson’s

of

Is

new houses,
manner and in
are near the corner oi

COBB

844.30

aru llot confined todelegat-es, but are good for anv ru*r«nn wishingto Ylrit the Great
Urt n*'er
before oflered to the public.
Tickets ran be purebaaed up to the 15th
ln»t., and
lor
return
will be valid
up to June 5th, i*«« inclu-

Wounds;

27-dtt'

at the
HAVING

Uaprecedenied ow Fare of
to
Chicago and Return !

Diphtheria; Frostbites;
Chilblains; Cuts

Kemoval.

Real Estate for Sale.

style.

IV.

IT WILL CORE

Common Grades ot Work,
At prices to suit the mo9t economical.

__

subscriber oilers for sale two
THE
built in* the most substantia)
These houses

entered into copartnerof

And having purchased the Stark Mills, are prepared
to furnish orders of every description ot
Lumber, at
Sturdivant’s Wharf, foot of Park St. Portland. Me.
G. W. COBB.
I. F. STURDIVANT.
Mar 27-dtl

Furniture I

National Convention to be held
Ohicajo May 20th.

Street

the Head, Chest,
Back; Pains and Sores in the bones
and Muscles; Pains and Stijfness in the
Joints; Neuralgia, colic Cramps
and Pain in the Bowels; Cholera
Morbus; Dysentary; Bites and
Stings; Scald Head; Tooth
Ache; Sore Throat;

Together with

leased for

Republican

apr27-il3w»

Sprains, Bums, Bruises, Pains in

LIBRARY,

/yW.V/LA

modern

a co-

ol

name

the

STOCK

DINISG-ROOM

re-

A

day formed
name

2s i, ,ng Wharf
J. W. SAWYER.
H. WINCHESTER,

subscribers having
THE
ship under the firm

PARLOR,

Mar

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

A. Ike

NOTICE.

Embracing

mar31-dtf

__

as

an

First Class

GREAT REDUCTION OF FARE!

The Grcateat Discovery of the Age,

prepared to offer their friends and

are

EXTENSIVE

good

__tenements; good porch and hart
and a large shop suitable tor any kitd of a mechanic.
Cistern on the premises of 75 hogsheads; tine yard
in front and yery tine garden.
A. W, ANDERSON.
Gray, March 28, 1868.

WESCO'IT.

SAWYER A- CO.
on the Fish business in
carrying
Nos. 27 and

Portland, Me.

Street,

Building; well known
ARCADE,

the

the “Ford
large 2 story

Residence

L, I

MANUFACTURERS,

as

consisting of a
house, recently put in complete

Country

A

Dealers !

No. IS Free

To Mt. Desert and Macbias.

at

-and-

On said wharf, I

For Sale at Gray Corner.

Seaside

TV.

CHAMBER,

valuable lot of laud on Middle Street, bounded by Franklin and Fore Streets, being the
southerly corner. It will be sold on favorable terms.
WM. H. JERRIS.
Apply to
Real Es!ate Agent.
aprl8dtf

Stand,

v

Furniture

Bargain,

property known

J.

For the purpose of
its various branches, ut

Side

Land for Sale.

BEFORE PURCHASING ELS WHERE.

New

turns to tlic U.S. Assessor, ot'over one
hundred thou
sand a month. Every exertion on our part will be
mn.ln
to give satiBlacMoil to those who
favor

O

OF

miles from Portland,
and three-fourths of a mile from Grand Trunk
Depot in Falmouth. Said farm consists ot about
one hundred and twenty acres of land, thiriy of
which is heavily wooded, and the balance conveniently divided into pasturage and tillage. The build-,
ings are a good old tashioned two story house, the'
frame of which is white oak.
A good baru eighty
feet long, with cellar and other necessary outbuildThe location is very desirable, and the soli as
ings
good as any in the County. A part or tlie whole will
be sold at a bargain. For particulars enquire ot
DR. E. N. TUKESBURY,
Near the premises.
apr29dlm*

The

has been removed to 179

WALTER COKEY & CO,

Exchange St.

JOHN C. PROCTER.
a

the

nudcraigred have this
WE partnership
under the firm

G.

House and lot No 6 Cushman St. Lot 40 by
105 feet House new; arranged tor tenements.
Inquire of

Farm for Sale at
Falmouth, four and ahalf

IN

jVl

SALE.

April 28-d3w

TENNEY,

Congress & Washington Sirred,
Having a large stoc of Furniture, embracing every
article in the line, ate ottering it at a gi eat reduction

the Stock consists of
every

variety of
Ware, Album.,
Boot, mid Shorn,
dec., A c.
“it ”^0,'Ki#an thls PIa» in

93

may4d3w»

Route.

Iulaud

HO FOR CHICAGO!

ANDERSON,

S. A.
K. T.

STEAMERS.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY

-AT-

D.7Jr°r'‘’*,,r'r-P,n,cd

;

d3w

Company

Commercial Street, opposite bead ol KiclianIson’s
Whart.
IiOSS & STURDIVANT.
Aprd 15-dlm

Jb:

business continued by R. T. Wescott.

Portland. Bangor and Machias

certain of

0ne Dollar for Each Article.
*
[^eruiB an<l conditions of sale send for

riretdon!^

Notice.

customers

a

Oi best

VALUABLE AND USEFUL ARTICLE*

JOHN C. PROCTER,

Preble

Broker’s saleol Rich and Valuable Goods,comprising a great variety of

i»„

Inquire ot
May 9th, 1868.

DR.

need

need.

OMDOLLM BROKER STORE.

the best

THE

Cor. of

1856

HASTINGS,

bumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue. again changing to a dark and turbid appealance. There are many men who die of this
difficulty
ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such
cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, in a plain
manner, a description of their diseases, and the appropriate remedial
will be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly
confidential, and will
be returned, if desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 14 Preble Street,
Next door to the Preble House,
Portland, Me.
WT Send a Stamp for Circular.

and

is

valuable and desirable Residence ot Jeremiah Dow, Esq, of this city, with about 10 acres
of land, together with the Mansion House, Stable,
Carriage House, Ac. Tills property is pleasantly situated on Grove street, and will be sold low and on
favorable terms.

Jr.,

Has removed to No. 24 Exchange st., Thomas Buildapr 23
ing, over Merchants Exchange.
I!6w

K

Copartnership.

RAILROADS.

Notice.

THOMAS,

THESteamboat

1868._may6 dlaw3w«

April 21,

l7

LAWYER,

Office of tlie

day dissolvAll bills will be settled bv
ADAMS <Jfc TARBOX.

THE

Commercial.

near

R E M O V A

For Sale.

AT THE

MAINE.

urtan

House and Store for Sale.
WO
House, a part of which is used for a
ATstore,Story
centrally loeaied. The lot is 30x85 feet.
Upon it Is a Stable. Price only $2,500. Apply to
W. H. JERRIS,
may 7-d3w»
_Real Estate Agent.

ing sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or al-

TIBBETTS

Norridgewock, Maine.

care

are many men of the age of
thirty who arc
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burn-

the 27th ot

EATON

cise such

There

GORHAM,
ME,
A, PERKINS, Principal.

The summer s ssion will commeuce
May. Send tor circulars.
April 11. eodlin

Xo. 15 Chestnut Street,
Portland

rue

ANEW
ticulars

SEEK FOR

at re&jonable rates.

Family School,

Session will

physician,

Hare Confidence.

com-

mence

Bridgton

Public*

Hew Alt any Thou»nda Can Testify to Vdi

Insurance made to

Portland

to (be

Every intelligent and thinking person must knon
hat remedies handed out for general use should have
Pbeir efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a
educated
whose
preparatory studies fit him lor all the duties he must
fulfil; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrum!
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but always injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular in selecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice; foi
jt is a point generally conceded by the best syphilogradhers, that the study and management of these com«
dlaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure. The inexperienced general practitioner. having neither opportunity nor time to makhimself acquainted with their pathology, commoul;
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

Chapman,Secretary.

Applications

Feb

he can be consulted privately, and {wltl
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at
hours daily, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction of | rivate diseases, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
his entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he feels warranted in Guaranteeing a Cure in all Cases, whether of long

Thirteen

suet*,
Million Dollar**, viz:
United States and State of New-York Stocks, City,
Bank and other Stocks,
6,864.485
Loans secured by Stocks and otherwise, 2,175,450
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable,
-leal Estate, Bonds and Mortgages,
company

ROOMS

Rear (he Preble Beaae,

Company.

French

House and Lot for Sale,
story and half wooden house No. 51 Clark
Street, with a lot of land 32 by 80 feet. For par-

Portland,

No. 14 Prebit Street,

cor. William, NEW YORK,
January, 1868.
Insures against Marine and Inland Navigation Risks. 4

51

** **

voiced with a rich, men?,.
laKruinentnowin use,,
groat aim has been hi mamni"1 l’"wertul tone.
The
"n- an instrument to
please the eye and satis v
Also improved Melodeons tm.r,i
8* of which is a
newly arranged .Swell, wind, dn.
Uoes 110t
•trnment out of tune.
put the inAho keeps on hand Piano
Fortes oi is
andtoiie.
dc9etxllv
WJI p ,l“ i"'1 styles
Itar-Price list sent by mail
Ha81TNGs.

Root House, near the
Park, containing seventeen nicely finished
rooms, hot and cild water, and ail the modern improvements, together with a good
,stal)lo and fine garden spot. No pains or
expense has been spared in the getting up
ot this house, tither in workmanship or materials.—
The lot contains about 6000 square feet.
It will be
sold on very easy terms of payment. Apply to
W. H. JERRIS,
Beal Estate Agent. Portland.
may 13 dtf

CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

THOg, H. JfIKAD) Secretary.
North Bridgton, April 18, 1868.
may9 d&w3w

our

& Rochester R. R.
A. H. DAVIS,

DR. J. B. HUGHES

ATLANTIC

No. 1 Cotton St„

Purlnton,

firm of Anderson & Wescott is this day dissolved by mutual consent. Accounts settled and

w.

new

THE

name of Adams &
ed by mutual consent.
the new firm of

Dissolution ot

REMOVED TO

tar-By

W.

Dissolution ot Copartnership.
under the
copartnership hitherto existing
is this

Ship-Smith.

HAS

pair and made convenient tor twc

House, W. H. Smith Proprietor.

Lake

One of the Oldest, Largest and most Reliable Companies in tile country.

And

copy.

First Class House for Sale.

Green street,

prietor.
Portl&nd House, 71 Green St. R. Potter, Prop'r.
St Lawrence House, 17 India St. J. Taylor, Proprietor.
U. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Federal Sts.
N. J. Davis, Proprietor
Walker House, Opposite Boston Depot, Adams &

Central

Blacksmith, Horse-Shoer, Jobber,

THE

Norridgcwock.
Dan forth House, D. Dan forth. Proprietor.

YOUNG,

careful attention to business he hopes to
merit a share of public patronage. All work warranted satisfactory or no charge.
may 15-d3w

Proprietors.

&

~V aTt7~.

O

SHEPARD

FOR SALE.

I.ewiston.
Lewiston House, Chapel St, J. B. Hill & Co.

Naples.

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

two story dwelling house and large lot of
land situa ed on the corner of Park Street and
Stetson Court. For particulars enquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER.
93 Exchange Street.
mayl4d3w

k

Mutual Life Insurance Company,

Portland prices.
CST* Board In the

That night

[Argus

Paul, Proprietors.

Competent Assistants secured tor the various
departments.
Jf£T“ Text Books furnished by the Principal at

fhyle and Tone, Manuftetur-

P.

Danville Junction.
Clark’s Dinikg Hall, Grand Trunk Railway
Depot, M. W. Clark, Proprietor.

House, Nathan Church

to

dlw

Raymond’*! Village.

JOHN G. WIGHT, A, M.,

aiul flelodeoiis

improve
I ovej

Danaariitcotta.

CONNECTICUT

Ami continue ten weeks.

I went once more to see her.
She had been
weeping; the letter lay on her knee.
“Such an odd relic of those foolish old
times”’ said she.
I took her hand. “You never answered
it,
Hepsey,” I said.
Will you answer it now?”
•After all this time ?” she said.
“Ves,” 1 sa'd.
She said
nothing, and I kissed her.

15.

Hotel, Sanborn & Jacobs, Proprietors.

John P. Davis & Co.
Preble House,, Congress St.

Tuesday, May 26, 1868,

waited tor no more.
I took the reticule in my hand and went
over
the long-forgotten
path toward the
school house.
School was over.
A figure
stood alone at the gale. I did not know it at
first. But on|a nearer view I found it was a
mature edition of i I
epsey Harrow’s slender
frame—not so slender now, but
pretty—just
as pretty in the
lace, and fresh and buxom.
I walked up to her. She
gave me a puzzled
look.
I hen her cheek flushed.
“Mr. Craig,” she said.
“Yes Miss Harrow,” I answered.
“I am
here to restore your
You lost a
property.
reticule in mv sleigh five
years ago.
To-day
1 found it. 1 here is
something in it which
I asked you to look at when
abne.
I make
n°W‘
May 1 see you this

one> ^d

Bridgtou Center, Hie
House, Marshal Bacon, Proprietor

Cumberland

Depot, at 2 P. M.
May ll-d2w*

know, extravagant
critter.
She’s teaching yet; likely to—she
ain’t married, no doubt she’ll be an old maid
and serve her right.”
The rest my mother said to
herself, for I

tluiet

Chandler House, F. S. Chandler & Co., Prop’rs.
ChApman House, S. H. Chapman, Proprietor.

Maine

Apply

lot 132.

a

enquire at No. 12 Maple Street.
May 12 dlw*

Bethel.

prietor.
City H tel, Corner

loose it and not

was a

tor.

Portland, at 7 A. M.
Returning, will leave Portland

s reticule.

present* hou'n*^ '*aPPy

Bryant’s Bond.
Bryant’s Pond House—N. B. Crockett, Proprie-

House lor

“She must have lost it when you took her
my mother. “Just like

livesULWPd^ing Uay

ham, Wrnley & Co., Proprietors.
Brigham, Wrisley
& Co., Proprietors.

Tremont House. Tremoni St.

Commercial House, Cor. Fore and Cross Streets,
II. O. Cram, Proprietor.
Cumberland House, Green St. J.O. Kidder, Pro-

sleigh-riding,” said

to the

Boston.
American House, Hanover st. S. Hire Proprietor.
House, School St H. D. Parker & Co.,
Packer
Proprietors.
Revere House, Bowdoin
Square, Bulflncb, Bing-

Elm

with

geo. r. Davis & co.,
Dealers in Real Estate, No. 1 Morton Block.

A

IT'VAILEV STAGES, will

And on the morrow I went
My mother
had not altered much. But I had
grown a
and
was
a
long light beard,
youth no longer
—a tact which troubled her.
There were
changes in the place, too. Girls were married-old people dead. The tallest, handsomest man I remembered, had met with an
accident and crawled about a wretched
cripple. The church was rebuilt, and the huts
in the hollow had been burnt.
A factory
had risen, and the factory people’s houses
were about it.
Instead of the old frame
school house was a brick
buildiug with many
w.ndows and a cupola.
Who was the teacher? Was she there—
Heps. y Harrow? I dared not ask,
Idly I sauntered about the house, painted
and refurnished now; and idlv, in the evening of my second day at home, I went out to
the shed where the little red
sleigh stood—
the old shabby thing, with the
green patch
on the cushions.
“it ain’t been touched since
you left, Almon,” said mv mother. “Poor old Dobbin !
How smart he used to take it round! I felt
as if I’d lost a friend when he died. Remember my patchin’ the cushion ?”
She lifted it as she spoke. From behind it
dropped something. What ? Of leather, blue
with mould, crushed by its
long lying under
the cushion, but a reticule tor all that.
Hepsey Harrow’s reticule! I opened it. There
lay a comb and a brush ; an artificial rose—
how well I remembered it in her hair!—and
my letter. Yes, my letter, that she had never
never seen, never known of!
read,
“
What’s the matter, Almon?” asked mv
mother.
For a few moments I did not know.
At
last I spoke.

walked away.

Leach, Proprietor.

House,
JPerry,
Proprietor.
American House, India St. W. M. Lewis, Prop’r.

ow.”

evening?”re<|UeSt
She bowed. I

pi iet or.

Leach’s Hotel, Corner of Front and Vine streets,

Albion

April 23.

der and looked in my face.
‘•She didn’t dare refuse you?” she said.
“Boy, I know you are in trouble. I’m your
mother. Tell me.”
“She did not, accept me,” I said.
“The naughty minx!” said my
mother, “I
—.’’then she burst into tears.
“And that’s to part us ?” she said.
“Not if you’ll go with me,” I answered.
But she would not leave her
thome, and I
went alone. In the frosty
morning as I
turned to look back at the little
village, from
the top of the old stage, l saw the little children filing in at the school-house
door, and
caught a glimpse ot Hepsey’s dress beyond—
a
only fold of her dress, but I knew it. The
school bell was ringing; but it did not
say
“turn again” turn again to me as it should
have done, had I been such a prophet as
Witting ton.
I made my fortune. I had a cousin in
New York who was deep in the
mysteries of
Wall street.
He helped me; so dia Luck or
Fate, in five years I was a
moderately rich
man.
My mother wanted nothing but my
She would not come to me, but
presence.
she urged me to return to her.
At first my heart was too weak to be trusted among those old familiar scenes. To
have met Hepsey would have been too much
to bear. But time helps us all. At the end
of five years I wrote to
my mother:
“I am coming home again, since
you will
not live here with me.
Expect me to-mor-

her,

Bath
Bath Hotel, Washington St.C. M. Plummer, Pro-

60,467 00

my mother, bitterly.
“No,” said I, “never lor her.”
Mother knelt down beside me as I sat on a
low stool. She put her hands on
my shoul-

to

Bangor.
Penobscot Exchange, A. Woodward, Proprietor.

J. B

families,

J. H. Kling, Proprietor^

146,950 00

received lor Interest,
Income received from other sources,
Fire losses paid the past year,

Cash

she.
“lo make my tortune,” 1 said.
“For that girl—the school ma’am ?” asked

a

State St.

00

Losses estimated and unpaid,
113,000 00
Cash Premiums received lor Fire Risks,
142,240 00
Cash Premiums received lor Marine Risks, 184,234 00
Notes received for Premiums on Marine

city.”
“Why ?” said

is miss narrow

House,

REM

house containing fourteen rooms, arranged tor three

May

Augusta.
Augusta

REMOVALS.

For Sale!
VALUABLE piece of property situated on York
Street, near Park, consisting of a two story

A

Auburn.
EtM House, Coml. St. W. S. Young, Proprietor.

186,225 00

345,124

Cash on hand and in Bauk,
Loans on Personal Security,

some

xl

Directory.

Hotel

1822.

$400,000 OO
Fire Rinks Out.fttaud.ug, 11,900.‘J#S.
Marine Risks
do.
Il,:l6»,8«i>.

Capital,

waited,
afterwards, lor

None came—a day, a week, a
month.
She had given me a little, cold,
smileless bow. I was rejected.
‘’Mother,’ said i that night, “we must have
some one to farm the
place. I’m going to
answer.

1,1868.

Jan.

Company

Co.,

Boston.

Of

I took the red sleigh home and
waited hopefully, as I knew

an

THE

Manufacturers’ Ins.

ing evening.
fthe was ready for me. My mother's bint
was in my mind, and I looked at her dress.
All 1 discovered was that it was
blue; but
her furs were good, I could judge of furs.

“She must marry a rich man, or one on his
way weallhwaid,” I said. “She shall, too.
I’ve more to start with than
Washington
had.” And I tucked her into the sleigh and
drove off' to the meeting.
It was a pleasant drive, aud a merry dance
and sapper, and as time went oo 1 felt
glad
that I had written the letter. For I could
uot have said what it said for me.
It was at
that moment when we were
driving homeward that 1 mustered conrace to ask her tor
the little leucine she carried, as the other
girls did, with a biush and some flowers in
it, for they had to touch up the curls and
braids after the windy ride belore the dance.
“Why do you want it?” she asked.
“lo put something in it which
you must
not look at till you reach
home, L said.”
“You arouse my curiosity,” she answered.
“I shall look the instant I have a
lamp.”
And as she spoke 1 had dropped the letter
and snapped the clasp.
Not a word more could I speak. But at
the door I tried lor the first time to kiss her.
Her lips eluded mine, and I dared not to re-

JLETUKN OF

OF

REAL ESTATE.

HOTELS.

_’

and just manufactured, and to be

Sold very

Cheap

for Cash !

CALL AND EXAMINE
our

goods and learn

LEWIS X
May

2.

dtf

our

prices.

WASH,

170 Fore Street.

PA BLOK

SUITS,

Lounge*, Spring Bed* and Bedding,
Manufactured to order at short uotice.
31 Free Street.
Mar 21-dtt

